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IN THE 
ME COURT 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., AN IDAHO 
CORPORATION, AND D/B/A TACO TIME, AN 
ASSUMED BUSLNESS NAME 
PLALNTIFF 
And 
APPELLANT 
vs 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., AN IDAHO 
CORPORATION; AND JOHN DOES 1 - 10 
DEFENDANT 
And 
RESPONDENT 
Appealedf).om the District Court of the Seventh Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for Madison County 
Honorable BmNTJ:  MOSS District Judge 
JOHN R GOODELL 
BRENT L WHITING 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTEREL 
P.O. BOX 1391 
POCATELLO, ID 83204-139 1 
Attorney for Appellant 
GARY L COOPER 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED 
P.O. BOX 4229 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229 
Attorney for Respondent 
Filed this the day of , 2008 
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Brian and Chnstie, Inc , an Idaho Corp vs Leishman Electric, Inc, eta1 
3rian and Chnstie, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Leishman Electric, Inc, John does 1-10 
ate Code User Judge 
0/2/2006 NCOC GWEN New Case Filed - Other Claims Brent J Moss 
SMlS 
/6/2007 SMlS 
/I512007 AFSR 
/22/2007 
NSRV 
/23/2007 
/4/2007 NORT 
HRSC 
8/5/2007 MOTN 
MEMO 
AFFD 
NOTH 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
KRlS 
KRlS 
GWEN 
ANGIE 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No 
Prior Appearance Paid by: Goodell, John R 
(attorney for Brian and Christie, Inc., an ldaho 
Corp) Receipt number: 01 081 13 Dated: 
10/2/2006 Amount: $88.00 (Check) 
Summons Issued 
Summons issued 
Affidavit Of Service 03/10/07 
Filing: I I A  - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than 
$1 000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Cooper, 
Gary L (attorney for Leishman Electric, inc) 
Receipt number: 0001691 Dated: 3/22/2007 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
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Plaintiffs' Notice of Service of Responses to 
Defendant's First Requests For Admissions 
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Defendant's First Requests For Admissions 
Note Of Issue/request For Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/09/2007 10:OO 
AM) 
Defendant's Motion for Sumamry Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Leishman 
Electric Motion for Sumamry Judgment 
Affidavit of Gary L Cooper 
Notice Of Hearing 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J, Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
Brent J Moss 
Brent J. Moss 
HRSC GWEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/16/2007 10:OO Brent J. Moss 
AM) 
RSPN GWEN Response and Objection to Note of Issue and Brent J. Moss 
Request for Trial Setting 
i/22/2007 HRSC ANGlE Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/09/2007 08:30 Brent J. Moss 
AM) 
j/25/2007 MOTN GWEN Plaintiff's Motion to Continue Defendant's Motion Brent J, Moss 
for Summary Judgment 
AFFD GWEN Affidavit of John R Goodell in Support of Rule Brent J. Moss 
56(f) Motion to Continue Defendant's Motin far 
Sumamry Judgment 
NOTH GWEN Notice Of Hearing Brent J. Moss 
NSRV GWEN Notice Of Service of Plaintiff' sFirst Set of Brent J. Moss 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents to defendant Leishman Electric 
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Requests for Admission to Defendant Leishman 
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Cert~ficate Of Service 
Continued (Motion 09/10/2007 10 00 AM) 
Reply memorandum in Support of Defendant 
Leishman Electric Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Hearing result for Motion held on 07/09/2007 
08 30 AM Hearing Held 
Amended Nohce Of Hearing 
'/I 712007 NSRV GWEN Notice Of Service 
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3/1/2007 CONT LORI Continued (Motion 0911 712007 10:OO AM) 
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3/4/2007 MEMO GWEN Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum in 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment 
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10:OO AM: Hearing Held 
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Michael C Higgins PE 
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Heanng Scheduled (Pre-Trial 07/21/2008 11 00 Brent J Moss 
AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/05/2008 09 00 Brent J Moss 
AM) 
Notice Of Trial Setting and Order Governing Brent J Moss 
Further Proceed~ngs 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/07/2008 08 30 Brent J Moss 
AM) 
Motion to Continue Trial Setting Brent J Moss 
H RSC 
WRSC GWEN 
GWEN 
HRSC ANGIE 
MOTN 
NOTH 
DCHH 
GWEN 
GWEN 
ANGlE 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing Brent J. Moss 
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/07/2008 Brent J. Moss 
08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: David Marlow 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Order to Continue Trial Setting (recieved) Brent J. Moss ORDR 
MOTN 
MEMO 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Brent J Moss 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Motion for Brent J. Moss 
Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Brent J Moss 
Sumamry Judgment 
NOTH GWEN 
Second Affidavit of Brian Larsen Brent J. Moss AFFD 
AFFD 
GWEN 
GWEN Affidavit of Micahel C Higgins, PE in Support of Brent J. Moss 
Motions for Sumamry Judgment 
Affidavit of Scott Kimbrough PhD PE in Support of Brent J. Moss 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Robert "Jake" Jacobsen CFI in Brent J. Moss 
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 08/05/2008 Brent J. Moss 
09:OO AM: Continued 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial held on 07/21/2008 Brent J. Moss 
I l :00 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial 10/06/2008 08:30 Brent J. Moss 
AM) Telephonic 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 03/24/2009 09:OO Brent J. Moss 
AM) 
Affidavit of Micheal Packer Brent J. Moss 
AFFD GWEN 
AFFD GWEN 
CONT ANGlE 
CONT 
HRSC 
HRSC 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
AFFD 
NTDP 
GWEN 
GWEN Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces tecum Robert Brent J. Moss 
"Jake" Jacobsen 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum scott Brent J. Moss 
Kim broug h 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Brian Larsen Brent J. Moss 
GWEN NTDP 
NTDP 
NTDP 
GWEN 
GWEN Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Brent J. Moss 
Tecum Robert "Jake" Jacobsen 
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'age 4 of 6 Case CV-2006-0000826 Current Judge Brent J Moss 
Br~an and Chr~st~e,  Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Le~shman Electr~c, Inc, eta1 
Brian and Christie, Inc., an ldaho Corp vs. Leishman Electric, Inc, John does 1-10 
)ate Code User Judqe 
KRIS 
KRlS 
KRlS 
GWEN 
GWEN 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
Le~shman's Memo In Oppos~tlon To Plalntlff's Brent J Moss 
Mot~on For Summary Judgment 
Affldavlt of Paul Moore Brent J Moss AFFD 
AFFD 
/I612008 BREF 
Second Affidavit of Gary L Cooper Brent J. Moss 
Pla~nt~ff's Reply Br~ef In Support of Summary Brent J Moss 
Judgment 
Aff~davlt of John R Goodell Brent J Moss AFFD 
12312008 MINE Minute Entry Hearing type: Summary Judgment Brent J Moss 
Hearing date: 6/23/2008 Time: 11 :29 am Court 
reporter: David Marlow 
Hearing Scheduled (Summary Judgment Brent J. Moss 
06/23/2008 1 1 :00 AM) 
Hearing result for Summary Judgment held on Brent J Moss 
06/23/2008 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing Helt 
Court Reporter: David Marlow 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC 
DCHH 
Order Denying Plaintiff's Summary Judgment Brent J. Moss 
Motion 
Notice Of Service Brent J. Moss 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 0911 512008 10:30 Brent J. Moss 
AM) Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration on 
Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing Brent J. Moss 
ORDR GWEN 
NSRV 
HRSC 
GWEN 
ANGlE 
NOTH 
MOTN 
MEMO 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
Motion for Reconsideration Brent J. Moss 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Brent J. Moss 
Reconsideration 
Letter Mediation Unsuccessful Brent J. Moss 
Leishman Electrics Response to Plaintiff's Motion Brent J. Moss 
for Reconsideration 
Leishman Electric's Response to Plaintiffs' Motion Brent J. Moss 
For Reconsideration 
LETT 
MlSC 
GWEN 
GWEN 
KRlS 
MOTN 
MEMO 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
Motion to Amend Complaint Brent J. Moss 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend Brent J. Moss 
Complaint 
Notice of Hearing Brent J. Moss NOTC 
AMCO 
ANGlE 
ANGIE* First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Brent J. Moss 
Trial 
MEMO ANGlE Leishmann Memorandum In Opposition to Brent J. Moss 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
MEMO KRIS Leishman Memorandum in Opposition to Brent J. Moss 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Brent J. Moss 
Motion For Reconsideration 
MEMO KRIS 
" <% 
)ate 12 $% 38 Seventh Judicial District Court - Madison County 
" 
 me 1006AM ROA Report 
'age 5 of 6 Case CV-2006-0000826 Current Judge Brent J Moss 
Br~an and Chr~stie, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Le~shman Electnc, Inc, eta1 
User JEN 
Br~an and Chr~st~e, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Le~shrnan Electnc, Inc, John does 1-10 
)ate Code User Judge 
11 112008 MEMO GWEN Reply Memorandum In Support of Mot~on to Brent J Moss 
0/1/2008 MEMO ANGlE 
JDMT ANGlE 
H RVC ANGlE 
H RVC ANGlE 
CDlS ANGlE 
STAT 
10/8/2008 AFFD 
MEMO 
I 011 512008 OBJC 
HRSC 
1011 612008 NOTH 
10/21/2008 NOTC 
10/23/2008 CONT 
10/24/2008 NOTH 
RESP 
NOTC 
11/3/2008 HRHD 
ANGlE 
GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
ANGlE 
GWEN 
ANGlE 
LORI 
KRIS 
KRIS 
ANGlE 
ANGlE 
GWEN 
Amend Complaint 
~/1212008 CONT ANGlE Continued (Motion 09/16/2008 10'30 AM) Brent J. Moss 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration on Partial 
Summary Judgment 
111 612008 MINE ANGlE Minute Entry Wearing type: Motion Hearlng date: Brent J. Moss 
911 612008 Time: 10:44 am Court reporter: David 
Mariow 
DCHH ANGIE Hearing result for Motion held on 09/16/2008 Brent J. Moss 
10:30 AM: District Court Hearing Weld 
Court Reporter: David Marlow 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiff's Motion to Brent J. Moss 
Reconsider 
Judgment of Dismissal Brent J. Moss 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial held on 10/06/2008 Brent J. Moss 
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated Telephonic 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 03/24/2009 Brent J. Moss 
09.00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Civil Disposition entered for: John does 1-1 O , ,  Brent J. Moss 
Defendant; Leishman Electric, Inc, Defendant; 
Brian and Christie, Inc., an ldaho Corp, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 10/1/2008 
STATUS CHANGED: closed Brent J. Moss 
Affidavit of Gary L Coopre in Support of Award of Brent J. Moss 
Costs Including Discretionary Costs 
Memorandum of Costs Brent J. Moss 
Plaintiff's Objections and Motion to Disallow Costs Brent J. Moss 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/03/2008 10:OO Brent J, Moss 
AM) Motion for Costs 
Notice Of Hearing Brent J. Moss 
Notice of Hearing for 11/3/08 -- Defendant's Brent J Moss 
Motion for Costs 
Continued (Motion 11/03/2008 08:30 AM) Brent J. Moss 
Motion for Costs - telephonic 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing Brent J. Moss 
Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Objections on Brent J. Moss 
Motion to Disallow Costs 
Defendant's Response to Plaintiffs objections on Brent J. Moss 
Motion to Disallow Costs 
Notice of Hearing 11-3-08 @ 8:30 a.m. Brent J, Moss 
Hearing result for Motion held on 11/03/2008 Brent J. Moss 
08:30 AM: Hearing Held Motion for Costs - 
telephonic 
Date 1 Seventh Judicial District Court - Madison County 
T~me 1 ROA Report 
Page 6 of 6 Case CV-2006-0000826 Current Judge Brent J Moss 
Brlan and Chrlst~e, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Lelshman Electnc, Inc eta1 
User. JEN 
Brlan and Chr~st~e Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Le~shman Electnc, inc, John does 1-10 
GWEN 
GWEN 
11 1612008 APSC GWEN 
1111 712008 ORDR GWEN 
CDlS GWEN 
1 1/24/2008 JDMT KRlS 
CDlS GWEN 
12/3/2008 GWEN 
GWEN 
3ate Code User Judge 
1 1/5/2008 GWEN Miscellaneous Payment: Supreme Court Appeal Brent J. Moss 
Fee (Please insert case #) Paid by: John Goodell 
Receipt number: 001 3555 Dated: 11/6/2008 
Amount: $86.00 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Brent J. Moss 
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: John 
Goodell Receipt number: 001 3555 Dated: 
11/6/2008 Amount: $1 00.00 (Check) 
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court Brent J. Moss 
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via 
Misc. Payments, The $15.00 County District 
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: Goodell, 
John R (attorney for Brian and Christie, Inc., an 
ldaho Corp) Receipt number: 001 3554 Dated: 
11/6/2008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Brian 
and Christie, Inc., an ldaho Corp (plaintiff) 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Brent J. Moss 
Order RE: Costs Brent J. Moss 
Civil Disposition entered for: Leishman Electric, Brent J. Moss 
Inc, Defendant; Brian and Christie, Inc., an ldaho 
Corp, Plaintiff; John does 1-1 O, ,  Defendant. Filing 
date: 1 1 11 712008 
Judgment $12,150.00 Brent J. Moss 
Civil Disposition entered for: Leishman Electric, Brent J. Moss 
Inc, Defendant; Brian and Christie, Inc., an ldaho 
Corp, Plaintiff. Filing date: 1 1/24/2008 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Brent J. Moss 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
John Goodell Receipt number: 0014115 Dated: 
12/3/2008 Amount: $1 .OO (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Brent J. Moss 
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: John 
Goodell Receipt number: 00141 15 Dated: 
12/3/2008 Amount: $1 00.00 (Check) 
Amended Notice of Appeal Brent J. Moss 
Miscellaneous Payment: Personal Copy Fee Paid Brent J. Moss 
by: Racine Olsen Receipt number: 0014286 
Dated: 1211 012008 Amount: $2.40 (Check) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Brent J. Moss 
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Racine 
Olsen Receipt number: 0014286 Dated: 
1211 012008 Amount: $31 7.50 (Check) 
Letter for Supreme Court Brent J. Moss 
MlSC GWEN 
GWEN 
GWEN 
1211 812008 LETT GWEN 
John R. Goodell (ISBF;': 2873) 
Brent L. Wh~t~ng  (ISB#: 6601) 
RAGDIE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE: & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P .0 ,  Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1 391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Ernail: jrg@racinelaw.net 
Ih' THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MtlDISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as 
assumed business name, 
VS. 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC. INC., an Idaho 
corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 - 10, 
Defendants. 
1 
1 Case No. CV06-826 
1 
1 AFFUDAVIT OF MICHAEI, C. 
1 HIGGINS, P.E. IN SUPPORT OF 
) MOTION FOR SUR1MmY 
1 JUDGMENT 
1 
1 
1 
1 
) 
STATE OF COLORADO ) 
: ss. 
County of Jefferson 1 
Michael C. Higgins, P.E., being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Michael Higgins. I am a specialist in forensics engneering, including 
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experience In engtncerrng evaluairons I an1 thc owner of IIlggins and Assoc~ates, Inc., which has 
been in business since April, 2000. 
Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of niy Curriculum Vitae stating my 
qualifications, education, experience, and publications in more detail. 
Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of my depositions and trial appearances 
where I have testified as a forensic engineer in cases filed in the States of Idaho, New Mexico, 
Colorado, and other states and forums from approxinlately 1987 to date. 
2. 1 performed a review of the 1996 National Electrical Code and State ofIdaho Division 
of Building Safety Electrical Bureau Licensing Statutes regarding the electrical work conducted at 
the Taco Time Restaurant in Rexburg, Idaho for the 1998- 1999 building remodel at the request of 
John Coodell, attorney for the Plaintiffs in this case. My findings and discussion are stated in my 
engineering report dated October 30,2006. 
Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of my engineering report. 
3. In summary, as indicated in my report, the electrician who energized the neon sign 
was in violation of the code by failing to inspect the fixture to ensure it was wired according to the 
National Electrical Code ("NNEC"). 
4. It is my expert opinion that the electrician uras in violation of the Idaho State 
Electrical Code by energizing the neon sign prior to inspecting the fixture for compliance with the 
NEC, and would be legally responsible for damages caused by his work. 
5. My deposition was previously taken by Defendant's counsel herein on January 22, 
2008. True and correct copies of excerpts of my deposition are included at Exhibit 4 attached 
hereto. At the time my deposition was taken, I had also been provided and reviewed the deposition 
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4 'w- 
(or draft copy) of Ala1-1 Came taken rn this case on January 17.2008, a fcm days earlier. I ui~dcrstanti 
that Mr. Caine expressed views and opinions different than what he had previously told me in 
conversations about his understanding of the duty of an electrician in Idaho. 
In particular, Mr. Caine is understood as expressing disagreelnent with my report insofar as 
it refers to the electrician "energizing" an electrical circuit, with an attached defective appliance 
which had been installed by somebody else, who would be responsible for ensuring such could not 
be done safely and in compliance with the NEC. 
Rather, according to Mr. Caine, an electrician would only have such responsibility and 
compliance with the NEC if he had actually "installed" the appliance attached to the end of the 
circuit he was energizing, but rzot if he energized the circuit line but had rzot actually "installed" the 
appliance, regardless of the appliance being in a defective condition and thus presenting a fire 
hazard. 
I must respectfully disagree with Mr. Caine's "revised" interpretation or application of Idaho 
law and the NEC to this situation. Frankly, it seems to be a case of hair-splitting. I cannot 
understand how an electrician could energize a circuit line, as the last or only licensed electrician 
involved, with a defective appliance attached to the end of it, which could have been ascertained by 
a simple visual inspection which would have taken only a few minutes, even if the defective 
appliance was actually "installed" by someone else. 
My interpretation of the Idaho rules and laws governing electricians, and the NEC which is 
also adopted by Idaho law, and common sense, all support the position that an electrician may hook 
up and/or energize an electrical circuit when he has done whatever is necessary to ensure that such 
can be done safely. 
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Moreover, a UL-approved and tnarkcd appl~ance at the end o f a  circuit line is one situation 
where the electrician can rely on the "UC' listing and visible documentation in assuming the 
appliance is safe and the circuit line providing it electrical current can be hooked up and energ~zed. 
This appears to be the scenario Mr. Caine assumes orrefers to in his deposition testimony. However, 
this is emphatically not the situation with the subject neon sign presented in this case. 
Thus, unlike a UL-approved and marked appliance situation, in this case a neon sign which 
was not UL-approved or marked was involved, which had been installed by someone else, namely, 
Sign Pro. In such distirzct and~iizei-ent situations, and absent UL-approved listing or marking, which 
was lacking, before the neon sign was energized or hooked up to the building power supply, 
Leishman Electric's electrician needed to do whatever was necessary to determine that such could 
be done safely. Obviously, inspecting the neon sign was necessary and appropriate, or otherwise 
verifying that whoever had installed it was licensed, had a pennit, or that an inspection had been 
done, none of which occurred. 
Most simply, all Leishman Electric's electrician had to do was look over the parapet wall on 
the roof and examine the wiring, and remove the cover on the junction box to verify that the 
necessary ground fault protection device was present, which would have taken about five minutes. 
Such inspection would have readily determined the defective condition of the wiring and/or the lack 
of NEC-required ground fault protection device. 
If Leishman Electric's electrician had taken any ofthese steps to determine that the neon sign 
was safe and in a condition such that the circuit line providing the building power could be energized 
and hooked up safely, he would have been able to readily determine that the neon sign was unsafe, 
presented a fire hazard, and that the building electrical branch circuit line should not be energized. 
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Furthcr~nor~., sincc Sign Pro hail already rnslalleil the neon ugn aalrd cott~pletcd its work 
b@re Leishrnan Electnc's eiectdcian hooked up and energized the circuit line, he was the last 
person who did the last step in the process by which the dangerous condition was finalized, i.e., 
hooking up and energizing the circuit line with the defective neon sign attached at the end. He was 
the last person who could have prevented the fire hazard being created by declining to energize the 
circuit line. He was also the only licensed electriciatl involved in energizing the circuit line thereby 
providing power to the defective sign. Sign Pro's employee, Mr. Packer, has testified that he 
specifically did not provide power to the neon sign because he was rzot a licensed electrician and 
knew that it was not proper or l ep l  for him to do so. Again, that leaves Leishman Electric's 
electrician as the sole licensed person who subsequently came along and acted to do so. 
6. Given the additional explanation stated above, I hereby reaffirm and stand by my 
expert opinions previously stated as set forth in my engineering report, and as hrther explained in 
my deposition testimony taken herein. The key facts and conclusions and expert opinions remain 
unchanged by Mr. Caine's deposition testimony or for any other reason. 
7. My deposition redirect testimony under questioning by Mr. Goodell is also adopted 
by reference and is attached hereto and adopted by reference as though set forth in narrative opinion 
form, which states my expert opinions and the facts and data upon which such opinions are based. 
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day of hprtl, 2008. 
I'lICGINS & ASSOCIATES. INC, 
By: 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOW TO before me this 2 day of April, 2008, 
Residing at: 7y4g 3 M~~@~YLPLL Ce7; A / ' ~ T & ~  &9 
My Comission Expires: ~ / . / & J D ?  
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CERTIE'IClkTE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the of April, 2008,i served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Gary C. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. Third Avenue, Suite 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Fax: 208-235- 1 182 
[ 4 U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Email 
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Higgins & Associates, h e .  , 
firensic Engineering Consecltlrnls 
x a  
16474 WiElou Wood Court 
Professional Profile of 
Michael C, Higgins, P.E. 
Prindpal 
Mbt.1-ison, GO 80466 
(503) 972-4300 
Fax (303) 972- 1 134 
EDUCATION 
--- 
B.S, in Geological Engineering 
N.S, in Geotechnfcal/Civil EngrneerIng (pending comple~on of thesis) 
0 Redetered Professional Engineer - State of Colorado No. 32108 
Registered Professional Engineer - State of Utah No, 58241 10-2202 
r Registered Professional Engineer - State of Wyoming No, 10422 
o Re&stered Professiond Engineer - State of New Mexico No. 17028 
Registered Professional Engineer - State of Arizona No. 42405 
* Registered Professional Englneer - State of Montana No. 16903 
e Certified Fire and Explosion Investigator - Reg. No. 10809-5034 
ADDITIONAL OUALIFlCATIOm 
o 20 years experience in Qeotechnical/Cieologicat/Qeophysical related positions 
o 10 years experience in failure analysis of mechanical, electrical, and stmcturat systems 
40 hour Health and Safety Training 
* 24 hour Radiation Management Training 
EMPLOYMENT SYNOPSIS 
2000 to Present Higgins & Associates, Inc. 
Mornson, Colorado 
Principal 
Professional Engineer specializing in the field of engineering forensics on mechanical, 
electrical, and civil engineering systems. Investigations include cause-and-origin 
deteminalion of fire and explosion losses. Performing forensic analyses involving 
structurel damage due to improper construction, construction-related accidents and 
failures, arrd code-deficient design. Specific areas of general construction evaluation 
include masonry, soils, ar~phalt, stucco, EIFS, framing, roofing, windows, floor and wall 
finishes, insulation, and waterproofing. 
1995 to 2000 Merio Consulting Engineers, LLC 
Englecvood, Colorado 
Senior Engineer 
Forensic engineering in the ateas of civil, structural, mechanical, and electrical engineering 
investigations. Performed forensic analyses involving structural damage due to improper 
construction, construction-related accidents, structural failures, and code-ddcient design. 
Also conducted cause-and-origin investigations of fire and explosion losses at residential, 
commercial, and industrid facilities, Provided expert testimony for both depositions arid 
trials. 
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Resume - Page 2 
1987 to 1995 Joseph A. Gesare and Associates 
Englewood, Colorado 
Oeotechnical Engineer 
Geotechnicaf engineering including civil engineerkg and environmental engineering 
applications. 
Numerous projects involving surface and subeuriace investigations for design and 
construction of residential and commercial stmctures; foundation designs; earth and rock 
fill d m  destps;  tailing facility and leach pit design; solid waste landfill design; water 
transmission pipeline subsurface investigPltions; geotechnical ksmmentat ion design and 
installation; pressure grouting; settlement analyses; liquefaction analyses; slope stability 
analyses; geologic mapping; mud jacking; failure analyses; emergenGg preparedness plans; 
soil cement design; pile foundation dynamic analysis; filter designs; trench shoring designs; 
extensive field and laboratory testing; project specifications and contract document 
preparation. 
Specific Projects: 
Lead Embankment Inspector for the Aurora Dam Project, Aurora, Colorado; design 
modification to the Upper Beaver Broolc Darn 3A, Clear Creelc County, Colorado; design of 
the Chesapeake Mill Tailings Facility, Victor, Colorado; closure of Templeton Gap Lmdfill, 
Colorado Springs, Colorado; preliminary field investigation fox the Hanlon Landfill Site, 
Elbert County, Colorado; geotechnidal inveatigaaon for the Aurora Pipefine, Aurora, 
Colorado; mud jacking of Cherry Creek High School, Aurora, Colorado; foundation 
investigations of industrid facilities for Texaco Los Angeles Plant and Texaco Sulfur 
Recovery Plant, Wellington, California; grouting of the Aurora Rampart Reservoir, Douglas 
County, Colorado. 
Phase I environmental audit@; remedial designs and remedial action plans; design of 
leachate recovery systems; slurry trench design; mohitor well and recgvery system designs; 
groundwater and soil sampling; stabilization/solidifieation of radioactive waste. 
SpeciCic Projects; 
Site remediation of the Texaco Tank Farm, Cypress, California; monitoring during 
remediation at the Unocal Denver Toulene Site, Denver, Colorado; recovery trench design, 
Golden West Refinery, 3anta Fe Springs, California; Leachate colle~tion Bystem, Sundstrand 
Industries, Westminster, Colorado; monitor and recovery well design and installation, 
Unipro Paints, Denver, Colorado; stabilization/soIidifrcatiop of radioactive waste, Shattuek 
Chemicd Company. 
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Michaet C. Riggins 
Resume - Page 3 
Design of se&mentation basins; tunnel support design; drainage plms; open channel 
hydr~ulics; pavernent designs; dewatering andyses; erosion control design; concrete, sted, 
and masonry inapectlan; water kr*nsmia8iana pipelhe design: sheet and timber shoring 
dcsips; wetlands designs, plurnbhg system designs; electrical system designs; pumping 
eystem designs; conetructrion mmagement; cons&uction inspection, and constsuction claim 
evduation. 
Specific Projects: 
The East Powers Boulevard expansion project, Colorado Springs, Colorado; tunnel support 
design, Mimopco Mine, Oatman, Arizona; Lake Las Vegas sedimentation basin and 
wetlands design, Hendereon, Nevada; slurry trench feasibility study, USBR Central Arizona 
project, Scottadale, Arizona; municipal water supply design and development, City of Smta 
Rosa, Santa Rosa, New Mexico. 
1983 to  1986 Westc3-m C)eophysical Company of Ameriq 
Engtewood, Colorado 
Geophysical Analyst 
Processed seismic data ttsing Western software in conjuncfion with ISM computer. Specific 
experience includes rrei6rn.i~ analysis and stratigraphic profile design, refraction statics, 
swuctural analysis, and digital aignd processing. Stnictural and Stra~graphic RTBRS of 
experience include The Rio Cirandc Uplift, the Unita Uplift, the Williston Basin, the Powder 
River Basin, and the Denver/Julesburg Basin. 
1982 to 1983 Dermis Enweesing 
Socorro, New Mexico 
Staff Engineer 
Supervised surveying crew; highway and roadway design; subdivision design, planning, and 
development; soil testing, water-well drilling and developmen% ground water modeling; 
water quality studies; drainage studies; and construction management. 
1973 to 1976 A&F Plumbing and Heating 
Kensington, Maryland 
McMahon and Sons Plumbing and Heath6 
Washington, D. C. 
Installation of plumbing and heating syst;ems in residentid, commercial, industrial, and 
institutional facilities. 
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BgIGWIAEL C. HXGCXNS, P.E, 
ARIEIIT~TION, DEPOSITION, AMD TRIAL 
TESTIMOMY LIST 
Re~resentina Law Firm Case C Testimony - Date 
Ivan Sarkissiar~ The Corral at  Breckemidge Deposition 12/04/07 
Sarlrission & Homeowners Association 
McConaughy Case No.: 06 CV 184 
Greenwood Village, CO Summit County District Court 
Thomas M. Dunford Great Northern Insurance C0 v, Deposition 11 / 19/07 
Cozen O%onnor Watts Water Technologies, Inc. 
Denver, CO Case No.: 06 CV 10743 
Denver District Court 
Stuart D, Morse Central Pwlc Townhome Deposition 101 1 1 /07 
Levy, Morse & Wheeler Condommiurns 
Englewood, CO Case No.: 2006 CV 4013 
Arapahoe County District Court 
Ivan Sarkissian Village a t  Boulder Creek HOA v. Deposition 9/6/07 
Sarkissian & Titan Investments I, LLC 
McConaughy Case No.: 2005 CV 893 
Greenwood Village, CO Boulder County District Court 
Bradley W. Maudlin Carriage Gate Condo Assoc, v. Deposition 7/ 1 1 / 07 
Dewhirst & Dolven, Carriage Gate, LLC, et al. 
LLC Case No.: 05 CV 5403 
Colorado Springs, CO Arapahoe County District Court 
Michael J. Kleinman Duran v, Kunkel Construction Trial 10/3/07 
Law Office of Michael Case No.: 200dCV945 Deposition 6/27/07 
J .  Kleinrnan District Court 
Lone Tree, CO City and County of Denver 
Gregg Rich McCarty v. Malouff Deposition 3/23/07 
Lambdin B Chaney, Case No.: 05 CV 1934 
LLP District Court 
Greenwood Village, CO Jefferson County, Colorado 
A. CSary Bell, Jr. Davis v. Nucla Sanitation District Trial 3/20/07 
Bell 86 Pollock, P.C. Case No.: 2005 CV 156 Deposition 121 19/06 
Greenwood Village, CO District Court 
Montrose, Colorado 
Craig S. Nuss Eleven-One-Eleven v. Collins Trial 3/13/07 
Patterson, Nuss 8s Companies Deposition 8/15/06 
Seymour, PC Case No.: 2005CV5871 
Englewood, CO District Court 
Arapahoe County, Colorado 
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Michael C. Higgine, P.E. 
Trial Testimony Liat 
l i enrcsent~n~ Law Firm 
Michael t. hdams 
Ray Lego & Associates 
Greenwood Village, GO 
Robin L Bowers 
Whlte & Steele 
Denver, CO 
Gerald D. Pratt 
McConaughy & 
Sarlrissian, P.C. 
Englewood, CO 
Larry R. Bauman 
ICelley, Scritsrnier & 
Byrne, P.C. 
North Platte, NE 
Geri O'Brien Williams 
Dworkin, Chambers & 
Williams, P.C 
Denver, 60 
Rosemary Orsini 
Burg Simpson 
Englewood, CO 
Brendan Powers 
Spies, Powers & 
Robinson, P.C. 
Denver, CO 
Steven. Jon  Paul 
Harris, Karstaedt, 
Jamfson & Powers, PC 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Testimony - Date 
Principato v. Waberer Carpentry Inc. Deposition 2 /  19/07 
Case No.: 2004 CV 2340 
District Court 
Jefferson County, Colorado 
Dodson v. AMCO Insurance Co Deposition 1 /25/07 
Case No.: 2005 CV 137 
District Court 
Routt County, Colorado 
State Farm v. High Mark, Inc. Deposition 1 / 15/07 
Case No.: 05-cv-2103-REB-CBS 
U.S. District Court 
Denver, Colorado 
Mac Enterprises v. City of Deposition 1 1 /30/06 
OgaiLala et al. 
Case No.: CI 04-42 
District Court, Keith County, 
Nebraska 
United Fire Group v. El Herradero Deposition 11/8/06 
Rest~urant  and Martin Rosales 
Case No: 05 CV 1285 
Adams County District Court 
Brighton, GO 
Saddle Ridge of Ft. Collins Condo. Deposition 10/20/06 
Assoc. v, Choice Roofing 
Case No.: 2003 CV 423 
Larimer County District Court 
Fort Collins, CO 
Great Northern v. Rob Waring Deposition 10/ 19/06 
Construction and Robert Kosiba dba 
Precisi'on Painting 
Case No. 05 CV 5041 
Denver District Court 
Denver, CO 
Kleckner v. I<elIer Homes, Inc. Trial 10/11/06 
Case No. 05CVZ5 Deposition 8/31/06 
El Paso County District Court 
Colorado Springs, CO 
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Michael 6. Kiggins, P.E. 
Trial Testimony List 
Representing Law firm Case Caption, Number & Jurisdjctian Testimow QgJg 
J David M. ~ou i i s ton  Castro v. American RV Marts, Inc Deposition 5/22/06 The Law Offices of Case No, CV-2003-08326 
David M, liouliston Second Judicial 
Albuquerque, NM District Court 
County of Bernalillo, New Mexico 
fvan Sarkisslan Park Avenue HOA v. DR Horton Depotlition 5/2/06 
McConaughy & Case No. OICV2276 
Sarkimian, PC Arapahoe County District Court 
Bnglewood, CO Centennial, CO 
Brad Shefrin Summit @ Rock Creak v. DR Horton Depositton 4/18/06 
Zupkus & Angell, PC Gase No. 036V209 
Denver, CO Boulder County District Court 
Boulder, CO 
Trevor Cofer Centennial Concrete V. Leaffer Deposition 41 14/06 
Dewhirst &, DoLvin, LLP Case No. 03 CV 5132 
Colorado Spridgs, CO Arapahoe County District Court 
Centennial, CO 
Anthony Melonakis East West Resdrts 
Melonakis, Sutton Br, Arbitration Forums 
Gulley, PA Englawood, CO 
Littleton, CO 
Kenton Kuhlman Sturniolo 
Kuhlman and Arbitration Forums 
Xuhlrnan, PC Englewood, CO 
Greenwood Village, CO 
Deposition 2/20/06 
Harris, Karstaedt, Coggershall Construction v. ABH Deposition 2/9/06 
Jamison & Powers, PC Development Vertical Concepts 
Pngewood, CO Arbitration No.: 
77Y1100003304S1R 
Kenneth Gulley Mieael 
Sutton, Mefonalcis BE Arbitration Forums 
Crullcy, PA Englewood, CO 
Littleton, CO 
Arbitration I l/ 10/05 
Richard Rardtn Federal Insurance v. Deposition 10/28/05 
Cozen OIConnor Olson and Sons Const. 
Denver, CO Case No.: 2003 CV 7 12 
Eagle County District Court 
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Michael C. Wigins. P.B. 
Trfaf Testimony List 
Wi l l i~ rn  D. Nulcahy Brandaw v. The Ryland Group, Deposition 10/ 12/06 
I-farris, Karstaedt, Inc. et al. 
J m i s o n ,  Powers, PC Case No.: 2004 CV 767 
Englewood, CO Douglas County, CO 
Daniel P. Murphy C.E. Johnson v. Plath Constmction Deposition 10/6/05 
Montgomery, Little & Case No.: 04 CV 4208 
McCrcw, PC District Court 
Greenwood Village, 60 El Paso County, CO 
John Hayes Paschal1 v. R. Oioscia 
V' Senter, Goldfarb & Rice Case No.: 04 CM 84 
Denver, CO District Court 
Chaffee County, CO 
Lori Jones Bfahgger S kovialr: v. Romano 
Williams & Mahoney Case No.: 04 2867 CA 
Beverly, MA 20t11 Judicial Circuit 
Coll~er County, PI, 
Trial 8/26/05 
Deposition 71 18/05 
Deposition 8 /  17/05 
/ Wifliam P. Gralow Ken Lewis v. Pacific Trial 8/8/05 
v Civerolo, Cralow, Indemnity Co., et al. 
Hill & Curtis Cause No.: D- 10101-CF-20030032 1 
Albuquerque, NM Santa Fe County, NM 
Janet  Wells Strawberry Fields v. Deposition 7/14/05 
Ray Lego & Associates Structural Management 
Greenwood Village, CO Case No.: 02 CV 2123 
El Paso County District Court 
Oregg Ricti Strawberry Fields v. Deposition 7/ 14/05 
Lanibdin & Chaney SC Excavating 
Denver, C 0  Case No.: 02 CV 2123 
El Paso County District Court 
Ivan Sarl<issian 
McConaughy & 
Sarkissian 
Greenwood Village, CQ 
Janet Wells 
Ray Lego & Associates 
Greenwood Village, CO 
Brad Maudlin 
Dewhirst & Dolven 
Denver, CO 
DeGenering, at al. v. Glasco, et al. Deposition 7 / 1 1/05 
Summit County District Court 
Case No.: 04 CV 64 
Rykowski v. Yenter Companies, inc. Deposition 7/7/05 
Douglas County District Court 
Case No.: 2002 CV 1242 
Tbe Ponds a t  Blue River v. Emers Deposition 5/24/05 
Construction, Inc. 
Summit County District Court 
Case No.: 03 CV 35 
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Michael 6. Higgns, P.C. 
Trial Teetlmony List 
Testimony: - Date 
Grew Rich Great Northern ins. Co v. Simon Deposition 5/16/05 
Lambdin Bt Chaney Roofing Co. 
Denver, CO Arapahoe County District Court 
Case No.: 04 CV 322 
Thor Inouye Tr~ton Dev., LLC and Deposition 5/5/05 
Varrrell8a Associates 1'727 Pearl Street HOA 
Denver, CO American Arbitration Association 
Cane No.: 77 180 00 120403 VSS 
Roger Moore American Family Ins, v. J Law Offfcea of Roger Fleetwood Enterprises 
A/ioore Case No.: 03 C 1067 1 
Denver, CO County Court 
El Paso County, CO 
John K. Shunk United Securities Ins. Go. 
Messner & Reeves, LLC and Romington I-Iomes 
Denver, CD v, AKM Engineering, Inc. 
Case No.: 03 CV 35 
District Court 
Broomfield, CO 
Trial 4/28/05 
Trial 4/29/05 
Deposiaan 12/ 1/04 
Deposition 4/ 13/05 
Deposition 4/ 15/05 
D. Rico Munn State Farm Fire & Casualty 
Baicer Hostetler, LLP v. Merieanna Corp. Deposition 4/8/05 
Demer, CO San Miguel District Court 
Case No.: 03 CV 56 
Kevin Ahearn Elite Properties of America & Deposition 3/14/05 
Pnor, Johnson, Saddleback Development v. JR. 
Montoya, Carney & Engineering 
Karr, PC El Paso County District Court 
Case No.: 01 GV 2278 
Harvey Fruman CNA Comm. Ens. & MCT Industries, Trial 3/8/05 
Cozen and OIConnor Ine, v. Matheson Tri Gas. Deposition 1 1/27/0 1 
San Diego. U\ 2 n d  Judicial District Court 
Bernilillo County, NM 
Case No.: CV 2001 0380 
Jacic Robinsor1 Amco Ins. Co. v. TriaI 2/ 14/05 
Spies, Powers &I Alan Power and Equip. Deposition 121 17/04 
Robinson El Paso County District Court 
Denver, CO Case No. 04 CV 2978 
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Roger Moore 
Law Office of Roger 
Moore 
Denver, CO 
Bradley Shefrin 
Zuplms 8s Angel1 PC 
Denver, CO 
Bruce Lagan 
Vtlvnell & Associates 
Denver, GO 
Rich Rardin 
Cozen O'Connor 
Denver, CO 
Miles Dewhirst 
Dewhirst & Dolvin 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Jeffrey J. Richards 
Anstine, Hill, 
Richards & Simpson 
Denver, CO 
Par Sullivan 
Poore, Roth & 
Robinson 
Butte, MT 
Matthew A. Wolmes 
Walberg, Dagner & 
Tucker 
Centennial, CO 
tew Harstead 
Neuens & Assoc. 
Greenwood Village, GO 
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Trfal Z'estlrnony List 
Case Caption, Number & Jurisdiction_ - Date 
State Farm Fire v. 
Roto Rooter Service Go. 
District Court 
City and County Denver 
Case No. 04 CV 1251 
Deposition 1 /29/05 
Vastola v. Ashcroft Homes Deposition 11 /04/04 
Arapahoe County Dietrict Court 
Case No. 02 CV 1408 
Doggart v. Fox Constmetion Inc. Deposition 9/ 13/04 
District Court 
County of Routt, CCI 
Case No. 03 CV 56 
Claire Long & Allstate Deposition 7/29/04 
Ins, v. US Brass Coup. 
US District Court 
Case No. 03 B 0968 (BNB) 
Gore Trail Wildernest 
Assoc. v. Gore Trail 
Wildernest, LLC, et al. 
District Court 
Surnmit County, CO 
Case No. 01 CV 437 
Kaplan v. A Action 
Heating, et al. 
District Court 
Parlr County, CO 
Case No. 03 CV 106 
Amco Ins. Co. v. 
Sun & Snow, Ine. 
Montana 2nd District Court 
Silver Bow County 
Case No. DV 03 174 
Deposition 7/26/04 
Deposition 7 /  16/0 4 
Deposition 7/ 15/04 
Shepherd v. Deposition 7/ 12/04 
Schranz & Schranz 
Weld County District Court 
Case No. 02 CV 1955 
Mid-America v. Deposition 7/02/04 
E & R Pallet 
Denver County District Court 
Case No. 00 CV 2779 
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Brcndan O, Powers 
Spies, Powers & 
Robins~n 
Denver, CO 
Justin Jeffrey 
Ray Lego &, A~eoc. 
Greenwood Village, CO 
Ivan Snrkissian 
NcConaughy DG 
Sarlrissian 
Denver, CO 
ICari A, Chambers 
Seaman, Oiornettf & 
Murphy, P.C. 
Denver. CO 
'Fhornas P. Howard 
Thomas P. lfowarcl, 
LLC 
Louisville, CO 
Brad Maudlin 
Dewhirst & Dolven 
Colorado Springs, CO 
James Iliclrey 
Hickey & Assoc., PC 
]Denver, CO 
Brad Maudlin 4 Dewhirst & Dolven 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Justin Jeffrey 
Ray Lego & Associates 
Denver, CO 
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Trial Testimony List 
Casc kuytion, Nurnb-er Testimony - Dare 
Gorsuch & Aspen Ski Co. v. Colorado Deposition 7 / 0  1/04 
Culinary, Inc. 
Pitkin County District Court 
Case No. 03 CV 7 
Duavte v. Dutch Trial 6/22/04 
Ridge HQA 
JeEerson County District Court 
Case No, 03 CV 3613 
Monument Villas v. Cambria Corp. Deposition 6 /  15/04 
El Paso County Dietrict Court 
Case No. 03 CV 634 
Great Northern Insurance. v. Deposition 6/ 10/04 
Conbraco Industries, 
Inc, et al. 
US District Court 
Case No. 03 Z 502 
Ginther v. Tann Trial 4/30/04 
Jefferson County District Court 
Gase No. 03 CV 1689 
Forest Park at Wildernest v. Deposition 4/  12/04 
Erne12 Constmctian, Inc. 
Summit County District Court 
Case No. 02 CV 103 
Patterson v. Centex Deposition 2/ 1 1/04 
Real Estate Corp. 
Adams County District Court 
Case No. 03 CV 7131 
CZalloxvay, et al, v. 
Fisher Price, et al. 
District Court 
Finney County, I<S 
Case No. 01 C 165 
Deposition 112 1/04 
Goldstein v. Old Broadmoor Deposition 1 / 16/04 
Road Condominium Association, Inc. 
El Paso County District Court 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Gase No. 03 CV 30 1 
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Michael G. Wfggna, P.E. 
Trial Tt.srlmony Liet 
IZ~clz Rardin 
Cozen and O'Connor 
Denver, CQ 
Janet ~ouf fa rd  
Ray Lego Bt Asbociates 
Denver, CO 
Justin Jeffrey 
Ray Lego 8t Associates 
Denver, CO 
Ivan Sarlcissian 
Levy, Morse & Wheeler 
Denver. 60 
Brad Maudlin 
Davhirst & Dolven 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Crregg Rich 
Zupkus & Angel1 
Denver, CO 
Brad Maudlin 
Detvhirst 8a Dolven 
Colorado Springs, CO 
Robin Bowers 
White & Steele 
Denver, CO 
Cindy Manzano 
Frascona, Joiner, 
Goodman & Greenstein 
Boulder, CO 
Case Cantioil, Number & Jurisdiction Testimony - Date 
BatIin v. Almeida Flores, Inc., et al. Deposition 1/6/04 
District Court Deposition 12/5/03 
Boulder County, CO 
Case No. 2003 CV 171 
Louisana Purchase I1 HOA Deposition 11 /07/03 
Arnrepco 
District Court 
Arapahoe County, CO 
Case No. 01 CV 2029 
Vesna Marltet v. 
Bayberry Condominiums 
District Court 
Arapahoe County, CO 
Caee No. 03 CV 2825 
Deposition 1 1/04/03 
Villa Riva Condo. V. Discovery Place Deposition 10/ 14/03 
Investments 
District Court 
Denver County, CO 
Case No. 01. CV 6532 
Gore Trail a t  Wildernest v. 
Emers construction 
Distrfct Court 
Summit County, CO 
Case No. 0 1 CV 437 
Mediation 101 14/03 
Cypress Ridge v. J.S. Jones Deposition 09/24/03 
El Paso County District Court 
Case No. 01 CV 1432 
Aseurance Co. of America v. Persiani Deposition 08/04/03 
Arapahoe County District Court 
Case No. 00 CV 237 
Canyon Ranch v. Start Paint Deposition 04/30/03 
Douglas County District Court 
Case No. 98 CV 545 
Wescoatt v. Woodley and Associates Arbitration 04/09/03 
Judicial Arbiter Group, Inc. 
Case No. 220376 
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Trial Testimony List 
Case Ca~tion, Nuivtber & Jurisdiction 
- &&g 
J o h n  Shunk Village Point Tawrnhomes at Deposition 01 /07/02 
Meeaner & Reeves Breclcenridge v, Wooden Ski 
Denver, CO Development Corp., et at. 
Summit County District Court 
Case No, 99 CV 188 
J e f f  Hicksten Woapitality Lodging South Arbitration 121 13/01 
Ellison, Nielse~i, Knibbs Golden, Colorado 
Chicago, IL 
/t Bruce Rohde Davfsan, Inc, v. South Broadway Deposition 12/0'7/0 1 
d Davis & Ceriani Automotive Group, Inc. 01/11/02 Denver, CO Arapahoe County District Court 
Case Xilo. 01 CV 1725 
Denise Gliatta 
4 Benitez Professional 
Corp. 
Denver, CO 
Phillip torenzo 
V' Baker & Hostetler 
Denvei., CO 
Elizabeth Voles 
Baldwin & Brown 
Denver, CO 
Nounkain States Video v. Dakota Deposition 
Drilling 
Jefferson County District Court 
Case No. 01 CV 1156 
Bargan v, McPhee Service Deposition 1 1 / 06/0 1 
Larimer County District Court 
Case No. 00 CV 1505 
Rainbow Shoppes v. Subway Deposition 10/07/0 1 
Reatad rants 
Adams County District Court 
Case No. 00 CV 2072 
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HJggZns 4% Associates, Inc, 
Forensic Enginee~ng Consultants 
~okdson, CO 80465 
Phone (303) 972-4300 
FFX (303) 972-1 134 
8stvfoas: Fliggins Rr, Associates, Inc. will peifornx professional engineering services within the limits prescribed by the 
Client. Servicea performed will be with the usual thoroughness and competence of the engineering profession. No other 
expressed or implied warranty is included or intended. 
Seas: Riggins & Associates, Inc, performs work on an hourly basis. Hourly rates are billed in half hour increments. 
Costa incurred in the interest of the project wJ1l be invoiced to the cltent, Such costa include but are not limited to travel, 
shfpping, delivery, document reproduction, consultant fees, laboratory services, equipment rental, and testing devices. ' 
Should a Iump sum contract be required, the client shall enter into a written agreement prior to Wiggins & Associates, Inc. 
begittni~lg their worlc. Billing mtca arc as foUotvs and arc subject to change in subsequent years vrithout notice. 
Descrlptioq ,Individual Categories 
Psinoipaf Engineer Inveelfgatfon 
Testimonyv 
Senior Eng-ineor/Archfd-act Investigatfon 
Testimony* 
Senior Teahniioinn Investigation 
Field Teahnlcion Investigation 
Adminiatsativa llCrsjisCanY 
Wrtleage 
Evidence Btorage 
Hourly Rate 
$195.00 
$260.00* 
$170.00 
$210.00* 
$lOO.OO 
$ 80.00 
$ 60.00 
$ 0.60 per mile 
$ 15.00 per month 
'Deposition, Arbitration, and Trial Testimony arc billed for a minimum of four hours. Expensee are billed 
separately. Higgins &Associates will not divide an invoice amongst two or mars parties unless agreed to by 
ua in writing prior to giving said testimony or provlding the investigative sewicee. The pnPty requesting 
testimony is responsible for the full atnount of the deposition and tdal testimony fces including portal to portal 
travel and associated expences. 
108188ae: Invoices will be sent to clients following a project completion, as a progress billing for long-term projects, or 
following a n  extended peiiod of inactivity, In the evcnt of any termination, Higgins &Associates, Inc. will be paid for a)l 
services rendered through the date of termination includi~lg afl reimbursable expensee. Invoices will be considered past 
due if not pard within 30 dqys of the invoice and will be subject to late fees of 1 .So? per month and/or termination of 
services at our discretion. If any remaining invoice balance remalns after 90 daye, tho client shall &!so be responsible for 
Hiegins B Associates. Inc 's costs for collection including but not limited to reasonable attorney's fees and a lien against 
the subject property may be tited. 
Documents, Site Access, and Hiddort Conditions: Cllenr shall provide Higgins & Associates all pertinent and related 
docu~nei~ts for the matter being investigated. Client shall alsa provide Higgins &Associates access to the site as 
necessary for the activities requested to perform. H f a n s  8G Associates will use reasonable caution but shall not be held 
lusponsible for costs associated with restoration due to damage incurred as a result of the investigatlon. A site condition 
is ooncfdered hidden if it Is concealed by extstlng finishes/hard.ivare or is bfocked by personaf items and cannot be 
observed. fliggins OI, Associates is not responsible for kncwledge of, identifying, or mitigating any hidden conditions, 
conceded evidence, or undisclosed doc~zmcnts. 
A~hitrntian, Laws, and Risk Allrsontioolr N1 olatms, diaputee and other matters in question bemeen the parties of the 
agreement for services may be decided by arbitration only upon prior agreement by both parties. The agreement shall be 
governed by the laws of the Stare of Colorado. The Client agrees to limit Higgfns & Associates, Inc.'s liability due to 
negligent acts, errors, or omissions so that the total aggregate liability shdl not exceed the Higglns &Associates' total fee 
for services rendered on the Project. 
Doourrzone Ownership nand Cosr~triotioa: It is agreed that IJiggine & Assoolates' reports and other doouments prepared 
for the Project shall become the property of the Client. Higgins (t, Associates will not provide copies of any report or 
docufnents to any other party wIthout express written or verbal consent from the Client Client acknowledges that 
clrawir~gs and other documents prepared by Higgtns 86 Assocfates, Inc, are created for this Project and are not intended or 
represented to be suitable fox reuse by Client or others for any other project. Kiggins 8G Aasoclates does not assume 
responsibility for construction means, methods, techniques, sequence*, procedures, or for safety programs or precautions 
in connectfon with construction worlr. Higglns & Associates does not assume responsibility for the Client or Owner's 
fall~trc to carry out the work in accordvlnce with the written recommendations made, for stopping the work in event of 
such failure, or failure to carry out safety or precautionary i.ecommendations made. 
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It is also our understmdbg the sign installer admitted to i n s t a b g  the fixture 
with the above noted electrical code violations; however, they denied that their 
employees neither installed the electrical wiring to the neon sign nor comccted 
the electrical power to I;be furture, Based upon the testimony from a Sign Pro 
employee, it was determined that the electrical power was most likely run and 
connected to tJxe sign by an electrician working for Leishman Electric during 
the 1998- 1999 remodel. 
FbUoWg the f i e  investigation a setaernent agreement was reached with Sign 
Pro of Southeast Idaho, Inc., the installer of the neon f&ure, for their defective 
work. However, the issue arose during the settlement conference that the 
electrician may be partially responsible for connecting the electrical power to a 
light furt.ure that was defectively installed prior to inspecting the ffxture to verify 
it had been properly Wed,  
The purpose of our engineering evaluation was to analyze the 1996 National 
Electrical Code (NEC) and State of Idaho statutes governing the work by 
licensed electricians to determine whether there are provisions in either the 
code or state statutes that would make it illegal for an electxician to connect 
power to an illegal, defective, or faulty electrical device, circuit, or fixture. 
Furthermore, we were asked to determine whether an electrician had a duty or 
responsibility to inspect a branch circuit, Mure ,  or device prior to connecting 
or energizing to the system to ensure the circuit or device was properly wired 
per the NEC. 
As part or our analysis we obtained records from the City of Rexburg Building 
Department and State of Idaho Division of Building Safety for work that was 
conducted on the Taco Time building. 'This includes the inspection records by 
the City and State on any electrical work conducted on the building during the 
1998- 1999 remodel. Records obtained from the State of Idaho Electrical 
Bureau codinned that Leishman Electric had obtained an electrical permit on 
September 16, 1998, for work on the Taco Time building. The perrnit records 
by Lhe City and State have been included under Exhibit 1. 
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We also obtained a copy of the State of Idaho Division of Buildwg Safety 
IGIecMcal Bureau Licensing Section and Idaho Statute Title 54, Professions, 
Vocauons and Businesses, Chapter 10, Electrical Conkactors and J o u m e p e n  
document; and IDMA 07, Tltle 1, Chapter 4, Rules of Electrical Licensing and 
Regitjlstraaon - General Division of Bufldhg Safety, Electrical Bureau. These 
documents have been included under Exhibits 2 and 3. Other documents 
re14ewed as part of our hvesugation include: 
+ The 1996 NaLiond Electric Code 
* The affidavit of Scott Kfmborough, Ph.D., P.E. dated June 21, 2006 
0 The affidavit of Robert "Jake" Jacobsen, C.F.I. dated June 23, 2006 
+ The affidavit of W. RonaId Wgore, P.E. dated August 2, 2006 
The sifadavit of Brian Larsen dated June 23,2006 
e The affidavit of Michael Packer dated May 12, 2006 
* The deposition transcript of Michael Packer dated August 2, 2006 
Supplemental affidavit of Robert "Jake" Jacobsen, C.F.I. (Corrected) dated 
August 18,2006 
Supplemental letter report and attached enlarged photos fkom Robert "Jake" 
Jacobsen, C.F.I. to John Goodell, Esq. dated August 2 1, 2006 
* Supplemental letter report from Scott Rmbrough, Ph.D., P.E. to John 
Goodell, Esq, dated August 24, 2006 
In addition, we conducted telephone interviews on October 5, and 6, 2006, with 
Mr. Jeff F'itzloff, the CNef of the Idaho State Electrical Bureau and Mr. Allen 
Caine, a Licensing Supervisor and Code Interpreter. The purpose of 
interviewing Mr. Fitzloff and Mr. Caine was to obtain the State of Idaho 
ElecLrical Bureau's interpretation of their statute regarding an electrician's 
responsibiIity for analyzing/evaluating an electrical circuit and/or W u r e  prior 
to energkhg the system. 
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In summary, it was the opinion of both Mr. Fitzloff and Mr. Caine that a 
licensed electrician in the State of Idaho would be responsible for evaluating 
and jnspecmg any branch ckcuit or Wure  they are energizing to ensure that 
the system was wired per the NEC or per a fixture manufacturer's 
recomendations. It was further their opinion that by energizing a 
circuit/Mure that was defective or improperly W e d  the electrician was in 
direct violation of the State of Idaho Admslrallve Code. %&hemore, both 
parties stated that an electrician would be responsible for any resulting 
darnages that may occur should they fail to properly evaluate a defective or 
improperly wired circuit or fkture that they energize. 
To support their opinions the State Electrical Inspectors identifled several areas 
of the state statutes which would define the requirements and responsibilities 
of a licensed electrician. The sections of the statutes are as follows: 
"Idaho Admstrative Code 07.0 1.0 1 Rules Governing Electrical Ins~ection 
Tags - Division of Building Safety 
"012. Electrical Contractors' Inspection Tags 
"Electrical contractors'inspection tags shall be furnished by the Electrical 
Bureau to licensed electrical contractors upon request. The serial numbers of 
such tags shall be registered in the name of the electrical contractor to whom 
they are issued and they shall not be transferable. Electrical inspection tags 
issued to an electrical contractor shall be used only for electrical installations 
made by said electrical contractor and for which said electrical contractor 
assumes full responsibility. (7- 1-97] 
"0 1. Completion of Electrical Inspection Tag. For each electrical 
installation made by an electrical contractor and coming under the provisions 
of Section 54-100 1, Idaho Code, said contractor or his authorized 
representative shall complete an electrical inspection tag, issued by the 
Electrical Bureau, giving all pertinent information. The name of the electrical 
contractor shall be stated and the tag shall be signed by the electrical 
contractor or his authorized agent. All five copies shall be legible. (7-1-97)" 
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"01 5. Electrical Contractor. 
"01. Qu-catlons for Electrical Contractor. (4-7-9 1) 
"a. Except has hereinafter provided, any person, partnership, 
company, , associauon, or coqoraaon shall be eligible to apply for an 
electrical contractor license upon the condition that such applicant shall have 
at least one (1) full-time employee who holds a valid master electrician license 
or journeyman electrician license issued by the Electrical Bureau, and has held 
a valid journeymm electrfclan's license for a period of not less than two (2) 
years, during which time he was actively employed as a journeyman electrician 
for a minimum of four thousand (4,000) hours, and who will be responsible for 
supervision of electrical installations made by said company, firm, association, 
or corporation as provided by Section 54-1010, Idaho Code. An individual 
electrical contractor may act as his own supervising journeyman electrician 
upon the condition that he holds a valid master electrician license or 
journeyman electrician license issued by the Electrical Bureau, and has held a 
valid journeyman electrician's license for a period of not less than two (2) years, 
durfng which time he was actively employed as a journeyman electrician for a 
minimum of four thousand (4,000) hours. The supervising journeyman 
electrician shall be available during working hours to carry out the duties of 
supervising journeyman, as set forth herein. (4-5-00) 
"b. Those duties include assuring that all electrical work substantially 
complies with the National Electrical Code and other electrical safety 
installation laws and rules of the state, and that proper electrical procedures 
are followed; assuring that all electrical labels, permits, and licenses required 
to perform electrical work are used: assuring compliance with correction 
notices issued by the Bureau; and any person designated under Subsection 
0 15.01 .a, and the contractor he represents, shall each not@ the Bureau in 
writing if the supervising journeyman's working relationship with the 
contractor is terminated. Each notice must be filed with the Bureau within ten 
(10) working days) of the date of termination. If the supervising journeyman's 
relationship with the contractor is terminated, the contractor's license is void 
within ninety (90) days unless another supenlsingjourneyman is qualified by 
the Bureau, (7-27-94)" 
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"03. Electrical ContractJng Work Defined. An electrical contractor 
license issued by the Di~s ion  of Bullding Safety must be obt&ed prior to 
acttng or attempUng to act as an electrical contractor in Idaho, (4-5-001 
"a. Electrical contracmg work includes electrical maintenance or 
rep& work, in addition to new electrical installations, unless such work is 
expressly exempted by Section 54- 10 16, Idaho Code. (4-5-00)" 
"Idaho Adwstrative Code 07.01.04 Rules of Governing Electrical Specialtv 
Licensing - Division of Public Safe5 
"02. Sign Electrical. Any person qudifyhg for and having in his 
possession a current sign electrical license may install, maintain, repair, and 
replace equipment, controls, and wiring on the secondary side of sign 
disconnecting means; providing the disconnecting means is located on the sign 
or within sight therefrom. He shall be employed by a licensed sign electrical 
contractor whose installations shall be limited to this category. The holder of 
such specialty license may not countersign a contractor's license application as 
supervising journeyman except for work within his specialty. (3- 15-02)" 
"03. Manufacturing or Assembbg Equipment. 
"b. Any person licensed pursuant to Subsection 014.03.a. may install, 
maintain, repair, and replace equipment, controls, and accessory wiring, 
integral to the speeiflc equipment, on the load side of the eqapment 
disconnecting means. Electrical service and feeder are to be installed by 
others. The licensee may also install circuitry in modules or fabricated 
enclosures for the purpose of connecting the necessary components which 
individually bear a label from a nationally recognized testing laboratory when 
such equipment is designed and manufactured for a speciAc job installation. 
All wiring completed shall meet all requirements of Title 54, Chapter 10, Idaho 
Code, all rules promulgated pursuant thereto, and the most current edition of 
the National Electrical Code. (7-1-94)" 
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Analysis of Pernits and Idaho Administrauve Code 
Records we were provlded by the State of Idaho co-ed that Leishman 
Electric had obt-ed a pennit for eIectrica1 work that appears to have been 
conducted when the 1998-1999 remodel occurred at  the Taco Time Restaurant. 
Howe~rer, since the State has recently converted all their paper records to 
computer Bcs, the cxact nature of the electrical work conducted under the 
permit is unknown. The electrical permit we were provided indicated that 
Leishman Electric conducted elect.rIca1 work at the appromate time the sign 
was installed by Sign Pro. 
Section 07.0 1.0 1.0 12 of the Idaho Admistrative Code requires that an 
electrical contractor obtain a permit/lnspection tag for all work conducted. 
When obtaining an inspection tag, the electrician needs to identify all work that 
will be conducted under the permit. This is required so that the State can 
ensure that all work is inspected and conducted per the NEC. If Leishman 
Electric ran an electrical circuit to the neon sign, they should have included 
tNs work on the inspection tag. If the electrical contractor fails to i d e n w  all 
aspects of their work when obtaining an inspection tag, they are in violation of 
the code, 
Once the electrical work has been completed, the electrician is required to 
contact the State so that all of their work can be inspected. Had the neon sign 
been inspected by the State, it is highly probable the code violation would have 
been identified. Failure to contact the State for an inspection is in violation of 
the code. 
Section 07,O 1.03.015.0 1 (a) and (b) of the code deflnes the required 
qualifications for an electrical contractor. To comply with the State statute all 
work would have needed to have been conducted and/or supervised by either a 
master or journeyman electrician. The statute also states that the electrical 
contractor's duties include assuring that all work substantially complies with 
the NEC and other electrical safety installation laws and rules of the state. If a 
contractor fails to conduct their work in compliance with the NEC, they are in 
violation of the State statute. 
According to Mr. Fitzloff and Mr. Caine, they also interpreted this section of the 
code to include the electrician's responsibility to ensure the branch circuit 
and/or fbdure that is being energized by the electrician is safely wired per the 
NEC. If the electrical contractor fails to evaluate the circuit and/or furtures 
they are energizing, they are in violation of the code and would be responsible 
for damages caused by their work. 
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Under Scctiori 07.0 1.04.02 of the Idaho Administrative Code any person 
qua fmg for and having in his possession a cull-ent sign electxjcal license may 
install, m&t&, repair and replace equipment, controls, and wiring on the 
secondary side of sign discomecting means. According to the State Electrical 
Bureau, any licensed master or journeyman electrician may also work on any 
electrical sign, tncluding a neon sign, Mthout possessing an electrical 
specialties sign license. 
FutZhemore, only a licensed electrical contractor can connect the power to the 
prirnary side of a transformer to a neon sign. However, a person holding an 
electrical specialties sign license that is not a licensed electrical 
contractor / electrician cannot, per the code, run power or energize the primary 
side of the Lransfoxmer. 
Based upon this informaUon the electrical contractor, Le ishan  Electric, not 
the neon sign installer, Sign Pro, would have been responsible for energizing 
the sign. and ensurhg that the M u r e  was properly wired per the NEC prior to 
energizing the sign. This would include inspecting the neon sign to ensure it 
was installed with secondary circuit ground fault protection and was properly 
grounded. Failure of the electrician to inspect the sign to ensure it was wired 
per the NEC was in violation of the State of Idaho Electrical Code, 
S u m a r v  and Conclusions 
In summary, it is our opinion based upon our review of the Idaho Electrical 
Code and interviews with representatives of the State Electrical Bureau, the 
electrician who energized the neon sign was in violation of the code by failing to 
inspect the ffxture to ensure it was wired per the NEC. It was the opinion of 
two representatives employed by the State Electrical Bureau, including the 
Chief Inspector that an electrician would be responsible for inspecting all 
circuits and fixtures prior to them being energized to ensure they are safe and 
wired in compliance with the NEC. 
Since all licensed electricians in the State of Idaho can work on any type of 
sign, they would be required to have the proper knowledge on how these 
fixtures were to be properly installed. This includes knowing that secondary 
circuit ground fault protection and proper grounding was required per the 
NEC. By energizing the neon sign prior to inspecting the fhture for compliance 
with the NEC, the electrician was in violation of the Idaho State Electrical Code 
and would be responsible for damages caused by his work. 
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We trust this report is self-eqlanatory; homver, should you have any 
quesaons please coslCact our office. 
C 
Michael 6. Hig i  
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000. LEGAL AUTHORITY. 
The Idaho Electrical Board is authorized under Sections 54-1005, and 54-1006, Idaho Code, to adopt rules 
concerning the issuance of electrical inspection tags covering electrical instdlations referred to in Section 54 1051, 
Idaho Code. (2-26.93) 
001. TITLE AND SCOPE. 
These rules shall be cited as IDAPA 07.01.01, "Rules Govcming Electrical Inspection Tags," Division of Building 
Safety. These rules include criteria for the use of electrical inspection tags for electrical installations. (2-26-93) 
002. WRITTEN MTEWmTATIONS. 
This agency has no written interpretations of this chapter. 
803. ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS. 
This chapter does not allow administrative relief of the provisions outlined herein 
004. DEFINITLONS. 
01. Associated Buifdi~igs. All buildings, structures, and fixtures used for domestic purposes and in 
connection with the primary or secondary residence, such as garages, sheds, barns, or shops. (2-23-94) 
011. ELECTRICAL INSPECTION TAGS. 
Electrical Inspection tags as authorized by Section 54-1005, Idaho Code, shall be printed and made available by Uie 
Electrical Bureau. Each tag shall bear a Serial Number and shall be in five parts, to be designated No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, 
No. 4, and No. 5, for all electrical contractor inspection tags or shall be in fotlr parts, to be designated No. 1, No. 2, 
No. 3, and No. 4, for all property-owner inspection tags. (1-14-87) 
012. ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS' INSPECTION TAGS. 
ELectrical conh-acton' inspection tags shall be furnished by the Electrical Bureau to licensed electrical contractors 
upon request. The serial numbers of such tags shali be registered in the name of the electrical contractor to whom they 
arc issued and they shall not be transferable. Electrical inspetion tags issued to an electrical contractor shall be used 
only for electrical installations made by said eleehical contractor and for which said electrical contractor assumes full 
responsibility. (7-1-97) 
01. Completion of Electrical Inspeetion Tag. For each electrical instauation made by an electrical 
contractor and coming tutder the provisions of Section 54-1001, Idaho Code, said contractor or his authorized 
representative shall complete an electrical inspection tag, issued by the Electrical Bureau, giving all pertinent 
information. The name of the electrical contractor dial1 be stated and the tag shall be signed by the electrical 
contractor or his authorized agent. All five copias shall be legible. (7- 1-97) 
02. Posting of Electrical Inspection Tag. Before work is commenced, tile eIectrical contractor or his 
authorized representative shall place part No. 5 of the electrical inspection tag at the location of the service switch and 
mail or deliver part No. 4 to the power supplier. Parts No. 1 &No. 2, together with the proper inspection fee as herein 
provided, shall be received by the Electrical Bureau within seven (7) calendar days from the time the electrical work 
is started. Where the total cost of installatioil is unknown, the minimum inspection fee as listed in IDAPA 07.01.02, 
"Rules Governing Fees For Electrical Inspections," Subsection 011.06 of the fee schedule shall accompany the tag 
and arrangements shall be made, in writing, with the Electrical Bureau or its authorized agent for payment of the 
balance of the fee. In all cases, payment of the total inspection fee shall be made prior to completion of the 
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a. The Electrical Bureau may refuse to extend credit to any electrical contractor far late payment or 
non-payment of any electrical inspection fees when due. In such instance, the contractor shall return all unused 
permits to the Electrical Bureau fortllwith. No further pertnits will be issued to Ute contractor unless prepaid in cash 
or cash equivalent. Such contractor will not be allowed to purchase further permits unless and until all such unused 
permits have becn returned to the Electrical Bureau, Boise Office, and all outstanding fees due have becn paid in full. 
(7- 1-97) 
b. Failure to post Part 5 of the electrical inspection tag at the required location, or failure to submit 
parts No. 1 and No. 2 of such tag and the proper inspection fee to tile Ekctrical Burcau within seven (7) calendar days 
from the &me the electrical installation work is commenced will result in the imposition of a double inspection fee. 
(7 1-97) 
013. ELECTRICAL LICENSING EXEMPTION FOR W A L  PROPERTY OWNERS AND 
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS; INSPECTION TAG IREQUIBmNTS.  
The licensing provisions of Title 54, Chapter 10, ldaho Codc, and IDAPA 07.01.03, "Rules Governing Electrical 
Licensing," do not apply to the following pursuant to Section 54- 1016, Idaho Code: (7 1-98) 
01. Personal Property IiistaUations, Persons making electrical installations on their own property, 
(7-1-98) 
02. Maintenance Eleetricialis. Maintenance electriciar~s employed full time only to service, maintain, 
assemble, or repair EXISTING electrical installations located on their employers' premises. (2-23-94) 
03. Procedures for Inspection Tags for Exempt Property Owners. Persons exempt from licensing 
pursuant to Subsection 013.0 1 of tltis rule must still secure all electrical inspection tags required by Section 54- 1005, 
ldaho Codc, before making any clectrical installation. No electrical wiring or equipment may be concealed in any 
manner from access or sight until the work has been inspected and approved for cover by the electrical inspector. A 
final inspection shall be made upon the completion of all electrical work. The procedure for obtaining inspection tags 
fo l lo~s:  (7 1-98) 
R. Any exempt person shall obtain an application form from the Electrical Bureau, either at its Boise, 
Idaho, main office or at a designated location in each county. The application form shall be properly completed, 
signed, and mailed to the Electrical Bureau, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720 0028, with the proper inspection fee 
as provided for in these rules. (7-1 98) 
b, Upon rcccipt of the properly completed application together with the proper inspection fee, the 
Electrical Bureau shall immediately issue an electrical inspection tag for the electrical installation designated in the 
application. (2-23-94) 
c. Parts No. 1 and 4 of the electrical inspection tag shall be retained by the Electrical Bureau. Part No. 
2 shall be mailed to the applicant and shall be placed on the location of the service, and Part No. 4 shall be forwarded 
to the state electrical inspector wlio will make the electrical inspection as provided by Sections 54- 1004 and 54-1005, 
Idaho Code. (2-23-94) 
d. Part No. 3 sliall be mailed or delivered to the power supplier. (2-23-94) 
014. ELECTRICAL INSPECTION TAG REQUIBMENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL ACCOUNTS. 
Property owners, companies, firnis, associations, or corporations who use employees to make electrical installations 
coming under the provisions of Section 54-1001, Idaho Code, on their own premises, must establish an Industrial 
Account with the EtectricaI Bureau and secure electrical inspection tags by making application to the Electrical 
Bweati. Employees performing non-maintenance electrical installations on an Industrial Account must be licensed 
electrical journeymen as provided by Section 54-1002(2). One (I ) properly licensed employee skall be designated the 
supervising journeyman for the Industrial Account with the Electrical Bureau. (7 1-98) 
01. Application Forms. The application form shall be properly completed, signed by the property 
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owner or agent of the company, firm, association, or corporation, and mailed to the Electrical Bureau, P.O. Box 
83720, Boise, Idalio, 83720 0028, \via the proper inspection fee as hereinafter provided. (7- 1-98) 
02. Posting of Electrical Inspeetloii Tag. Upon receipt of a properly completed application from a 
property owner, company, firm, association, or corporation for an electrical inspection tag, together with the proper 
inspection fee, the Electrical Bureau shall immediately issue an electrical inspection tag for the electrical installations 
designated in the application. Parts No, 1 and No. 4 shall be retained by the Electrical Bufeau. Part No. 2 of tile 4-part 
tag shall be mailed to the applicant and shall be placed at the location of the service switch. Part No. 3 shall be mailed 
or delivered to the power supplier, and Part No. 4 shall be forwarded to the State Electrical Inspector who will make 
the electrical inspection as provided by Sections 54-1004 and 54- 1005, Idaho Code. ( I  14-87) 
03. Povver Supply Company. In the event the power supplier deems it necessary to energize an 
electrical installation without delay to preserve life or property, the power supply company may accept the 
application properly completed and signed, with the proper inspection fee attached, in lieu of the electrical inspection 
tag required by Section 54-1004, Idaho Code, provided the power supply con~pany or its authorized agent shall 
assume the nsponsibility of mailing the application and inspection fee to tlie Electrical Bureau, ' 0 .  Box 83720, 
Boise, Idaho, 83720.0028. The Electrical Bureau shall, upon request, furnish application forms and self-addressed, 
postage-paid envelopes to power supply companies operating within the state of Idaho. (7- 1-98) 
015. mMPORARIa .  
Temporaries for construction nlay be energized by power suppliers upon receipt of a contractor's tag, at1 owner 
application as provided in Subsection 07.0I,01.013.03, or a Ternporary For Construction label purchased from the 
Electrical Bureau by a building contractor. (2-23 94) 
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DIVISION OF BUILDING SAFETY 
000. LEGAL AUTHORITY. 
The Idaho Electrical Board is autl~orized under Section 54 100615). Idaho Code. to adoot rules concernine. the 
issuance of electrician licenses and apprentice registrations refcued toin Sections 54- 1007 a6d 54-1010, Idaho code. 
(2-26-93) 
001. TITLE AND SCOPE. 
These rules shall be cited as IDAPA 07.01.03, "Rules of Electrical Licensing and Registration - General," Division of 
Building Safety. These rules inclildc criteria for issuance of electrical licenses and registrations. (2-26-93) 
002. WRRTEN WTERPRETATIONS. 
This agency has written interpretations of this chapter in tlie form of legal memoranda. 
003. ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS. 
The Idaho Rules of Administtative Procedure of tlie Attorney General govern license revocationlsuspension 
meetings. (2 26-93) 
011. LICENSE APPLICATION FORMSIAPPRENTICE REGISTRATION FORMS. 
Application forms for Electrical Contractor, Master Electrician, Journeyman Electrician Licenses, Specialty 
Electrical Licenses, and registration forms for Apprentice Electricians and Specialty Electrical Trainees shall be 
printed and made available by the Electrical Bureau of the Division of Building Safety, State of Idaho. (4-5-00) 
01. Application Forms. All applications for licenses and all registrations shall be properly completed, 
giving all pertinent information, and all signatures shall be notarized. (4-5-00) 
02. Application Fee. All applications for electrical licenses shall be accompanied by the fifteen dollar 
($15) application fee; ap rentice and specialty trainee registration forms sllall be accompanied by the ten dollar ($1 0) 
registration fee as provi&d by Section 54- LO 14, Idaho Code. (4-5-00) 
03. Application Submission. An application for license dial1 be submitted to the Electrical Bureau and 
sliall be approved by an aulfiorized representative of the Bureau before any examination is given and before any 
license is issued. (4-5-00) 
04. Examination. An applicant for licensure must take the required examination within ninety (90) 
days of the date of application, or the application shall be considered to be null and void. (4-5-00) 
05. License. Following ttie approval by an atttllorjzcd representative and the successful completion of 
the required examination, the applicant must purchase a license prior to engaging in business witliin the state of 
Idaho. Applicants who fail to purchase a license wlthin ninety (90) days of the date of successful examination shaU be 
required to reapply for licensure, again obtain tt~e approval of an authorized representative, and re-examine. (4-5-00) 
012. APPRENTICE ELECTRICIAN. 
01. Requirements for Apprentice Electrician. (5-3-03) 
a. A person wishing to become an apprentice electrician register with the. Division of Building Safety 
prior to going to work. Said person sllall carry a current registration certificate on his person at ail times and shall 
present it upon request to personnel of the Division of Building Safety for examination. Each apprentice shall re- 
register prior to each Iuly 3 1, furnishing proof of completion of a minimum of one hundred forty-four (144) hours of 
an organized seqtrenceof iristruction in technical subjects related to the electrical trade as approved by the Idaho State 
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Blectrical Board and the Idaho State Board for Professional and Tecknical Education and work experience performed 
during the previous year with notarized letters from each employer and a certificate of achievcmcnt from the 
vocational institution attended. This requirement sliall continue each year until the mininium requirements of Chapter 
10, Title 54, Idaho Code, have been fulfilled. Any apprentice failing to register by August 1 of each year shall pay an 
additional fee of ten dollars (1610) to revive his registration certificate. Time shall not be credited whie the apprentice 
is inactive or not registered, nor shall time be allowed for any year wliich is not accompanied by proof of required 
instruction for that year of apprenticeship. (5 3-03) 
b. In order to qualify to take the journeyman efectrician examination an apprentice electrician shall be 
required to work four (4) years, defined as a &mum of eight thousand (8,000) hours of work experience, under the 
constant on-the-job supervision of a journeyman electrician. That work shall include three (3) categories: (5-3-03) 
i. Residential; (5-3-03) 
ii. Commercial; and (5-3-03) 
iii. Industrial installations. (5-3-03) 
e. Experience shall not exceed seventy-five percent (75%) of the work time in any one (I) category. 
The requiremeitts of Subsection 012.0l.b. shall not apply to a registered apprentice enrolled in an apprenliceship 
program accredited by the Electrical Bureau. (5-3-03) 
d. An apprentice wl~o has completed the required number of instructional hours and has not passed the 
journeyman's examination within two (2) years of completion of the required instructional training hours shaU 
provide proof of continuation training in order to re-register as an apprentice. For the purposes of Section 012, 
continuation training is defined as registration in an approved fourth year apprenticeship class. (4-6-05) 
e. An apprentice who has not advanced in apprenticeship training for a period of two (2) years sliall 
provide proof of successful completion of continuation training in order to re register as an apprentice. For purposes 
of Section 012, continuation training is registration in an approved year of apprenticeship class for which the 
apprentice is eligiMe or arepeat of the most recent apprenticeship class attended. (4-6-05) 
02. DirX~t Supemision. It shall be the responsibility of the employing electrical contractor to insure 
that the apprentice performs electrical work only under the constant on-the-job supervision of a journeyman 
electrician. Any contractor who employs more than two (2) apprentice electricians fat each licensed journeyman 
ele~trician employed is presumed to be in violation of the direct st~pervision requirements of Section 54 1010, Idaho 
Code, and of the constant on-the-job supervision requirement of Section 54-1003A, Idaho Code. This presumption 
may be rebutted by a showing by the contractor that special circumstances exist wliicli are peculiar to the work done 
by that contractor which allows for effective supervision by each journeyman electrician of more than two (2) 
apprentice electricians. Prior to employing more than two (2) apprentice electricians for each journeyman electrician, 
a contractor must obtain permission from the Electrical Bureau to do so. Failure to comply with this requirement will 
be grounds for suspension or revocation of ffie eIectrical contractor's license. (4-1-91) 
013. JOURNEYhlAN ELECTRICIAN. 
01. Experience and Education Required. (5-3-03) 
a. An applicant for a journeyman electrician license must have worked as an apprentice electrician 
making electrical installations for four (4) years, defined as a minimum of eight thousand (8,000) hours under the 
constant on the-job supervision of a qualified journeyman electrician and meet the minimum vocational educational 
requirements of the Idaho State Electrical Board and the Idaho State Board for Professional and Technical Education 
as provided by Section 54-1 007, Idaho Code and Subsection 012.01.a. That work sliall include three (3) categories: 
(5-3 03) 
i. Residential; (5-3-03) 
ii. Commercial; and (5-3-03) 
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iii. Industrial installations. 
b. Experience shall not exceed seventy-five percent (75%) of the work time in any one (1) category. 
The requirements of Srlbsection 013.01 .a. shall not apply to a registereci apprentice enrolled in an apprenticeskip 
pmgram accredited by the Electrical Bureau. (5-3-03) 
e. An applicant with out-of-state experience from a state that does not have a cunent reciprocal 
agreement with Idaho must meet the experience and vocational education requirements as set forth in Subsection 
013.01.8. or ~f the applicant has not completed ffte vocational education requirement, the applicant may alternately 
submit verification of twice the amount of experience (eight (8) years defined as a minimum of sixteen thousand 
(16,000) hours)). That work shell include three (3) categories: (5-3-03) 
I. Residential; 
ii. Commercial; and 
iii. Industrial installations. (5-3-03) 
d. Experience shall not exceed seventy-five percent (75%) of the work time in any one (I) category 
and must have been legally obtained in the state in which the applicant received his or her experience. (5-3-03) 
e. An applicant from a state that has a current reciprocal agreement with the state of Idaho may be 
issued a jounieyman electrician license withollt testing in accordance with Section 54-1007, Idaho Code, upon 
verification that: (5-3-03) 
i. The license is current and active and in good standing; (5-3-03) 
ii. The license was obtained by testing from the issuing state; 
iii. TIie license has been in effect for a minimum of one year; and 
iv. The applicant has not previously taken and failed the Idaho State joumeyman electrical 
examination. (5-3-03) 
f. Experience in appliance repairing, motor winding, and communications will not be accepted 
towards qualification for a journeyman electrician license. (5-3-03) 
02. Application and Examination. A qualified joumeyman elechician not holding an Idaho state 
license shall make application for a journeyman electrician license with the Electrical Bureau prior to going to work 
in the state of Idaho as provided by Section 54-1002(2), Idaho Code. An applicant will be permitted a maximum of 
thirty (30) days in which to take the examination after making application unless mutual agreements have been made 
between the applicant and the Electrical Division. (1-14-87) 
014. MASTER ELECTRICIAN. 
An applicant for a Master Electrician liccnse must have at least four (4) years experience as a licensed journeyman 
electrician as provided in Section 54-1007, Idaho Code. Any person having these qualifications may make 
application at any time by remitting to the Electrical Bureau the application fee. Upon approval, the applicant will be 
notified and may apply to take the next examination. Upon notification of passing the examination, the applicant must 
remit the reqnirecl fee for the issuance of a master license. A person holding a current master license shall not be 
required to hold a journeyman license. (4-6-05) 
015. ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR 
01. Qualifications for Electrifal Contractor. (4-7-91) 
a. Except as hereinafter provided, any person, pafinership, company, f i ,  association, or corporation 
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shall be cligibIe to apply for an electrical contractor license upon the condition that sucl~ applicant sluali have at least 
one ( 1 )  full-timc employee who Iuolds a valid master electrician license or journeynuan electrician license issued by 
the Electrical Bureau, and has Iueld a valid journeymail electrician's license for a period of not less than two (2) years, 
during which time he was actively empfoyed as a journeyman electrician for a minimum of four thousand (4,000) 
hoiirs, and who will be responsible for supervision of electrical installations made by said company, firm, association, 
or corporation as provided by Section 54-1010, Idaho Code. An individual electrical contractor may act as his own 
supervising journeyman electrician upon the condition ti~at he iuolds a valid master electrician license or journeyman 
eleclrician license issued by the Electrical Burean, and flas held a valid journeyman electrician's license for a period 
of not less than two (2) years, during tvhiclu time he was actively enlployed as a jotlrneyman electrician for a 
minimum of four thousand (3,000) hours. The supervising journeyman electrician shall be available during working 
hours to carry out the duties of supervising journeymen, as set forth herein. (4-5-00) 
b, Those duties include assuring that all electrical work substantially complies with the National 
Electrical Gode and other efectrical installation laws and rules of the state, and &at proper electrical safety procedures 
are followed: assuring that all electrical labels, permits, and licenses required to perform electrical work are used; 
assuring compliance with correction notices issued by the Bureau: and any person designated tinder Subsection 
015.01 .a., and the contractor he represents, shall each notify tlue Bureau In writing if the supervising journeyman's 
workmg relationskip with the contractor has been terminated. Each notice must be filed with the Bureau within ten 
(10) days of the date of ternuination. If the supervising journeyman's relationship with the contractor is terminated, 
the contractor's license is void within ninety (90) days unless another supervising journeyman is qualified by the 
Bureau. (7-27-9 4) 
02. Required Signatures on Application. An application for an electrical contractor license shall be 
signed by the applicant or by the oon i^ciat representative of the partnership, company, firm, association, or corporation 
making the application. The application shall be countersigned by the supervising journeyman electrician. (4- 1-91] 
03. Electrical Coiitrseting Work Defined. An electrical contractor license issued by the Division of 
Building Safety must be obtained prior to acthug or attempting to act as an electrical contractor in Idaho. (4-5-00) 
a. Electrical contracting work includes electrical maintenance or repair work, in addition to new 
electrical installations, unless such work is expressly exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code. (4-5-00) 
b. Any person or entity providing or offering to provide electrical contracting services, including, but 
not lunited to, submitting a bid shall be considered as acting or attempting to act as an electrical contractor and shall 
be required to be licensed. (4-5-00) 
c. Any person or entity, not othenvise exempt, who performs or offers to perform electrical 
contracting work, is acting as an electrical contractor, whether or not any compensation is received. (4-5-00) 
04. Previous Revocation. Any applicant for an electrical contracror license who llas previously had his 
electrical contractor license revoked for cause, as provided by Section 54- 1009, Idaho Code, shall be considered as 
unfit and unqualified to receive a new electrical contractor license so long as suclu cause for revocation is continuing 
and of such nature that correction can be made by the applicant. (1 - 14-87) 
05. Revlving an Expired License. Any applicant for an electrical contractor license who has atlowed 
his license to expire and seeks to revive it under the provisions of Section 54-1013, Idaho Code, may be denied a 
license as unfit and unqualified if, while operating under the license prior to expiration, he violates any of the laws 
and/or rules applicable to electrical contractors. (4- 1-9 1) 
06. Qualification for Supervising Journeyman. A journeyman electrician shall not be considered as 
qualified to countersign an electrical. contractor license application as the supervising journeyman, nor shdl said 
application be approved if he does countersign said application as the supervising journeyman, if said journeyman 
has had his Idaluo Electrical Contractor license revoked for cause under Section 54-1009, Idaho Gode. A supervising 
journeyman shall not countersign for more than one (1) contractor. A journeyman who is a full time employee of a 
company, corporation, firm or association with an industrial account may sign as supervising journeyman for that 
industrial account in addition to signing as supervising journeyman for his own contractor's license so long as the journeyman is listed as the owner and complies with the provisions of Subsections 015.01.a. and 015.01 .b. (7- 1-97) 
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07. Failrlre to Correct Defects In Electricaf Instalfattons. If a journeyman countersigns an electrical 
contracmr license application pursuant to Subsection 015.03 and thereafter willfully fails to conect defects in 
electtical instailations he made or snpervised, and such defects are within his power to correct and we not the fault of 
the contractor, then the Electrical Blireau sl~ali have the power to suspend or revoke said journeyman's license 
pursuant to Section 54- 1009, Idaho Code. (1-14-87) 
08. Overcl~arging of Fees. It shall be grounds for suspension or revocation of an electrical contractor 
license if he charges and collects from the property owtler an electrical permit or inspection fee which is higher than 
the fee actuaIly in effect at the time of such charging and collection, pursuant to the current Electrical Laws and Rules 
of the Division of Building Safety, Electrical Bureau, and the fee relnined by the contractor to the Bureau is less titan 
the fee actually charged and collected by him. (4-6-83) 
09. Electrical Contractor's Examination. (9- 1-94) 
a. Each electrical contractor's license applicant must pass a contractor's examination to be 
administered by the Bureau or ib designee. Any applicant which purports to be a non-individua1 (i.e., corporation, 
partnership, company, firm, or association}, must cfesignate in writing an individual to represent tile parhersltip, 
company, eL., for examination purposes. Any such designee shalt be a full-time supervisory employee and may not 
represent any other applicant for an electrical contractor's license. (9- 1-94) 
b, Any person designated under Subsection 015.09.a., and tile contractor he represents, shall each 
notify the Bureau in writing if the designee's working relationship with the contractor has been terminated. Each 
notice must be filed with the Bureau within ten (10) days of the date of termination, If the designee's relationship with 
the contractor is terminated, the contractor's license is void within ninety (90) days unless anottler duly qualified 
designee passes tile electrical contractor's examination on behalf of the contractor. (9- 1-94) 
c. Passage of the contractor's exmination shall only be required for new elmaical contractor Iicense 
applications submitted after the effective date ofthii rule, September 1, 1994, and shall not apply to license renewal 
or revival under Section 54-1013, Idaho Code. (9- 1-94) 
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IDAPA 07 
T IRE 01 
CHAPTER 04 
07.01.04 - RULES GOVERNING ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY LICENSING 
DIVISION OF BUILDING SAFETY 
000. LEGAL AUTHORITY. 
The Idaho Electrical Board is authorized under Section 54-1006(5), Idaho Code, to adopt rules concerning the 
issuance of electrician licenses referred to in Section 54-1001, Idaho Code. (2-26-93) 
001. TITLE AND SCOPE. 
These rules shall be cited a$ IDAPA 07.01.04, "Rules Governing Electrical Specialty Licensing," Division of 
Building Safety. These rules set out the special types of electrical installations for which a specialty license is 
required; the minimum experience requirements for such license; and describe the procedure for securing such 
license. (7- 1-97) 
002. r n I T T E N  mTERPmTATIONS. 
This agency has written interpretations of this chapter in the fonn of legal memoranda 
003. ADMIMSTRATTVE APPEALS. 
The Attorney General's Idaho Rules of Adlninistrative Procedrlre govern license revocation/suspension proceedings. 
(2-26-93) 
011. QUALIFlED JOURNEYMAN ELECTRICIANS. 
Qualified joumeyman electricians, as defined in Section 54-IM13A.2, Idaho Code, shall be permitted to n~&e all 
installations as subsequently described herein without securing an additional license for said installation. (4-9-79) 
012. MLNIMZJM EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS. 
Experience gained by an individual while engaged in the practice of one (1) or more of the specialties named below 
shall not be considered towards tile satisfaction of the minimum experience requirements for licensing as a 
journey man electrician. (1 1-28-77) 
013. SPECIALTY EXPERIENCE mQUIREMENT. 
01. Specialty Journeyman Electrician. An applicant for a specialty journeyman electrician license 
must have at least two (2) years experience with the type of installation for which the license is being applied for, in 
compliance with the requirements of the state in which the experience was received, or as a specialty electrical trainee 
making electrical installations in accordance with the requiremet~ts as stated herein. (4-5-00) 
02. Speciafty Electrical Trainee. A specialty electrical trainee shall be required to work two (2) years, 
defined as a minimum of four thousand (4,000) hours of work experience, under the constant on-the-job supervision 
of a specialty journeyman electrician of the same specialty category to qualify for testing as a specialty journeyman 
electrician. A person wishing to become a specialty electrical trainee shall register with the Division of Building 
Safety prior to going to work. Said person shall carry a current registration certificate on his person at all times and 
shaII present it upon request to personnel of the Division of Building Safety for examination. Each specialty electrica1 
trainee shall re-register prior to each July 1, furnishing proof of work experience performed during the previous year 
and notarized letters from each employer. This requirement sl~all continue each year until the minimum requirements 
of Chapter 10, Title S4, Idaho Code, have been fulfilled. Any specialty electrical trainee failing to re-register by 
August 1 of each year, shall pay an additional fee of ten dollars ($1 0) to receive his registration certificate. Time shall 
not be credited while the trainee is inactive or notregistcred. (4-5-00) 
014, ELECTRICAL SPECIALTW REQUIRING A SPECIAL LICENSE. 
The following shall be considered as electrical specialties, the practice of which shall require a special license: (4-9-79) 
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01. Elevator, Dumbwaiter, Escalator, nr Moving-&Talk Electrical. Any pelson qualifying for and 
having in his possession a clrrrent elevator electrical license may install, maintain, repair, and replace equipment, 
controls, and wiring beyond the disconnect switch in the machine room of the elevator and pertahing directly to the 
ovration and control Illereof when located in the elevator shaft and machine room. He shall be employed by a 
licensed elevator electrical contractor and his installation shall be liniited to this category. The holder of such 
specialty license may not countersign a contractor's license application as supervising journeyman except for work 
within his specialty. (4-9-79) 
02. Sfgn Electrical. Any person qualifying for and 11aving in Ids possession a current sign electrical 
itcense may install, maintain, repatr, and replace equipment, controls, and wir~ng on the secondary side of sign 
discoru~ecting means; providing the disconnecting means is located on the sign or wrthin sight tlierefrom. Re shall be 
employed by a licensed sign electrical contractor whose installations shalt be limited to this category. The holder of 
S I ~ I  specialty license may not countersign a contractor's license application as supervising journeyman except for 
work within his specialty. (3- 15-02) 
03. Manubcturlng or Assembling Equipment. (4-5-00) 
a. A licensed specialty manufacturing or assembling equipment electrician must be employed by a 
licensed specialty manufacturing or assentbling equipn~ent contractor in order to work in this category. The holder of 
a specialty license in this category may not countersign a contractor's license application as supervising journeyman 
except for work within this specialty. (4-5-00) 
b. Any person licensed pursuant to Subsection 014.03.a. may install, maintain, repair, and replace 
equipment, controls, and accessory wiring, integral to l l~e specific equipment, on the load side of the equipment 
disconnecting means. Electrical service and feeder are to be installed by others. The licensee may also install circuitry 
in modules or fabricated enclosures for the purpose of connecting the necessary component3 which individually bear 
a label from a nationally recognized testing laboratory when such equipment is designed and manufactured for a 
specific job installation. All wiring completed shall meet all requirements of Title 54, Chapter 10, Idaho Code, all 
rules promulgated pursuant thereto, and the most current edition of the Nationat Electrical Code. (7- 1-94) 
04. Limited Energy Electrical License. (9- 17-85) 
a. Limited energy systems are defined as fire and security alarm systems, class 2 and class 3 signaling 
circuits, key card operators, nurse call systems, motor and electrical apparatus controls and other limited energy 
applications covered by the NEC. (7-1-99) 
b. Limited energy systems do not include, and no license of any type is required for, the installation of 
landscape sprinkler controls or communication circuits, wires and apparatus that include telephone systems, telegraph 
facilities, outside wiring for fire and security alarm systems which are used for communication purposes, and central 
station systems of a similar nature, PBX systems, audio-visual and sound systems, public address and intercom 
systems, data communication systems, radio and television systems, antenna systems and other similar systenls. (7- 1-99) 
e. Unless exempted by Section 54-1016, Idaho Code, any person who installs, maintains, replaces or 
repairs electrical wiring and equipment for limited energy systems in facilities other than one (1) or two (2) family 
dwellings shall be required to have a valid limited energy electrical license and must be employed by a licensed 
limited energy specialty electrical contractor or electrical contractor. The holder of a specialty license may only 
countersign a contractor's application as a supervising journeyman for work within his specialty. (7-1-98) 
05. Irrigation Sprinkler Eleetrfeal. Any person qualifying for and having in his possession, an 
irrigation system electrical license may install, maintain, repair and replace equipment, controls and wiring beyond 
the disconnect switch supplying power to the electric irrigation machine. The irrigation machine is considered to 
inclilde the hardware, motors and controls of the inigation machine and underground conductors connecting the 
control centers on the irrigation machine to the load side of the disconnecting device. Disconnect device to be 
installed by others. All such installations performed by individuals under this section shali be done in accordance 
with the applicable provisio~ls of the National Electrical Code. He shall be employed by a licensed electrical 
contractor whose license is contingent upon the granting of a specialty electrical license to an employee and whose 
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installations sllall be limited to fhis cdtegory. The holder of a specialty liccnse may not countersign a contractor's 
license application as supervising specialty journeyman except for work in his specialty. (1-1-92) 
06. W l I  Driller and Water Pump Installer Electrical I,iccnses. All such installations performed by 
individuals under this section shall be done In accordance with the applicable provisions of the approved National 
Electrical Code. He shall be employed by a licenseti well driller and water pump instalter electrical contractor whose 
installations shall be Ilmited to this category. The holder of such specialty license may not countersign a contractor's 
license application as supervising specialty jomeyman except for work in his specialty. Any person currently 
licensed in lltis category may perforrn the following types of installations: (1 - 14-87) 
a. Single or three (3) phase watcrpumps: install, maintain, repair and replace all efwtrical equipment, 
wires, and accessories from the pump motor up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting device. 
Disconnecting device installed by others. (4-6-05) 
b. Domestic water pumps, one hundred trventyltwo hundred forty (1201240) volt, single phase, sixty 
(60) amps or less: Install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the pump 
motor up to and including the disconnecting device. (7- 1-98) 
c. Temporarily connect into a power source to test lhe installations, provided that all test wiring is 
removed before the instaUer leaves the site. (1- 14-87) 
d. Individual residential wastewater pumping units. Install, maintain, repair and replace all electrical 
equipment, wircs, and accessories from the pump motor tip to and including the disconnecting device for systems that 
serve one,  two-, or three-family residential installations. (4-1 1-06) 
07. Refrigeration, Heating, ~ n d  Air-Conditioning Electrical Installer. All such installation, 
n~aintenance, and repair performed by individuals under this section shall be done in accordance with applicable 
provisions of the National Electrical Code. Be shall be employed by a licensed electrical contractor whose license 
sllall be covered by this category. The holder of such specialty license may not countersign a contractor's license 
application as a supervising specialty journeyman except for work in his specialty. Any person currently licensed in 
this category may perform the following types of installations, which installations sl~all be limited to factory- 
assembled, packaged units: (9- 17-85) 
a. Heating Units (single phase): install, repair, and maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and 
accessories from the unit up to the load side, including filses, of the disconnecting device. Disconnecting devicc to be 
installed by others. (9- 17-85) 
b. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning Equipment and Heat Pumps (single pluase): install, repair, and 
maintain all electrical equipment, wires, and accessories from the unit up to the load side, including fuses, of the 
disconnecting device. Disconnecting device to be installed by others. (9- 17-85) 
e. Refrigeration, Air-Conditioning and Heating Systems (three-phase): install, maintain, and repair all 
electrical equipn~ent and accessories up to the load side, including fuses, of the disconnecting devicc. Disconnecting 
device to be installed by others. (9- 17-85) 
015. APPLICATIONS FOR SPECIALTY LICENSES, 
Applications for any of the above specialty licenses may be obtained from the Electrical Bureau, Division of Building 
Safety. The forms shall be returned with the application fee, as provided by Section 54-1014, Idaho Code, with proof 
of the required two (2) years of experience in the field of specialty, and all applications sluall be signed and notarized. 
Upon receiving a passing grade, the applicant may remit the license fee for issuance of the license. (5-3-03) 
016. LICENSE AND RENEWAL F E H .  
The license fee and renewal fee for each type of specialty license sluatl be as provided for by Section 54-1014, Idaho 
Code, for other journeyman licenses. (7-9-84) 
017. SPECIALTY CONTRACTOR LICENSE. 
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01. Q~~alifications for Specialty Clectr?tcal Contractor. Except as herein provided, any person, 
parmership, company, firm, association, or corporation shall be eligible to apply for a specialty electrical conlsactor 
license upon the condition that such applicant will be responsible for supervision of electrical installations made by 
said company, f%m, association, or corporation as provided by Section 54-1010, Idaho Code. The supervising 
specialty joilrneynlan electrician sl~all be available during working Iloiirs to carry out the duties of supervising 
specialty joumeymim, as set for& lierein. In addition, the applicant shall meet or have at feast olle (1) full-time 
employee who meets one (1) of the following criteria: (3-30-01) 
a. I.Iolds a valid specialty joumeyman electrician license issued by the Electrical Bureau, in the same 
category as the specialty contractor, and has held a valid specialty joumeyman electrician's license for a period of not 
less than two (2) years, during which lime he was employed as a specialty journeynlan electrician for a minimum of 
four tliousanii (4,000) hours; (3-30-0 1) 
h, Holds a valid specialty joumeyman electrician license issued by the Electrical Bureau, in the same 
category as the specialty contractor, and has at least four (4) years of experience in tlte specialty electrical category 
with a minimum of two (2) years practical experience in planning, laying out, and supervising electrical installations 
in this specialty category. (3-30-01) 
02. Modification to Q~trtliTjeattolts. Applicants for specialty contractor licenses, or bdividuals 
countersigning such applications, shall be subject to tke same requirements, restrictions, and fees applicable to other 
electrical contractors and countersigning journeyman, as set forth in the current Electrical Laws and Rules. (3-30-01) 
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1. 5 54-1003A. Definitions ( I )  Electrical Contrador. Except as provided in section 
54-1016, ldaho Code, any person, partnership, company, firm, association or 
corporation engaging in, conducting, or carrying on the business of installing wires or 
equipment to carry electric current or installlng apparatus to be operated by such 
current, or entering into agreements to install such wires, equipment or apparatus, shall 
for the purpose of this act be known as an electrical contractor. An electrical contractor, 
prior to being issued a license, shall be required to provide proof of liability insurance in 
the amount of three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) and proof of worker's 
compensation insurance if applicable.(Z) Journeyman Electrician. Except as provided in 
section 54-1016, ldaho Code, and subsections (3), (4), (5) and (6) of this section, any 
person who personally performs or supervises the actual physical work of installing 
electric wiring or equipment to convey electric current, or apparatus to be operated by 
such current, shall, for the purpose of this act, be known as a journeyman electrician.(3) 
Apprentice Electrician. Any person who, for the purpose of learning the trade of 
journeyman electrician, engages in the installation of electric wiring, equipment, or 
apparatus while under the constant on-the-job supervision of a qualified journeyman 
electrician shall, for the purpose of this act, be known as an apprentice electrician.(4) 
Maintenance Electrician. Any person who is regularly employed to service, maintaln or 
repair electrical apparatus, or to make minor repairs or alterations to existing electrical 
wires or equipment located on his employer's premises shall, for the purpose of this act, 
be known as a maintenance electrician.(5) Master Electrician. A person who has the 
necessary qualifications, training, experience and technical knowledge to plan, layout or 
design the installation of electrical wiring or equipment, or to supervise such planning, 
layout, or design, and who performs or supervises such planning, layout or design, 
shall, for the purpose of this act, be known as a master electrician.(6) Specialty 
Electrician. A person having the necessary qualifications, training, experience and 
technical knowledge to install, alter, repair and supewise the installing, altering or 
repairing of special classes of electrical wiring, apparatus or equipment within 
categories adopted by the board. Specialty electricians shall perform work only within 
the scope of the specialty category for which the person is licensed.(7) Specialty 
Electrical Contractor. Except as provided in section 54-1016, ldaho Code, any person, 
partnership, company, firm, association or corporation engaging in, conducting or 
carrying on the business of installlng, altering or repairing special classes of electrical 
wiring, apparatus or equipment within categories adopted by the board or entering into 
agreements to perform such specialty work, shall for the purpose of this act be known 
as a specialty electrical contractor. Specialty electrical contractors shall perform work 
only within the scope of the specialty category for which the contractor is licensed. A 
specialty electrical contractor, prior to being issued a license, shall be required to 
provide proof of liability insurance in the amount of three hundred thousand dollars ($ 
300,000) and proof of worker's compensation insurance if applicable.(8) Specialty 
Electrical Trainee. Any person who, for the purpose of learning the trade of a specialty 
electrician, engages in the installation of electrical wiring, equipment or apparatus while 
under the constant on-the-job supervision of a qualified specialty electrician shall, for 
the purpose of this act, be known as a specialty electrical trainee.HISTORY: I.C., 8 54- 
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1003A, as added by 1961, ch. 311, gj 6, p. 583; am. 1986, ch. 296, Ij 3, p. 742; am. 
1Qg9, ch. 99, 3 3, p. 311; am. 1999, ch. 367, 3, p. 968; am. 2005, ch. 82, 4 I ,  p. 
294.MOTES:COMPILER'S NOTES, The words "this act" refer to S.L. 1999, ch. 367. 
See note following Ij 54-1002.This section was amended by two 1999 acts -- ch, 99, 4 3 
and ch. 367, Q 3, both effective July I, 1999, which do not appear to conflict and have 
been compiled together-The 1999 amendment by S.L. 1999, ch. 99, Ej 3, in subsection 
(2), substituted "subsections (31, (4) and (5) of this section" for "part (3) and part (4) of 
this section" and in subsection (51, deleted "journeyman" in two places.The 1999 
amendment by S.L. 1999, ch. 367, $j 3, in subsection (2), substituted "subsections (3), 
(4), (5) and (6) of this section" for "part (3) and part (4) of this section" and added 
present subsections (6), (7) and (8).Section 4 of S.L. 1986, ch, 296 is compiled as $j 54- 
1005.Section 4 of S.L. 1999, ch. 367, is compiled as Q 54-100S.Section 2 of S.L. 2005, 
ch. 82 is compiled as $ 54-1013.SEC. TO SEC. REF. This section is referred to in 8 54- 
1007.OP1NIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENEW.IL.An individual or firm submitting a bid 
to a property owner, general contractor, or contracting agency, to do electrical work, 
must possess an electrical contractor's license at the time of submission of such a bid, 
as this conduct would constitute an "attempt" to act as contractor; on the other hand, a 
general and relatively widely broadcast advertlsing is at most a mere "preparation" as 
opposed to an "attempt." OAG 83-9.COLLATERAL REFERENCES. 58 Am. Jur. 2d, 
Occupations, Trades, and Professions, S 33. 
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ldaho Code $54-1001 (2006) 
54-1001. Declaration of policy From and affer the taking effect of this act, all 
installations in the state of ldaho of wires and equipment to convey electric current and 
installations of apparatus to be operated by such current, except as hereinafter 
provided, shall be made substantially in accord with the National Electrical Code of 
1971, as approved by the American Standards Institute, relating to such work as far as 
the same cover both fire and personal injury hazards, and as the National Electrical 
Code shall be amended, revised, compiled and published from time to time and as such I 
amendments or revisions are adopted by the Idaho electrical board.HIST0RY; 1947, 
ch, 251, S, 1, p, 681; am. 1955, ch. 28, $ 1, p. 46; am. 1961, ch. 311, 5 2, p. 583; am. i I 
1974, ch. 39, 76, p. 1023.NOTES:COMPILER'S NOTES, The words "this act" refer to 
S.L. 1947, ch. 251, which is codified as $5  54-1001 to 54-1003, 54-1005, 54-1007 to 1 
54-1009, and 54-1013 to 54-1018.Section 2 of S.L. 1955, ch. 28, is compiled as 54- I 
1005,Section 1 of S.L, 1961, ch, 31 1, repealed former &t$ 54-1004, 54-1006, 54-1010, 
54-1011, and 54-1012 of the ldaho Code.Section 75 of S.L. 1974, ch. 39 is compiled as 
§ 45-61 5.SEC. TO SEC. REF. This chapter is referred to in $5 39-4103 and 67- 
2601 .This section is referred to in 5 54-1005.AUTHORITY OF 
C0MMlSSIONER.Commissioner of law enforcement does not have the authority to 
issue regulations governing inspection of installations by electrical contractors and 
journeymen, since act regulating electrical contractors and journeymen does not 
provide for the issuance of rules and regulations by commissioner of law enforcement. 
Grayot v, Summers, 75 ldaho 125,269 P.2d 765 (1954LCOLLATERAL 
REFERENCES. 58 Am. Jur. 2d, Occupations, Trades, and Professions, 66 1, 33-35. I 
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IN THE 3ISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUaIGIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR TYE CSUNTU OF MADISON 
Case No. G V - 0 6 - 8 2 6  
3EFOSITION OF MICHAEL C. HZGGINS 
January 22, 2008 
3P;AN ANC CHRISTIE, TNC., an Idaho corporatson, 
and dba TACO TIME, an assumed b~sscess name, 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an Idaho corporatlon; 
and JOEN DOES 1-10, 
Def erAdants 
LAW OFFICES OF RACZNE, OLSON, NYE, 
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By John R. Gocdell, Esq. 
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Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Appearlng on behalf of Plaintiff. 
LAW OFFICES OF COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED 
By Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Sulte 210 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
Appearlng on behalf of Defendant 
Lelshman Electric, Inc., an Idaho 
corporatlon. 
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1 Pursuant to Notrce and the Idaho Rules 
2 of Civil Procedure the deposition of 
3 MICHAEL C HlGGlNS called by Defendant Leishman 
4 Electric was taken on Tuesday January 22 2008 
5 commencing at 9 35 a m at 216 16th Street 
6 Suite 650 Denver Colorado before Alan H Agron 
7 Ceeified Shorthand Reporter and Notary Public 
6 within and for the State of Colorado 
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They could have called the State and 
4 of our client and without their approval, I'm not 
5 at liberty to do that. 5 had never been inspected, had never been installed 
6 Q You did not report the conversations 6 per code and at that point could have made the 
i that you had with Mr. Caine and Mr. Fihloff? 7 decision, you know, we are not hooking up to this. 
8 A No, sir, I don't do that unless I would ' 8 It's not the responsibility to correct 
9 tell somebody And if I did tell them I was going 9 the defects of -- identify it in the sign or in 
10 to -- that I was going to do that, my experience 10 the branch circuit. They are not required by the 
11 is that the interview typically ends at that 11 code to correct them, but they are required by 
12 point. 12 code to not hook up to that fixture, branch 
13 Q So have we now discussed all of your 13 circuit or whatever, unless those deficiencies 
14 opinions that you hold in this case? 14 have been corrected. And by doing that they are 
15 A If I may, I would like to just 15 in violation of the National Electric Code and 
16 summarize the high points of the opinions just to 16 common sense for any electrical contractor. 
17 make sure that we don't -- that if they haven't 1 17 I think that those are the principal 
18 been made clear in the report that there is a ' 18 issues in this case. And it's very clear-cut to . 
19 record that - as to what we will state. 1 19 me and it should be very clear-cut to anyone who 
20 Q That's helpful. Go ahead. / 20 reviews this, including the State, that those are 
2 1 I think the first opinion is that the 121 the primary issues. And, as such, Leishman 
22 work that was done by Leishman Electric, by 2 2  Electric is responsible for damages that occurred 
23 hooking up to a fixture that had no -- and could ' 23 to the building. It's real simple. 
24 have no UL listing to it --without properly 2 4  Q 1 just want to make sure. You've 
25 evaluating the fixture which would have included / 25 already identified for me the provisions of the 
Page 94 
1 making sure that it was properly tagged and 
2 installed by a licensed sign installer, that 
3 through the tag it was inspected by the State to 
4 make sure that it complied with the requirements 
5 of the National Electric Code and the fact that by 
6 being able to visually examine the sign without 
7 disassembling the sign or by having to conduct 
8 only minor disassembly of the sign which would by 
9 no means alter any of the electrical connections. 
10 just opening up a box cover, they could have 
11 easily determined that the sign had not been 
12 installed per the National Electric Code for which 
13 they should know the regulations under the ldaho 
14 statute, because as a licensed electrician they 
15 had the ability and are required to know the 
16 proper installation methods, the procedures for a 
17 neon sign. 
18 By not hooking up or by not evaluating 
19 the sign prior to hooking up to that sign, they 
20 violated the National Electric Code and state 
21 statutes because they subjected the building to 
22 unsafe and dangerous conditions, electrical -- was 
23 the high potential for electrical failure. And by 
24 simply conducting a visual inspection of that sign 
25 they could have determined it did not meet code. 
Page 96 
1 1996 National Electric Code that you believe 
2 require that inspection by Leishman Electric and 
3 the provisions of the ldaho Administrative 
4 Procedures Act and ldaho statutes which required 
5 that, correct? 
6 A Yes. 
7 MR. COOPER: I have no further 
8 questions. Thank you. 
9 EXAMINATION 
10 BY MR. GOODELL: 
11 Q Mr. Higgins, just to clarify a few 
12 points here, if you would refer to your report, 
13 Page 5, which I guess is marked as Exhibit 2 to 
14 your deposition -- or 3? 
15 A He said 2 previously. 
16 Q Your report is marked as Deposition 
17 Exhibit 2, right? Is that right or not? 
18 MR. COOPER: It's Exhibit 2. It was 
19 previously marked in Mr. Caine's deposition. 
2 0 MR. GOODELL: You haven't re-marked it 
21 here? 
2 2 THE DEPONENT: No, it's all part of 
23 this file. But it's marked as Exhibit 2, right? 
24 MR. COOPER: Yes. 
25 Q (By Mr. Goodell) All right. Would you 
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1 turn to rule -- endrng In Subseclron 015 which rs 1 As far as lrcenses go, they drd not 
2 quoted I thrnk, on Page 5 and you ve also got a 2 verrfy that a lrcensed srgn contractor had 
3 copy rn your exhibits to the report So either 1 3 pefformed the work on the srgn that they hooked up I 
4 place, whatever rs most convenrent / 4 to Those would just be a few of the vrolat~ons I 
5 Do you have that? 1 5 to the Natronal Electrrc Code and the state I 
6 A Yes 6 statute under thrs provrsron 
7 Q And Subsectron b states as follows Q With regard to the part of thrs 
I 8 quote, Those dutles rnclude assurrng that all 1 Subparagraph 0 5  Pornt b, that refers to quote, 
, 9 electrrcal work substantrally complres wrth the 9 and that proper electrrcal procedures are 
I 10 Natronal Electrrcal Code and other electrrcal 1 10 followed, quote, what, rn your oprnlon, was the 
1 11 safety rnstallatron laws and rules of the state, 11 duty of Lershman Electrrc, as the electrrcal 
, 12 and that proper electrrcal procedures are 12 contractor, that made the frnal power connecton 1 1 13 followed, assurrng that all electrical labels 13 of the burldrng to thrs srgn7 What was Lershman s , 
14 perm~ts, and lrcenses requrred to perform 14 duty in that regard before makrng that connectron, 1 
, 15 electr~cal work are used, et cetera, close quote that IS, to see that the proper electrical I 
I 
16 Drd I read that portron correctly7 16 procedures are followed of the srgn that somebody 
117 A Yes 17 else rnstalled? 
' 18 Q Now, thrs Subsectron b of Subsectron MR COOPER Object to the form of the I 
19 01 5 refers to electrrcal contractors, IS that 19 questron 
' 20 rrght7 20 A Therr duty was, first of all, to verrfy 
2 1  A yes 2 1  the srgn had been tagged and permrtted whrch 1 
22 Q And dutres of electrrcal contractors7 22 would ensure that the State would be rnspectrng 1 
3 A Yes 23 the srgn 
4 Q And in thrs case Lershman Electrrc was ) 24 Therr second duty was to - rf, rn 
5 an electrrcal contractor whrch worked on the 1 25 fact, they could not frnd the tag was to contact 
- - -  -- I 
Page 98 / 
1 Taco Trme burldrng, accordrng to your rnformatron? / 1 the State to verrfy that a permrt had ever been 
2 A Yes 1 2 pulled and that the srgn had been rnspected And 
3 Q And wh~ch made the prrmary power 1 3 the prrmary duty they had was by -- by not havrng 
4 connectron of the burldrng power to thrs srgn 1 4 the rnformatron that allowed them to determrne 
5 rnstalled by SrgnPro? 1 5 that the srgn had ever been rnspected by the State 
I 6 A That IS correct 6 or rnstalled by a lrcensed person, the duty was to 
Q Now, can you explarn, rn lrght of that 7 evaluate the srgn, make sure that rt was rnstalled 1 Subsectron 015 Pornt b that I just read, what 8 correctly And that rf they had conducted these 
9 dutres Lershman Electrrc as the electrrcal I 9 srmple procedures, the final duty would have been 1 
10 contractor, had wrth regard to these defects that 10 not to hook up to rt Frre would have never 
11 have been rdentlfied 1n the srgn7 1 11 occurred rf they hadn t hooked up to it 
12 MR COOPER Object to the form 1 12 Q (By Mr Goodell) And so then to what 
13 A Well, every aspect of rt basrcally has 13 extent does Lershman, as the electrical contractor 
14 been vrolated You know, rt says -- rf you took 14 who makes the frnal power connectron of the 
15 the part assurrng that all electrrcal labels -- 
16 well, by not verrfyrng that the transformer had 
17 secondary ground fault protectron, obvrously, they 
18 drd not look at the electrrcal labels on that 
1 19 sectron of the srgn to verrfy that rt was the 1 20 proper transformer for thrs rnstallatron 
( 2 1  Permlts They dld not verlfy that a 
I 22 permrt for the srgn had ever been obtarned whrch 
15 burldrng power to thrs srgn frxture at the end of 
16 thrs branch crrcurt Irne, what duty do they have 
17 to evaluate the safe condrtron or unsafe condrtron 
18 of thrs frxture or srgn before hookrng rt up as 
19 the last step rn the process? 
20 MR COOPER Object to the form. 
21 A The prrmary duty they have is to ensure ) 
22 that rt's rnstalled per the Natronal Electrrc I / 23 would have requrred a srmple call to the State I23 Code And rf not, not to hook up to it. 
I 124 srnce there was no evrdence that a srgn permrt was i 24 Q (By Mr Goodell) Now, you mentroned I 
125 on-srte 
i- 
/ 25 that there were some red flags that should have 
-- 
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1 alerted Leishman to the fact that there was no 
2 assurance that the sign as installed by Signpro 
3 was In a safe condition before they hooked up the 
4 power, r1ght7 
ti A Yes 
6 Q And so the red flags that should have 
7 alerted Leishman were a number of different 
8 things, as you mentioned, and one was that there 
9 was no permlt on-slte for the slgn ~nstall? 
10 MR COOPER Object to the form 
11 A That 1s correct 
12 Q (By Mr Goodell) And that there was no 
13 evidence, glven the lack of permit, that a 
14 licensed sign installer had installed ~ t ?  
15 MR COOPER Object to the form 
16 A That's correct 
17 Q (By Mr Goodell) Is that another red 
18 flag? 
19 A Yes 
20 MR COOPER Object to the form 
21 Q (By Mr Goodell) You indicated that 
22 there was no evidence that the State had ever 
23 Inspected this slgn to give ~t a clean bill of 
24 health prior to hooking ~t up? 
25 MR COOPER Object to the form 
1 Q (By Mr. Goodell) But they were used on 
2 the exterior? 
3 MR. COOPER: Object to form. 
4 A Yes. 
5 Q (By Mr. Goodell) Those would have been 
6 readily observable by Leishman when it hooked up 
7 the building power to this disconnect box? 
8 MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 
9 A Very likely that they may have even 
10 hooked up -- used one of the improper connectors 
11 when attaching the wire from the sign to the -- to 
12 the disconnect, the sign disconnect, 
13 Q (By Mr. Goodell) Do you have some 
14 understanding as to who installed this disconnect 
15 box or this junction box where the disconnect is 
16 made? Is that SignPro or Leishman or do you know? 
17 A It would have had to have been by 
18 Leishman. I shouldn't say that. Junction box 
19 legally could have been installed by either party. 
20 However, the disconnect can only be installed by 
21 the licensed electrician. 
22 Q All right. This weather-tight metal 
23 box we've indicated here is something that was 
24 installed by SignPro? 
25 A Yes. 
Page 102 I Page 104 ; 
1 Q (By Mr Goodell) That's another I 1 Q It's part of the neon sign components? 
2 condit1on7 I 2 A Yes 
3 MR COOPER Same objection Q And ~n order to determine whether or I 
I 4 A That's correct 4 not a secondary ground fault protection device had , 
5 Q (By Mr Goodell) And is that another 5 been included, then one would slmply have taken 
6 red flag? I , 6 off two or maybe four screws, llfted the Ild and 
7 MR COOPER Same object~on 7 looked ~n it at the transformer ~nslde? I 
1 8  A Yes ( 8 A That's correct 
1 9 Q (By Mr Goodell) And you indicate by i 9 Q The transformer lnside would be labeled 
I 
, 10 referring to the photo, Exhibit 68, of the 10 In such a way to designate whether ~t d ~ d  or did 
/ 11 conditions of the sign and related components 11 not have secondary ground protection? 
12 after the fire that there are other readily 12 A Yes 
1 13 observable problems w~th what was various aspects 3 Q And ~f Le~shman had wanted to do that, 
' 14 of Signpro's work, is that right7 14 then ~t could have removed those screws, opened 
115 MR COOPER Object to the form 15 the box and checked ~t before hooklng up the power ; 16 A That's correct 
' 17 Q (By Mr Goodell) You mentioned one of 7 A Yes, they should have 
s 18 those th~ngs, for example, was that the connectors 8 Q By so dolng, have readily determined 
i 
! 
, 19 on the conduit were not waterproof? 19 whether there was or wasn't secondary ground fault 
MR COOPER Object to the form 0 protectlan In conjunction wlth the neon slgn 
1 A y e s  
I 
2 Q (By Mr Goodell) They were not rated MR. COOPER. Object to the form 
3 and approved for exterior usage? 23 A That's correct 
MR COOPER Object to form ,24  Q (By Mr Goodell) And you mentioned 
That's correct 
- 
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1 that the cnnt~nuous bond~ng necessary to form a 
2 proper ground~ng on the lettering of the sign was 
3 mlsslng between t ~ o  paints I thlnt it was A and 
4 17 I could be wrong on 7 Maybe you should check 
5 the  d~agram 
6 A I thlnk you are wrong Let's check it 
7 It's B B as In boy 
8 Q Between A and B on the lettering of the 
9 sign there is a gap which lndlcates no continuous 
10 bonding of the ground wire at that point meaning 
11 the sign is not correctly grounded? 
12 A That's correct 
13 Q Now, assuming the sign is mounted -- I 
14 don't know -- 12, 15 feet off the ground on the 
15 exterior of the building wall, II somebody leaned 
16 the ladder up to it, climbed up the ladder and 
17 looked at the wiring on the slgn, would that be 
18 read~ly vis~ble externally ~f lack of bonding 
19 between the two points made the lettering of the 
20 sign non-grounded? 
21 A It should have been v~sible on the roof 
22 where the electric~an conducted the work 
23 Q In other words, just to look over the 
24 wall down at the sign itself? 
25 A Yes Sort of when they were connecting 
1 what -- 
2 Q (By M r  Goodell) All of these several 
3 different things, these red flags v:eSve talked 
4 about -- 
5 A Yes 
6 Q -- IS that something that Le~shman as 
7 a licensed electrician, could have taken a 
8 reasonable amount of time to inspect and determine 
9 the condltlon of before hooklng up the bulldlng 
10 power7 
11 MR COOPER Object to the form 
12 A Very easily, yes 
13 Q (By Mr Goodell) If Le~shman had done 
14 such inspections and determined there were these 
15 electrical defects, that IS, the lack of secondary 
16 ground fault protection and the lack of proper 
17 ground~ng, then as the electrician, what was the 
18 duty under the National Electrical Code whether -- 
19 with regard to hooking or not hooking up the 
20 building power that would affect the sign? 
2 1 MR COOPER Object to the form 
22 A The duty was not to hook up to the 
23 sign 
24 Q (By Mr Goodell) Why is that? 
25 A Because the slgn doesn't meet the 
Page 106 
1 the pigtail from the sign to the disconnect they 
2 could have seen it and should have been visible at 
3 that point. 
4 Q So somebody wouldn't even have needed 
5 to go off the roof down to the ground, lean the 
6 ladder against the wall and climb up the ladder to 
7 examine that, they could have just looked over the 
8 parapet wall and seen it? 
9 A It's right in front of them. 
10 Disconnects here and the sign is right here 
11 (indicating). They should have been able to just 
12 look at it from where they were hooking up the 
13 disconnect. 
14 Q How long would that have taken, to see 
15 if the grounding wiring on the lettering of the 
16 sign was proper or not? 
17 MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 
18 A Less than a minute. 
19 Q (By Mr. Goodell) So are all of these 
20 things that were not done simple matters that 
21 Leishman, if they wanted to, could have checked to 
22 see whether the sign was properly grounded and had 
23 secondary ground fault protection or not? 
24 MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 
25 A Could you - I'm not really sure 
Page 108 
1 National Electric Code requirements and represents 
2 a significant fire hazard. I would say that 
3 most -- we've looked at several fires at 
4 commercial buildings and a lot of those fires have 
5 resulted from neon signs being improperly 
6 installed for an electrician -- all electricians 
7 should know the severe fire risk associated with 
8 them because these step-up transformers have 
9 extremely high voltage. And if, in fact, the 
10 connectors leak, once they become wet, if it's not 
11 grounded, it's -- it's almost a guarantee that a 
12 fire will start at the sign. 
13 Q Is there something about neon signs 
14 that makes them more dangerous than other typical 
15 exterior lighting? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q What is that? Explain. 
18 A Two things. One is the signs 
19 themselves aren't -- aren't evaluated and listed 
20 by any well-known listing agency. Second of all 
21 is the fact that they use high voltage to excite 
22 the gas inside the tubes and -- to excite the gas. 
23 Like you would excite a person by whatever. By 
24 exciting --the high voltage is required to excite 
25 the gas. And so knowing that these have 
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1 voltages -- that typrcally range from, you know, 
2 7500 to 15 000 voits -- know~ng that rf they are 
3 not properly rnstalled they represent extreme 
4 rrsk of frre danger 
5 Q Are neon srgns more dangerous than 
6 regular exter~ar slgn Irght~ng? 
7 MR COOPER Object to the form 
8 A In my oplnron, yes 
9 Q (By Mr Goodell) For the reasons 
10 you've explarned? 
1 1 A Yes We all -- lnvestrgators always 
12 laugh when we see them Here's another neon slgn 
13 frre They are klnd of a much hrgher degree of -- 
14 of frre rrsk rf not properly Installed, and I 
15 would say that the technical expertise required to 
16 rnstall them IS a l~ttle brt more than rt IS for a 
17 typrcal slgn 
18 Q So rf neon srgns are more dangerous 
19 than your typlcal exterlor slgn Irghtlng, what 
20 does that say to you In terms of the duty of an 
21 electrrclan who's dolng the prlmary power hookup 
22 to such srgn rn l~ght of the code requirements and 
23 the Idaho state law and rules requirements you've 
24 referred to In your report? 
25 MR COOPER Object to the form 
- 
-- 
A*< r */p" 
f 3  '7 
pa&, > -3; 
1 If, rn fact, he IS hookrng up to a --to a slgn, 
2 branch clrcult whatever, w~thout havrng properly 
3 evaluated, he's not only In vlolatron of the code, 
4 but common sense He's takrng a rrsk he's gorng 
5 to hurt someone or krll somebody or create a frre 
6 I'i's his duty to ensure that what he is energlzlng 
7 IS properly Installed and the clrcult IS safe 
8 Q But for Lershman Electr~c hooklng up 
9 prlmary power from the bulldlng to thls neon slgn, 
10 would there have been a flre hazard even 
11 recognrzlng the defects In the sign? 
I 
12 MR COOPER Object to the form 1 
13 A Untll rt's energ~zed, rt does no2 I I 
14 represent a hazard I 
1 
15 Q (By Mr Goodell) So rn evaluatrng the I 
16 clrcumstances or cond~t~ons about whrch -- let me 
17 start over 
18 In evaluating the cond~t~ons or I I 
19 clrcumstances whlch caused the flre In thls case, ; 
20 1 take rt there would be at least two parts. One I 
21 part belng the repalr, assembly, manufacture and / 
22 rnstall of the srgn on the bulldlng and the 
23 components by SlgnPro as one part, rrght? I 
24 MR COOPER Object to the form 
25 A Yes I 
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1 A What it tells me is that you better be 
I 
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1 Q (By Mr. Goodell) But that, in and of 
2 extra careful and make sure that you know that ' 2 itself, without power being hooked to it, did not 
3 that sign has been properly installed by a 1 3 present a fire hazard? 
4 qualified person if you are going to hook up to 4 MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 
5 it. i A No. I 
6 If not, you better look at it very, / 6 Q (By Mr. Goodell) So then the second 
7 very closely to make sure that it complies with / 7 part which brought about this fire was the 
1 8 the National Electric Code, has all the safety 1 8 connection of the primary power to the sign 
1 9 requirements of grounding and secondary ground / 9 thereby energizing it which was done by Leishman ! 
/ 10 fault protection before you hook up to it. s 10 Electric? 
Q (By Mr. Goodell) And do you agree or 11 MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 1 
12 disagree with Mr. Caine's interpretation or early , 12 A That is correct. 
13 testimony in part of his deposition that Leishman 3 Q (By Mr. Goodell) And so the cause of I l1  
' 14 had no duty to be cognizant of the condition of 4 this fire was the result of these actions of these 1 15 the sign or to evaluate its condition when it 5 two actors, one plus one, which presented the 16 hooked up the primary power to the sign because 6 completed electrical unit hazard and resulting 
17 the sign install was done by somebody else, mainly 
1 18 SignPro? MR. COOPER: Object to the form. 
1 
/ 19 A I totally disagree with that 19 A Yes. 1 
1 20 interpretation. MR. GOODELL: I think I'll just quit I 
, 21 Q Explain why. 21 there. Thank you very much. No other questions. 
2 2  A Because an electrician under the j 22 MR. COOPER: Thank you. I 
23 code -- under both codes -- is to install all 123 (The deposition concluded at 1.05 p.m., 1 
24 electrical fixtures, circuits, all his work has to i 24 January 22, 2008.) 
25 be done in a -- per the code and in a safe manner. j 25 ! L-- -. . -- - 
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John R. Coodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Brent L. Whiting (ISBJ;: 6601) 
RACINE, OLSOTG', N'IE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY. CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ldaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (2081232-61 09 
Email: jrgaracinelaw .net 
Atiovneys for Plaint$$ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JI:DICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 1. AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADESON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as 1 Case No. GV06-826 
assumed business name, ) 
1 AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT 
Plaintiff, 1 KIMBROUGH, Ph.D., P.E. IN SUPPORT 
1 OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
VS. JUDGMENT 
) 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, PNC.. an ldaho ) 
corporation; and JOHN DOES 1-10. ) 
1 
Defendants. ) 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: SS. 
County of Salt Lake ) 
SCOTT KIMBROUGH, Ph.D., P.E., being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1, My name is Scott Kimbrough. I am a specialist in forensics engtneering, including 
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cxpcricnce in cause arid ongin of elcctrrcal fires in structures, vcli~clcs, and appliances. 1 have been 
a partner irr MRA Forensic Services froin July 1994 lo date, 
Attached as Exhibit. 1 is a true and corrcct of my Curriculum Vitae stating my qualifications, 
education, cxpcriencc publications, and patents held in morc detail. 
Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of my depositions and trial appearances 
where I have testified as a forensic engineer in cases filed in the States of Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, 
Nevada, Montana, California, New Mexico, Texas, Colorado, and otlier states and forums from 
approximately 1990 to date. 
2. Somctimc shortly after Junc 16,2004, Robert "Jake" Jacobsen, C.F.I., of Bum Pattern 
Analysis, Inc.. forwarded a Preliminary Report of his fire scene investigation dated June 16,2004, 
with photographs, and the remains of a neon sign removed from the reported area of origin of the 
fire. He requested that I perform an electrical engineering evaluation. 
3. 1 performed the electrical engineering evaluation as requested. My findings and 
discussion are stated in my letter report dated December 2, 2004 sent to Mr. Jacobsen. 
Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of my letter report. 
4. In summary, as indicated in my letter report, the subject neon sign was improperly 
and defectively installed in a manner which violated two (2) significant requirements of the National 
Electrical Code ("NEC"). Specifically, my "Findings" as stated in the report are as follows: 
"1. The neon sign in question violated two important requirements 
of the National Electrical Code. 
a. The sign used a transformer that did not have 
secondary circuit ground fault protection. 
b, The sign was not properly grounded. 
AFFlDAVIT OF SCOTT KIMBROUGH, Ph.D,, P,E, LN SUPPORT OF 
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Irfecausc of thcsc violations, thc 91gn would havc presented a 
srgnifica~lt firc hazard." (bxlirbit 3, Report, p. 3 )  
My report states further in the "Closure" section: 
"The neon sign found in the zone of thc most severe damage at the 
fire scene was of faulty design and violated two important safety 
requirements of the National Electrical Code. As it mas constructed, 
the subject sign \vould have prescntcd a significant firc hazard. 
The defective sign was located in and around the damage zone from 
the fire. That supports the notion that the neon sign caused the fire. 
However, because the current capacity of a neon sign transformer is 
so low, failures from neon signs often do not produce clear cvidcnce 
such as heavy arcing damages, which could help pinpoint the exact 
failure location. Typically, evidence that arc tracking has occuned 
appears as fine etching patterns in insulation and wood. Finding the 
exact failure point of a neon sign becomes even hardcr when the sign 
h as been engulfed in the ensuing fire, such as in this case, because 
thc etching patterns are easily burned away. 
To date, this investigator has not been able to find an exact failure 
point, which is not an unusual outcome when analyzing a fire 
damaged neon sign. Therefore, fully implicating the neon sign may 
require showing that all other potential causes have been eliminated; 
which may not be too difficult since thc zone of damage was limited 
in extent. This investigator has not been to the fire scene, so it will 
be up to the scene investigator to complete the case." (Exhibit 3, 
Report, p. 6) 
5. In my review of the scene investigation Preliminary Report by Mr. Jacobsen, in the 
section "Comments, Conclusions & Recommendations," the following statement is noted; 
"All potential cause from deliberate human involvement, intentional 
acts or arson were eliminated during the investigation. 
While there were numerous electrical circuits routed throughout the 
attic assembly that provided branch circuit supply to lighting fixtures, 
heating appliances and outlets, those components do not appear to be 
involved with the cause of the firc, 
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1\11 ilegllgent and irricntronal acts by the ir~surcd and/or his cnlployecs 
were cliinlnated d~tr l~ig the investigatiotl." (Robert "'Jakc" Jacobsen 
Affidavit, Exhib~t 7, pp. 9-10) 
6. Assuming and relying on the accuracy of Mr. Jacobsen's elimination of other 
potential causes of the fire as the scene investigator, it is my expert opinion that the cause of the fire 
was the defective wiring and installation of the subject neon sign as explained in my letter report 
attached and summarized above. There is simply no evidence of other electrical failure in the area 
of origin of the fire which has been identified as a potential cause; and other possible causes have 
been reaso~iably elirni~iated. 
DATED this 3 day up&\ 2008. 
MRA FORENSIC SCIENCES 
By: 
/ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 5 day oMarch,  2008. 
"-"POL 
RANA STUBERG 
No:ary Public 
Siate of Utah 
Commission Expires Apr, 26, 201 1 
09 S : ;'35 E, SLG, UT 84102 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
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1 F-IEKkBY CER? IFY that on thc f a y  of 008,i served a truc and correct copy 
of the abovc and foregoing document to the followiiig person(s) as follows: 
Gary C. Cooper. Esq, 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. 7111rcl Avenuc, Suitc 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Pax: 208-235- 1 I82 
[ U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
L ] Email 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
Soon Klmbrough, Ph.D,, P.E, 
' ~ 
Forensics Engfneerlng, Pailwe Analysis and Accident Inve$tlgatlon Insrntmentatlon and Testing, Human 
Faotors, Safety Englmering, Electronic and Mechanlcai System Peril,fn and Prototype Pabrication, 
I 
SAE. SCCA. SOAR, NPH, IAAI, ACM-SIOAPL " ' 
ofices Keld: ' 
Utdh $wlon SAB: vim Chakman (1?90), Chalman(l991), and Chairman on Student Aotlvllies (1992, 
1993) 
Ukh Section ASME; ~or;rininee a d m a n  on Technical Acrivitfes (1990). 
ASME; National Vehicle Design Comfnee ( 1998-2004 ), 
hsocidte Editor of Heavy Vehicle Systems, Jntemational Journal of Vehlcle Design, 
M S W  6/77 ~allfornfa'inshte of ~ e c h n d l o k  Malored in Thermal Sciences. Mlnored In Mkbhanfcs, 
13SMe 6/73 Unlvaraity of Nevada (Reno); ~ i o n d k  Thermal faience, Minored in Machhe Deoign, 
, . 
Mtion Research Associafo~~ Wave handled many cmes involving failure analysis 
Past cssea include num6rcus vehicle fires, appliance fire, and structure Bras (conoenwatlng on electrical 
cause and on'gin), failure of hydraulic systsms,;alhged ABS brake system failures, bolt and faetener 
failures, structural fdlurcs, automatto patea and doora, commeroiai waahlng, machine malfunction, traffic 
signal confroiler6, Pallure 6fa  sub$@iton.autotran$fomer, lightning damage to inlgation pumps, diagnosis 
of vchble control syatems, bridge wflapse, several scaffolding collapea, consmction crane tipovers, 
fa1 lure of a natural gas powered engW,.stma&a! selsmi@conhmarlce, failqres of flre-proteotlon sprinkler 
systems, and at.uctu!al d m ~ e  due fa'bl&il@, and tnadbquata hlnsge systems, Other cases involve: 
driver reaction and psrception a&y$fl; vl~IbliIt)'.atudtdri.of both,day and nlght Jettlnga, dynamics analysis 
of bodies and objects, numerous sllp-and-&lib and tripand-falls, vibraifon exposure analysis, and patent 
inftfngement, Have Irtvesdgated consvuctlon and manufacturing defec.fr, involving: sol1 settlement, stairs, 
ramps, retaining wallg, water treatment syotems, ~0ntrot:sysrbms for snow-oats, faulty stucco, falled snow- 
melt system, ventitation system, parking lot deeigns: arid baseent flood damage Avtm ground watcr, Also 
have designed and bullt cusiom insw~ntniation~s~srehis .and test apparatus, including: itrctrument Bystems 
for cars, vans, buses, tratleiv, motomycfss, md boats, tuid 'ayparatus for sensing steering tOrqU6, measuring 
brake prorswas, measuring vibration levels, and measurb& muscle rerpcnse, Have performed numerous 
automobile, truck, snd trailer awident Invbstl~atlons, in?oltlns boillsions of all types, many accidents 
Involving oars and.mfcklr pulling tralle& roll-over$; and:hea@ bommewlal vehlbles, Also have performed 
research on brake eyiitemt and steering systeihssfdr Ford Nutor Company, Conducted product tests for 
. , . . 
several major mmu,pmturers, . . ;  , .  , . '  . . . - . "  
. . 
. . 
. . 
. ' * : .  , : . , . 
9/85 Prorent: KYOTE Solentlfla Cb: Pbrfomi erigin8erhg; duign and prototype development 
Designed eoltd state controller foir'iirte~'u5~~n&r),~,~inutorii; frsl gncd ABS loek.out for brake reedem, 
Designed, conetwcted, tested, and'e$cabllpbd'pt.oducfIlin piads for an automatlc, microprocessor- 
conftzllfed, cuff@-makfng machinc@t h d , a  blbck, tit%br, rid1d;and apeeeh capablliry; thls work 
psr fmcd for Saltbn . . .- . , , - . . I  .I. . 
, ,  , .  
,. . , . . , .?* , . ,.: : * 
9/94 - 9/97: Egtw~ K-Tronica, Inc,, ~nvolired,ln,desili'~riast;"'ajld m&yWcturlngdf solid a t e  controlbre 
for eiecrromagnerlo brake retarders, Also d8tlelopdd Nr(60f +sociated hand control 'md brake pedal controi 
devlees, Sold partnership positlon for ealtles'; . - .. ' . ". 
. . .  , 
. , 
. .. . 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
Scott Kimbrough, Ph.D,, P E, 
. . 
Forensic8 En@heerlng, Failure Analysis and Accident Invcstigatlon lnstrumentatlon and Testing, Human 
b;actan;, Safety Enshering, Electronio and Mechanical System Destgn and Prototype Rbricatlon. 
, 
9.43, SCCA, SOAR, HFm, IAAI, ACMsSIOAPL '" 
OPf i~a  Held, , . 
Utah Stctlon SAB; ~ & a  Chalrman (3996), Cheiman (1991 ), and Chairmrul on Student Aotlvltfes (1992, 
1993), 
Utah Section ASME) ~o&~neel Chairman an Technical Acttvities (1990), 
ASME; Natlonsl Vehicle Desi@ Commlaee ( 1998-2004 ). 
Pcssocihte Editor of Heavy Vehicle Systems, Intem&tional kumal of Vehicle Design, 
.' 
Ph D, EE 1 IIS4 UCLA; Mdorcd in Control System$, Mlnored in Opararlons Research and Applied Math, 
M S W  6/77 Calffomla lnstftute of Technology; Majored in Thermal Sciences, Minorsd in Mechanics, 
B S W  6/75 Unfvaralty ofNevada (&no); M@ored tn Thermal Solenca, Mlnored In Machine Design. 
, G . .  
, . 
Motion Research Asso~iates, Have handled many cases involving failure analynls. 
P a t  case8 iriclude: numerous vehfole fires, a~plfance f i r s ,  and structure flrds (~nccnwatlng on electrical 
cause and origln), fallure of hydraulic ~)i$tem~~:alle~ed ABS brake ayetem fallurss, bolt and-fmtener 
failure8, ofwctural fallurer, automatfc g a i ~  and doom, commerelaf washing machine malfunction, tfat?'ic 
signal controllere, failun 6f a $ub$tation.autotre'n'sfonner, lightning damage to irrigation pumps, dlaposie 
of vehiole oonfrol systems, brtdge callapse, s e v ~ l  scaffoidtng collapses, consWctfon crane tip-overs, 
faffure of a natural gas powered onghe,.stniofur~! sefrmiic:oonform~ce, failures of flre-protection sprinkler 
aystems, and structu<ai damqe dueid'bl~cthg, and inidequate h lnage  systems, Other cases involve: 
driver reaction arid p6rmptlon analysfri; vllilbllI~shidi~s~of b th.daydnd nlght J~ttlfigs, dynamics analysls 
of  bcdiss and objects, numerous #I$-and-fall$ and &lp.gnd-falls, vibnrtlon exposure analysit+, and patent 
Inftinpment, Hava Irtvedgated consvuctlon and manufacturing defwts, involving; soil settlement, stain, 
ramps, retaking walls, water treatment systems, control-sysrems for snow-cats, faulty stucco, falled snow- 
meit systems, ventitation systanil, parklng lot deslgnsgand basement flood damage from ground water, Also 
have deslgned and bullt custom ins~uncniatlon'sys~th and k t  apparatus, Includio~;: instrument systems 
for ws, vans, buses, trailers, motorcycf~, and boats, an'd appemtus for senslng steering torque, mea~urlnp 
brake pror8was, measuning vibration levels, an$ mmsurinjf mu~cle response, Have parfomed numerous 
8utamobile, truck, and trailer awldent lnv&tig;atiks, InZtol~inLi: coilisfons ofall types, many accldenN 
Involvlng,cm andmtcks pulling trttllsrs; roll-overs; and~hbavjr bommerclal vehicles, Also have performed 
n s e m h  on br&8 ayittrtls and stwying syst$lhssfdr 'Ford Motor Company, Conducted product tests for 
. , 
. .  ' . .  .:. . . . . several mnjor mmu,&mturets, . . . . . .. 
I ' _  
. .  , 
, .s*,-,:,. ' s :  . ., .,:,; , , 
9/85 - Prcdent! KYOTE, SofentiRb Cb: Pgr&m'ctn'gfn$erfng dealgn and prototype development 
Designed solld state oontmller for s~;tfes'ut~$ri&b,G;fmotoA; De6igncd ABS took-out for brake r eeden ,  
Designed, conawtted, tested, and~e$rabll~ad'pt.oductliin elatis for an automaflc, mlcroprocessor- 
co~tffolled, cofFce-maklng machino %t ha&a bldck, ttfiikr; 'rad1d;and tijeech capeblllty: thls work 
p a d m c d  for Saitbn . ~ .. ' .  , .. , ',. ' ' 
. .. 
. . '  ;.< ,.; '." s 
., . , . 
. ., 
9/94 - 9/97: K-Tmnics, Inc,, 1nv61i;ed.in,des$&k; ?bs'qgjld mF&ccturfng of aoiid state controllers 
for elecuomagnerIg brake retardere, Also de.lelopdd kltWdf'@sotiated hand control and brake pedal control 
dsvloes, Sold partnership posftlon for wjaltlef; . *'... " : . . . 
.. . . 
. s 
. .. . 
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9/88 - 7/94: Vniverslty of Utah Mechanical Bnglneoriag Department, fnstmctor of 
controls counes, dynarnlcs courses, and systems courses, Perfomed research on vehicle dytlmlcs and 
control. Led team that designed and built a trailer with an autometlo steering system, Led team that dsgigned 
md built an advanced brake research vehlcle. Devefopcd control the&@ on braklng of ground vehlcles and 
eomblned ~ m e r i n g  and braklng of ground vehloles, 
9190 - 7194 to vartous agencies, worked on lnvcstignting acoldenta md cqulpment hiiures, e.g., a 
compressor explosion st a d a b ,  an alleged fullure of an ABS brake systam, and an accldent on an alplnb 
slide. Mamured levels of vibrations In the locomotfveil of frelght fralns. Designed and fabrloated monltoriog 
devlcas and siwl conditioning equipment. Wrote and ufflfzed softwar0 for snalyzlng the amplitude and 
fiequenoy dlslrtbutlon of the vibrations. 
v 
6i92-Pnssnt to =AM Amerioe, perfomting testlng and development of etectmmagnetlc brake 
retarders. 
8/90 to Motorcycle Speclalist, Worked an a ream that Lnstnrmented a motorcycia. Designed a*d 
fabricated insbentation syatem for sdverat motorcycltl tats. Deslgned test apparehll and conducted Reld 
tests. ' 4 .  
. . , . , , 
6/89 - 9/89 to Fay Engineering Company. Performed riutomoblls accident analy$i$ ~sfng 
computer slmufation. Case hvofved toss of control by the drlvcr of asmeli tntck. 
2185 - 9/88 $mior R e s c * w  aeneral botofs Research Lolbomtorles. Developed control 8ysterns 
for automotlye ateerlng, braklng, and sus@nslon applicatibns. Workcd on aetl~e suspension car, sbml-octlve 
suspeaion oar, 4-wheal-steer car, and ABS'r~seiirch oac" : 
3/82 - 9/82 to Hughes Aircraft, Analyzed sphcecraA thermal systems. 
a81 .3/82 SeYEmPlorL?d. KYoTE Company,'Deslgned: ~diis'tr~cted, and tested a range of thenet- 
electric prcxiucrs, Including an alr-oonditloned bed and an at~canditioned jackat. 
318 1 - 8/81 !2~&&&@ to AeroJet General. ~i@alyiedsp~dbo&ftdne@al systems. 
, , ; t ,  ,-:..: ., . ,- '. .; ; . 
6/77 - 9/79 @&hW to IBM, ~erfomed'$ehrch on theiieslgn of energy eftlolent bulldia$s. Wrote 
COtnQUter programs for prcdlctfng beatin$ $ooflng, and I!ghting loads. Developed optimization procedures 
fbr designing buildings to minimize, edsrw. cd~ki. ~evebpdd optimal control algorlthme for HVAC systems. 
u 8 
937 5 - 9176 1 ~ i ~ e s e a r c h .  Deveiopad and tested aatomottva turbochhrgers. Worked as 
Iiaiaon ensin=. l)&oft:~DteBbI: Supefiimd raboratory penonnaf and supwised 
instnunentation of test calla. ' .' 8 .  ,  <'. " .,  . . ,.' ;,<; ' , 
: . > : ,  . 
6/74 - 9f74 &&&&g S i m  Padflo Power CO.. Analyzed steam mwer plant perhrmance; pgrfomed 
effIclency analysis, Developed watertest pro6edm tbr de~betlng Ievels of allfcon fn feedwafer. Designed 
water oluutnal ta oarry and mwure resewolr overflow, q e a i ~ e d  a bpi Idlng to house auxHiaq generators. 
, , *. .* . , ' 2. 
, .. . ... . 
1. I990 - $5,000 Faculty Grant Prqm U.5f U. to help build steering trailer, 
2. 1990 95,270 Research @qulpmctit.G~i i%m' U,pf U'to buy convol computer. 
3. 1991 . $30,000 Contract from Ford to dtvtlop brake system rebearch program. 
4. 1991 - $30,000 Equljment Orant froht.Eloteh'i'n th'a~form~df.optfcal speed sensor. 
5. I992 - SS0,000 Orant horn &-Systems to conitrud hj&;specd hydmulie br@e system. 
6. 1992 - $4,000 Contract &urn Klam'Am%rlba fo tsst biake hterdzr porformancs. 
7. 1992 - $30,000 Extension Orant %om . . .  E-Systems - to compietete mn~matfon of hydraulics. 
, . .. % .  . . .  
. Ib ,  I . . . , I . 
. . 
' .  ... . ..:.::' i: ... ,,,:+,:. . ,: 
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8. I992 - $12,006 Concrect fiomVSE to investlgatc the application of advanced steering and braklng 
controllers on Army tanker trucb. 
9. 1993 - $83,000 Coatract ham Ford to develop brake control stratagies. 
10. 1995 - $74,000 Coattact from Ford to develop brake control stratagias, 
1 I .  1996 - $7,500 Coneact &om lCON to design motor controller. 
12, I997 - $1,500 Contract from Ford to draA patefit applioe~lon on brake controller. 
appear In procedings) 
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; , i  ... I . . . . ' . .  
Stringer v, Pioneer Pipa ef al; 911'6fY9: befeitbe wl#ie~&y Colorado; Te~t i fM that averhqlng plpe did not 
causd accident. 
Reas v, K Mart; 10/6/99; Defense wlhe;rs; Risttlqt Court Clark Coun& N C V ~ E ;  Case No, A344830: 
Testlf7ed that opposing expert hpmprb meqwed ~I!pfqf$fap~c of %or. 
MUnm V8, Swlft Transport; 4/27/2000; Hired by Plaintiff attorney Robin Dunn; Dlstria Court (79 State of 
Idaho; Case NO. CV 98-5627; Testified thatpollce rneasurerngJlts were in error and could not be used ro 
kkrmon vn. Harmon; 1 1128100; Hired by p l~ i l l i f iF '~~m$y  ~ a v t d ~ a n n o n ;  Dislrlct Gourt (6') State of 
Idaho; Case No. CVPIMOO-00020Q Tsstlffed&i a Iadder.md its usage wew unreas~nably dangerous. 
Bedeger v8. Allatate: 3128101; Hired by ds&ma bttontey.Ll6yd Ward~ailtte; Mbdldtl~n Conferm~ 81 134 
00028 01; Testified regding vialbility c~lldifiop at acajd8nt.site tit nlght. 
. . *  
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Newhall vs. Bun Bros.; 6129101 i Eilrdd by defense attorney Trystan Smith; 3dDf~trict Caurt, Salt Lake 
Cowtty, Utah; Civil No. 000910586: Testified wgarding cnglns repair. 
Bonds vs. Carter; 818101; Nircd by defense attorney MMha Jacoatino; Dlstrlct Cam, Clark County 
Nevada; Bindlng Arbiffation Hew@; Case No. A401946; Testified regarding appropriate speed. 
Singer vs. M M Y  Culno; 9/17/02; Wired by ~laintlff agohey Devefa Petak; US District Cow for Neveda: 
Case No. CV-S-99-0717-JBR-RLH; Testlficd tb!: It was negllgeat to have a loorib hand-grip in tho spa, 
Pehela vs. U.Wau1; 2129103; Wired by dafenst attamey John Tuffnell; towa Disfrlct Court for Polk County: 
Casa No. CL87464; Testified that brakes on truck were adequately malnteined. 
Angela WonpKVtz vs. Jeffery AIfen ~ e s t i s ,  et. 81.; 10/23/03: Hired by defence attorney CMirtopher 
Moors; Nevada District Caurt for Eureka Counry; Case No. 3543; Teatiffed that semitruck had duty to stop 
In dust storm, 
Hoops vs. Swt6 of Idaho; 1 tR5/03; Wind-by dpfejtse agontey Joel Tingey; Idaho Dlsklct Court for 
Fremont County; Case No. CV-02-475; Tt!!fl@ tbst semltruck dtiver tooked brakes of semi and lost 
ability to stw. 
. - 
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Robert Jacobsen, C.F.I. 
Bum Pattem Analysis, h c .  
125 W. Burton Avenue 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 15 
December 2,2004 
RE: BPA File No. 24-2392 SL 
Insured - Taco Time 
d.0.1- 6/9/04 
Dear Mr. Jacobsen: 
The report conveys the findings of an examination of the remains of a neon sign that was 
removed from the apparent origin of a fire. 
Background: 
This investigator was asked to examine the remains of a neon sign that was removed from the 
scene of a fire. The fire involved a Taco Time fast-food restaurant in Rexburg, Idaho. The 
photograph below shows the sign in question. 
According to a fire investigation report by Bum Pattem Analysis, the damage to the Taco 
Time was largely confined to a section of the roof in immediate proximity to the neon sign in 
question. The sign had been installed on the exterior surface of a knee wall that formed the 
boundary of a parapet roof structure. The sign transformer and wiring was located behind the 
wall on the roof surface. The photograph that follows shows the back of the sign shown 
above. 
125 W. Burton, Salt Lake City, UT 841 15 (801)746-I 145 ph. (801)-746-1170 fax. 
800-747-6820 toll free 
The photograph above shows the back of the neon sign. The arrow points to the transformer of the sign, 
which is about to fall into the burn zone. The left hand side of the back of the sign (or the right hand side 
of the front of the sign) is still in good shape, but the right hand side has been heavily damaged. The 
transformer was located rlght about the middle of the sign. 
The Bum Pattern Investigator, Robert Jacobsen, collected the remains of the neon sign, as 
well as some components of another neon sign that was across the roof from the one in 
question. According to information, a company called Sign Pro, based in Idaho Falls, had 
installed both of these neon signs. 
Information: 
The opinions expressed in this report are based upon the following sources of information: 
1. A fire investigation report authored by Robert Jacobsen, C.F.I., of Burn Pattern 
Analysis, Inc., dated June 16, 2004. 
2. The National Electrical Code. 
3. An examination of the remains of the neon sign. 
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Findings: 
I .  The ncon sign in question violated two important requiremenks of the National 
Electrical Code. 
a. The sign used a transformer that did not have secondary circuit ground fault 
protection. 
b. The sign was not properly grounded. 
Because of these violations, the sign would have presented a significant fire hazard 
Discussion: 
Since 1996, the National Electrical Code (600.23 A,B) has required that ncon sign 
transformers in installation similar to the one being discussed must use a transformer with 
secondary (i.e., output) circuit ground fault protection. With such protection, the output of the 
transformer would be interrupted if a ground fault occurred and was detected in the output 
wiring. The reason for instituting this requirement was to reduce the fire hazards associated 
with neon signs. The neon sign in question used a MagneTek transformer pln 721-1 1-401, 
rated at 30 milliamps @I5000 V, with a grounded midpoint. When information about this 
transformer was sought, it was learned that MagneTek is no longer in the neon sign 
transformer business and that their product line has been sold to Universal Lighting 
Technologies, Inc. A call was placed to Universal Lighting Technologies (800-BALLAST) 
and a discussion was held with one of the application engineers. This engineer said that the 
subject part number, 72 1 - 1 1-401, referred to an obsolete transformer that did not have 
secondary circuit ground fault protection. Besides what this engineer stated, it was apparent 
from the remains of the transformer (and also the exemplar transformer taken f?om the 
neighboring neon sign) that these transformers did not have secondary circuit ground fault 
protection, since there was arcing damage on the output wiring. 
The circuit of the sign was determined by studying the photographs in the Bum Pattern 
Analysis fire investigation report and by studying the remains of the sign. This was an 
arduous task because the sign had six segments and many of the sign components had been 
damaged by the fire and or disheveled in the fire suppression efforts. However, after much 
effort, this investigator is confident that the circuitry of the sign has been reconstructed 
properly. 
The diagram on the following page illustrates how the sign was wired. 
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The features of the diagram warrant some discussion. 
As the diagram indicates, the neon sign spelled out the words Taco Time in between two 
cacti. The black dots on the cacti and letters indicate where high voltage is fed to the 
individual neon tube characters of the sign. Actually, the black dots represent places where 
conduit passed through knee wall and provides an avenue for the high voltage wires (called 
GTO wire) to pass through the wall. 
The photograph above shows how the high voltage wires were passed through the knee wall a t  dots L and 
K per the d iagram The white wires emerging from the conduits are the high voltage GTO wires. Notice 
the metal hoops that are attached to the wires; the one on the left that an arrow points to has been 
disconnected and the one on the right is still around the end of the conduit. These metal hoops and the 
associated wiring were used by the installer in an  attempt to ground the sign. 
On the lower section of the diagram is a transformer that receives a ground wire, a neutral 
wire, and a hot wire (120V) from the building electrical system. The case of the transformer 
is grounded and so is the mid-point of the secondary winding. The transformer has two high 
voltage outputs, which are illustrated on the top of the transformer. 
The solid wires on the diagram represent current carrying conductors and the dashed lines 
represent the ground wires, which would normally not be carrying any current. At first we 
will discuss the routes of the solid wires then we will discuss the routes of the dashed wires. 
Even though the current and voltage fiom the high voltage outputs of the transformer are 
alternating outputs, in the discussion below, we will assume that current leaves the left-hand 
high voltage output and returns to the right-hand high voltage output. This will simplify the 
discussion without creating any misconception. 
4 
The lcR hand output of the transfomer enters the sign at dot F where it powers the letters c 
and o of the word Taco. It is then sequentially routed via an external wire from dot E to dot 
D where it enters and powers the letters T and a of the word Taco. It is then sequentially 
routed via an external wire from dot C to dot B where it enters and powers the left-hand 
cactus. It is then sequentially routed via an external wire to dot L where it enters and powers 
the right cactus. It is then sequentially routed via an external wire from dot A to dot L where 
it enters and powers the right-hand cactus. It is then sequentially routed via an external wire 
from dot K to dot J where it enters and powers the letters e and m of the word Time. It is then 
sequentially routed via an external wire from dot I to dot H where it enters and powers the 
letters T and I of the word Time. Finally, it is sequentially routed from dot C to the right- 
hand high voltage output. 
Since in reality the current is alternating at 60 cycles a second, what has just been described 
only applies over half of each cycle. Over the other half of the cycle the current flows in the 
opposite direction. 
Next, we turn our attention to the dashed wires, the ones supposedly being used to ground the 
neon sign. The National Electrical Code requires that wherever high voltage wires pass 
through metal conduit that the metal conduit be grounded (250.4 A,B). All of the dots in the 
above diagram represent the location where metal conduit is being used to create a 
passageway through the knee wall that creates the boundary of the parapet roof structure. 
Recall that the transformer is located interior to the knee wall and the neon tubes are mounted 
on the exterior surface of the knee wall. 
According to the diagram it appears that the sign installer attempted to daisy chain the 
ground line roughly along the path just described for the current carrying lines to the neon 
tubes. However, there is a major problem with this approach. Where as the current in the 
current carrying lines can pass through the neon tubes, there is no avenue for maintaining the 
continuity of the ground circuit. For example current can pass fiom dot B to dot A through 
the tube of the cactus, but the ground connection at dot A is in no way connected to the 
supposed ground connection at dot B. In reality, the only part of the sign that was grounded 
was the conduit at dot A. All the other supposed ground connections were actually floating 
connections. 
The failure to properly ground the components of the sign created a severe fire hazard. 
Normally, in a properly grounded neon sign if there is a breakdown of one of the wires 
passing through a metal conduit the short circuit current that results, which is very small due 
to the design of a neon sign transformer (only about .03 amps), is passed hmless ly  tk~ough 
the ground connection. However, if there is no ground connection the current (which is 
driven by high voltage around 15,000 Volts) can wander through the surrounding structures 
searching for a ground. This is a dangerous situation because a phenomena called "arc 
tracking" can occur along the path of the errant current, especially where the current passes 
through wood, which through time can cause a fire to ignite. Even though the output current 
of a neon sign transformer is small, the power that can be released is appreciable, because it 
is the product of the current times the voltage. 
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It was interesting to compare the wiring techniques used in installing the two neon signs on 
the Taco Time. The other sign, components of which where taken into evidence, was wired 
substmtially differently. It appears that two different people installed the two signs. The 
gounding of the second neon sign was sipificantly different. However, the second sign also 
had a noncompliant transformer. 
Closure: 
The neon sign found in the zone of the most severe damage at the fire scene was of faulty 
design and violated two impor"l& safety requirements of the National Electrical Code. As it 
was constructed, the subject sign would have presented a significant fire hazard. 
It would be interesting to see if a building oaeial ever inspected the neon sign in question. 
h this report this author has tried to avoid repeating the contents of the Bum Pattern Analysis 
report. Therefore no additional pictures of the subject sign are being submitted, because there 
are numerous photographs of the sign in the previous report. 
The defective neon sign was located in and around the damage zone from the fire. That 
supports the notion that the neon sign caused the fire. However, because the current capacity 
of a neon sign transformer is so low, failures from neon signs often do not produce clear 
evidence such as heavy arcing damage, which could help pinpoint the exact failure location. 
Typically, evidence that arc tracking has occurred appears as fine etching patterns in 
insulation and wood. Finding the exact failure point of a neon sign becomes even harder 
when the sign has been engulfed in the ensuing fire, such as in this case, because the etching 
patterns are easily burned away. 
To date, this investigator has not been able to find an exact failure point, which is not an 
unusual outcome when analyzing a fire damaged neon sign. Therefore, fully implicating the 
neon sign may require showing that all other potential causes have been eliminated; which 
may not be too difficult since the zone of damage was limited in extent. This investigator has 
not been to the fire scene, so it will be up to the scene investigator to complete the case. 
Thank you for the opportunity to investigate this case. 
Scott Kimbrough, Ph.D., P.E. 
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John R, Cfoodell (ISD#: 2872) 
13rent L,. \xihiling (ISU#: 6601 j 
TtACfNI',, OISON, %YE. 
BUDGE & BAILEY. Clfl4RTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
I'ocatello, Ida110 83204-1 391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Email: jrg@racinelaw.net 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TNE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF &TADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as 
assumed business name, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, mC., an Idaho 
corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 - 10, 
Defendants. 
1 
) Case No. CV-06-826 
1 
1 
1 AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT "JAKE" 
1 JACOBSEN, C.F.I. IN SUPPORT OF 
) PLmTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
) S-Y JUDGMENT 
) 
1 
1 
1 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: SS. 
County of Salt Lake 1 
ROBERT "JAKE" JACOBSEN. C.F.I., being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Robert "Jake" Jacobsen. I am a Certified Fire Investigator. My expertise 
over the past 38 years, includes as a Firefighter, Arson Investigator: and currently as a Professional 
Fire and Explosion Investigator, during which time I have examined in excess of 4,000 fires. I have 
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prepared a report regarding the "Taco Time rcstauratlt fire. dated June 16, 2004, attached hereto a5 
Exhibit :I, a letter dated I3ecember 7, 2004 addressed to Robert Crofi wit11 Allied Insurance 
Company, attached hereto as Exhibit B. and a supplemental repoil: dated August 2 1,2006, attached 
hereto as Exhibit C. 1 provide this 4ffidavit to clarify certain facts. expert opinions. and matters 
regarding the Taco Time restaurant origin and cause fire investigation perfonned. 
2. With regard to the "area of origin,'" my Preliminary Report. 'Tlnvestigation" section. 
at page 4, states: 
"Access to the interior was made through the main entsy main door 
located on the east elevation. Upon access, a heavy smell of smoke 
lingered thoughout the entire structure. Most damage was confined 
to the attic assemblv. It was obvious that the fire had traveled 
through the interior spaces of the attic, venting though the roof in the 
northeast comer, above the restrooms. This area also later proved to 
be the origin of the fire. 
Access to the roof was provided through a structure mounted ladder 
located on the northwest comer ofthe north elevation. An inspection 
underneath the visqueen tarp, shown in photographs # l 1  through #20, 
gave a distinct im~ression of the origin of fire bv virtue of the damare 
that was found above the exterior roof membrane. 
Careful assessment of the burn ~ a t t e m s  and char depth in the area of 
oriain was perfonned. During this time it was evidenced that the fire 
originated below the sub-roof within the spaces above the sheetrock 
and in proximity to the signage Dower sugply conductors." 
(Underlining added) 
There were three levels of ceiling and roofing material in the area above the Men's and 
Ladies' restrooms. In addition to the sub-roof which was comprised of several inches of rubber 
membrane, old roofing tar and gravel, a fiber insulation shield and the plywood sub-roof, there was 
a sheetrock "false ceiling" directly above the suspended acoustical tiles. The ceiling spaces appeared 
to be six to eight inches in depth. The reason that the acoustical tiles were added into that room is 
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ui~htict\cn, it ma) bc d ~ ~ c  to the fact that this was a rctrofit design cliange after the original 
consrrtiction ofthe brtilding, which uro~ild thereby accommodate the light fixtures and the exhaust 
ceiling fan for both of the bathroom ceilings or for a pitch added for drainage. 
The ceiling fans were not of concern during this investigation because there was minimal 
daniage in the area where they were located. In addition to that, there was minimal fire load. The 
only fire load would have been the plastic conduit leading to the fans, the combustible fan circuitry 
components and the acoustical tiles which could not provide enough heat or flames necessary during 
the incipient stages of the fire, to penetrate the one hour (or more) rated sheetrock. There is evidence 
to show that the sheetrock above this area was not breached or compromised during the fire, and the 
greatest amount of damage -was above the sheetrock. 
During a conversation with firefighters, it was learned that their first interior attack was in 
the Men's bathroom. When they pulled down the ceiling fan, light fixtures and acoustical ceiling, 
the sheetrock "false ceiling" was found. After they pierced the sheetrock, the attacks to the fire on 
the attic spaces were then accomplished. Prior to that, there was no fire found within either the 
Men's or Women's restroom. 
Evidence of the suspended acoustical tile and the sheetrock ceiling are shoun in photograph 
#72 of my report. 
Additional evidence of this fact is the inspection of the light fixtures that were mounted in 
the Men's and Ladies' restrooms. Similar to those shown in photograph #56, the unmounted 
photographs provide clear definition and evidence that the damage to those fixtures, while very 
minimal, was from external heat. The ceiling fans in both bathrooms would be expected to resemble 
the same type of damage. With that minimal damage, they clearly could be eliminated as a cause 
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o f  thc fire. 
Similarly, my Preliminary I<epor-t, *T~oinmcnts Conclnsior~s &t Recommendations," at page 
9. states fiirther: 
-Tlearly, the origin of the fire occurred within the attic spaces of the 
northeast attic assembly. above the Men's restroom. The most 
probable cause of this fire involves electrical dysfunction of the 
circuits leading to the neon tube signage on the exterior of the 
building." 
'The "area of origin" is thus below the sub-roof, and above the "false ceiling" sheetrock, 
within the attic space, in proximity to the neon signage conductors, located above the sheetrock 
ceiling of the bathrooms in the vicinity of the northeast comer of the building. 
3. Actual Inspection of Other Circuits and Appliances Performed and Potential 
Causes Eliminated: Facts concerning the inspection and elimination of other circuitry and 
electrical appliances are clarified here. 
Rest Rooms: My Preliminary Report, "Investigation," at page 4, states further: 
"Branch circuit wiring that routed through the same area, but below 
the sheetrock, was inspected and found to be a victim of the fire. 
These conductors were routed through flexible plastic conduit to 
various areas of the restroom. 
Photograph $67 shows a three-wire electrical service (arrow) that ran 
through the attic assembly, over to the east wall and down to an in- 
wall heater. These circuits were obviously victims of the fire and not 
energized at the time of the incident. Photograph #59 shows other 
circuits that were routed to the fluorescent light fixture positioned 
within the suspended acoustical ceiling assembly. These circuits 
were inspected and also proved to be victims of the fire. While arcing 
was found on the conductors leading to the appliance, it appeared that 
this was from exterior heat impingement." 
Thus, the other circuitry and appliances in the bathrooms, which included the Men's and 
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Women'i; bathroom ceiling fans although not specifically inspecteci, were within the "area of 
origin. but rnthcr below the shcerrocli 'Yalse ceiling" which were all fortnd to be "'victims ofthe firc." 
Similarly, my P re l imina~  Report. '-Comments, Conclusions & Recommendations,"at page 
9. reiterates such point, stating further: 
."While there were numerous electrical circuits routed throughout the 
attic assembly that provided branch circuit supply to lighting fixtures, 
heating appliances and outlets, those components do not appear to be 
involved with the cause of the fire." 
The Rexburg Fire Department's narrative report, attached as Exhibit A to the Harper 
Affidavit, states: 
"The fans from the bathrooms had been pulled down by the fire 
department during the fire and had been hauled off before they could 
be checked. The area of the fans in the ceiling showed the men's 
bathroom had little damage while the women's showed more damage. 
It was undetermined that this was a cause of the fire." (Underlining 
added) 
It is unclear why the Rexburg Fire Department personnel were unable to locate the bathroom 
ceiling fans, but such does not alter the fact that I did locate and inspect them. In any case, the 
Rexburg Fire Department personnel similarly concluded that the "area of the fans in the ceiling 
showed the men's bathroom had little damage while the women's showed more damage," and that 
it was "undetermined that this was a cause of the fire." I also ruled out the bathroom fans in the 
ceiling, other bathroom appliances, in-wall heater, and fluorescent light fixtures, which were all not 
within the "area of origin," as potential causes of the fire as the above-quoted provisions from my 
Preliminary Report support. 
It was also obvious that the electrical circuitry in proximity to all of the appliances above the 
!Men's bathroom were not involved with the cause of the fire, as the plastic flexible conduit was in 
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plzice 01- l~ad been hurncd off of the circuits, revealing the internal conductors. Those conductors 
kvcrc in.;pected and for~nd to be free of-arcing. This indicated that the ceiling and lights in the Men's 
bathrooin, and the fan. were in the "off "position at the time of the fire. 
Hood Vent: As part of my fire investigation, I also did inspect the hood vent, which \ms 
also easily eli~ninated as the potential cause, as the ceiling materials above the exhaust fan mounted 
on the exterior of the roof line were intact and showed only smoke staining. The roof assembly 
around that unit was still in place. Had this been the origin of fire, you would expect the roof 
assembly to be destroyed, similar or identical to the way the roof assembly that was in proximity to 
the circuits of the neon signage was destroyed. 
As stated in the narrative report of the Rexburg Fire Department: "The hood vent was at the 
west edge of the hea\y damage and did not seem to be a cause of fire. " 
I agree with the Rexburg Fire Department personnel that the hood vent was at the extreme 
west edge of the heavy damage and was thus eliminated as a potential cause of the fire. Further 
analysis of the hood vent is thus simply unnecessary. 
Storm Lightening: My Preliminary Report also considered the existence of a storm with 
lightening which had occurred earlier in the evening on the date of the fire. 
Kevin McFadden, manager of Taco Time, was interviewed. He had worked the evening of 
the fire but left several hours before it was discovered a few minutes before midnight. My 
Preliminary Report, "Investigation," at page 7, states his comments about the storm as follows: 
"He stated prior to his departure that evening, there were no 
indications of a problem. While there was a storm present that 
evening, the onlv litrhtlenline or thunder that was heard occurred at 
approximatelv 6:00 p.m." (Underlining added) 
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Brian I,arscn, owner of Taco 'rime, was also ir~terviewed regarding the storrn several hours 
earlier the night of the fire, Tt4y Preliminary Report, "Interviews." at page 8, also reports his 
information as follo\v: 
"'Brian stated that he was in the back room of the restaurant between 
6:00 and 7:00 p.m. during a rain storm where lie witnessed thunder 
and lightning at approximately 6:00 p.m. These activities did not 
cause any power outage, flickering of lights, or indication of an 
electrical ~roblem. Mr. Larsen left the facility a short time later, 
unaware of any problems. or without concern of a potential fire." 
(Underlining added) 
The lack of any power outage, flickering lights, or other evidence of any electrical problem. 
in response to the rainstorm and any associated thunder and lightning, were thus considered and 
eliminated as a potential cause of the fire at the time of my Preliminary Report. 
Any issue of lightning is not relevant. Had there been a lightning strike to the building, there 
were NUMEROUS other electrical appliances and components more fragile and more subject to 
failure from the strike than were the electrical components of the signage on the building. None of 
these fragile components revealed evidence of failure or over-current. The most obvious question 
is, if lightning did strike the building why was the only electrical "thing" in the entire structure 
affected by this enormous surge of electrical energy isolated to the sign on the front of the building? 
This is an impossibility electrically and systemically. 
According to Mr. McFadden's deposition testimony since taken and reviewed, he never saw 
or had any information from anyone that lightning ever hit the Taco Time restaurant building. 
Rather, a few days after the fire a woman named Alyssa Kinney (or McKinney), told Mr. 
McFadden's wife, who later told him, that she thought she saw lightning hit a power pole located 
on the corner of the lot at a distance he estimates to be 75 feet distant from the Taco Time building. 
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Kevin hllcFn~ldcn Dcpnsitiitn. pp. 22-23, 36-37 
Examination of burn patterns and char depth: 
During my investigation, a careful analysis of the destruction caused by .fire was performed. 
Part of this analysis included reading burn patterns to show fire travel, fire load and the greatest 
amount of destmction and char depth. Obviously. the greatest amount of damage to the ceilinghoof 
assembly was directly above the Men's bathroom. It is this area that firefighters and witnesses first 
saw flames on the exterior of the building. This is the only place on the exterior of the building 
where llarnes were found, at the onset of the incident. 
In several places in my report, and emphasized by photographs #59 through #70, and also #75 
through #79, the greatest destruction to the roof assembly and parapet wall on the interior surfaces 
(those areas above the roof and inside of the parapet wall) was in direct proximity to the electrical 
circuits that ran from the outside signage, through the parapet wall and directly to the transformer 
that was positioned on the roof inside the wall. This area of destruction, especially those spaces 
above the roof line, was significant and found nowhere else in the entire building. 
As clearly identified in photographs #76 and #77, the parapet wall had a small pony wall 
mounted below it, which was the space containing the lighting for the Men's room and the exhaust 
fan. It was through this area that fire penetrated into the spaces below the sheet rock, but more 
importantly, the complete destruction to the parapet wall, base plate and framing, identifies the 
location of the fire in direct proximity to the "a'' in Taco Time and the conduit that ran through that 
location, as shown in photograph #76. This is the only area that arcing on the conduit was found 
during the investigation. 
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4 J1;n in2 tlcrcri~lined the "area ohrigin" of the fire as dcscrihcd ahovc, a id  having 
idcntiiied and elilnii-iated otl-ier potential causes of the fire. in] Pscliininary Report focused on the 
neon sign circuitry as described: 
My Preliminar?; Report, "Investigation," at page 5, states further: 
"Concerns focused upon a three-wire branch circuit that led to a 
junction box that was mounted to the interior surface of the roof 
joists. This service, as shown in photogra~hs #61 through #69. 
caused concerns due to the extreme damage on the external surfaces 
of the junction box and the heaw damage to the multi-strand 
electrical conductors. In photograph 5562, one can see that the three 
circuits, supplied to the iunction box. terminates within the iunction 
box and then is routed to the lsarapet wall through a dual-conductor 
leading to a termination iunction box where the circuits for the switch 
to the outside sienage lighting was provided. From the switch. three 
circuits ran to a transformer that was then routed to various CTO 
circuits, providing power to the neon tube lighting on the exterior of 
the building, Photographs #75 through #99, show the circuits of 
concern and the identification and nwlbering of those conductors in 
sequential order. 
Concerns were drawn to the potential lack of an adecluate ground for 
that service. Further assessment of those concerns may be performed 
though a supplemental investigation. Prior to removal of the 
evidence, potential adverse parties were notified and invited to 
inspect the scene before the destructive removal occurred." 
(Underlining added) 
My Preliminary Report, iCornments, Conclusions & Recommendations," at page 9, states 
further: 
"With the information, data, details and evidence collected during this 
investigation, the origin and most probable cause of this fire was 
determined. Clearly, the origin of this fire occurred within the attic 
spaces of the northeast attic assembly, above the Men's restroorn. 
The most probable cause of this fire involves electrical dysfunction 
of the circuits leading to the neon tube signage on the exterior of the 
building. The specific failures involved with this fire incident are 
unknown at this juncture. 
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All potential causes from deliberate human involvement, intentional 
acts or arson were cliillinated during the investigation. 
While there were nullierous electrical circuits routed throughout the 
attic assembly that provided branch circuit supply to lighting fixtures, 
heating appliances and outlets, those components do not appear to be 
involved with the cause of the fire." 
Recommendation was made to retain an electrical engineer to assist further assessment of the 
electrical sewice and evidence, which occurred. The evidence gathered and information obtained 
from my investigation was supplied to Scott Kimbrough, Ph.D., P.E., x%7ho supplied an evaluation 
and report confirming the neon signage circuitry as the cause of fire as set forth in his report filed 
with his Affidavit herein. 
5 .  Conclusion: All evidence, including my photographs. support the origin of the fire 
within the sign circuits. Arcing and over-heating of the circuits as well as the bum patterns all 
indicate that a failure associated with the electrical components was the underlying cause ofthis fire. 
All other possible causes were carefully considered, explored and eliminated during the scene 
inspection. Also be aware that the investigation was performed with both electrical company 
representatives present. Any suggestion that other potential causes existed are refuted by the actual 
evidence of the investigation, and the reported findings and conclusions as set forth in my 
Preliminary Report, and final December 7, 2005 letter report forwarding Dr. Kimbrough's 
engineering report to Plaintiffs insurer. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETW NAUGI-IT. 
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DATED this 7 d a y  of  008 
BURN PATTERN A IS, INC. 
By: 
v 
SmSClr;LB.ED AND SWORN TO before me this "7 day of April, 2008. 
R 
Residing at: l;fWrl mclL) 
My Commission Expires: fl 20 \ 
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I IiEREBY CERTIFY that on the f* dy of April. 2008,I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Gary C. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. Third Avenue. Suite 21 0 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Fax: 208-235-1 182 
[ k' ] U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Ernail 
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PRXVLLEGEDIGONFTDENnAL DOCUMENT 
PRELSMXNAW REPORT 
Allied Xmurance Company 
8804 258% S t e t  East 
Graham, WA 9 m 3  
Insured: Brian tarsen 
Date of Less: 6-9-04 
m A p t 3 o n  of Loss: Commercial Fast Food Restaurant (Tam Time) 
274 Soufh 2nd West 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Evidence location: In the evidence lock-up of Burn 
Pa-rn Anatysts 
Our Fife #: 24-2392 St 
Oocupantf&wner: Tam Time j Brfan Larsen 
Origin and Cause: An accMental fire that ortgtnatd in ttte northeast 
corner of the structure within the afflc space 
due ta a suspected electrical dysfitnctfon of the 
n a n  llght signage. 
Thk neport is confidenihl and the exclushte pmpetty oP the addressee. 
Dissemination a$ ttr"! repdrt ar any content of the same k, anyone is the sob 
responsiblltty of the add-- 
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1 
PMLEGED/CONRDENmAL DOCUMENT 
PREUMXNARY REPORT 
Allled Imurance Company 
8804 258th Street East 
Graham, WA 98338 
Attention; Robert: Croft, Large Loss Adjuster 
- 
24-2392 SL June 16,2Mf4 
7111s case assignment was received on June 14,2004, through a tefephona conversation 
withmnnis Mitts, SIU Representative! for Allied Insurance Campany in 
mnjundktn with Robert Crow Urge Loss Agjusktr for Allied Insurance 
Campany" The concern of this conversation was to conduct an invtrtigatfon Into the 
orfgin, cause and cf~umslztncs of a flre that occuwed on June 9,2004, In a Taco Tme 
Restaurant dorlng Ihe evening business hours while employees were still withfn the 
stnicture. There were no known injuries reported as a result of this fire incident. 
RISK: 
The fire of concern lnvoivrrl a single level, commercfal structure that was built In the 
19fjOs. At the time that the fire occurred, the business was being operated under a 
Taco Tlme franchise, through the owner and insured, Brian Larsen. The building has 
been a Tam Time estabjflshment since 1973. The Insured purchased the franhise and 
building In 1991. 
The interior of the subject simcture emrnpassed spproximateiy 2,700 square feet of 
commercial space including the custMner area and operatian forrtage. In 19WI the 
insured remodeled the business and the interior conditions of the structure, At that 
time, several rnodlflcations were undertaken indudlng an upgrade and inSmltation of a 
"code approved" eiectn'cal system. 
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The general contmor Involvt3d in the remodeling was tflL Constnrct.ion, Inc., P. 0.  ox 
42133, Eugene, OR 97.404, (541) 689-3828, who sub-contm&d the scper t l~  of 
varlous o W r  cankactors, including Sign Pro, who inalled the subject signage on the 
bullding, and also with lei&;hman El@c;tl who p d d e d  the Interior electrical upgrade 
and Instirflation sxvim, 
The main frame conmaon consled of 2" x 6" wrimeter walls that supporled a flat 
roof c o n m a o n  conmining a rubber mmbrane as a finish4 surface. Interior bearing 
walls indude-d steel I-beam clznslructlon to add additional suppor"c to the roof mmbly.  
Interior partition walls were framed wit41 Z2" x 4" wood studs that contained a pat- 
s h e e w k  inwrior surface. 
The ceiling was comprised of a suspended awu-I tile while the mP assembty was 
cnmsbu- of 2" x 4" Earning and plryvvood sub-roof. Iwulatlon was afford& through 
batt fiberglass, paperback lnsulatlon that was also supplementrxf by cellulose insulaaon 
in various areas, Them  wet^ several areas above the acoustical tile suspended cefllng 
that had a 5/8" h-ck Interior cei17ng. 
The stnxkure also induded a partial 314 basement where the natural gas, f b a d  air 
furnace, was located. Naturat gas also supplied the water heater located on the main 
Imel. Undergmund supply mnductors were attachd to  the west elmtlon and muted 
Into numerous breaker panels on the Interior surface of the west walf, All utility 
components were e!imtnat& as k lng  Involved w'Kh the cause of ttte fire. 
Inbtior floor surfaces were mmprW of ceramic tlite and linoleum flooring in various 
areas. 
IIYVEmGAnOIY: 
This invctstlgatlon c o m m m d  on the day following the asstgnment, through contact 
with the insured and mrdlnation through Dennls Mils who provided various details and 
imrmation about the incfdent and parbles Involved. 
After ground travel to lhe scene, wlth verbal and written pemisskm to d u c t  the 
scene inspeclion, the investigation was conducted under the nationalfy recognized 
Industry guidelines and standard ~WCRS by cornmenzing the I n s w o n  from the least 
damage and conanulng to the greatest damage. For puqxxxs of this inveat im,  the 
exterior and interfor portions of the residence were ph-raphed though tfie use of a 
Nikon N80 StR 35mm camera using a Nikkor AF ZM3m 28-70mm lens. Flash 
photography, where necessary, was assktd tttrough the use of the intanat ffash and 
with a Nikon Sl3-28 DX Autofkus speedlight. Kodak Goid 200 film was used in the 
p h w r a p h y  process. Copies of phomraphs taken during thls invagatlon a m p a n y  
this report 
The Investigation commended on the exterior surfaces where all fbur efevatlons were 
tart3fulty inspected and photographed, Negligible stgns of fire damage were found on 
the exterior surfaces. The only sign of any fire damage was noted on the east 
elwdtjon, due to the application of green visquwn tarp, installed by All American 
Restmation subsequent to the fir€!, to protect the Interior conditions from adverse 
environmental conditions. 
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At the tlrne of this Iflve&lgatJon, the rest:omEfon and debris removal was undernay, 
pc3rfomed by All herican Ramtdon and Cteanlng, supeinrised by 74m fhomas. Mast 
of the areas mnctlved In the origln of flre were not d i s t u w  by the clean-up and 
reslamtion activitjes, Inbriar fluorexent: lights, s m n d e d  acaust;Ical tile and the 
framework for the ceiling assembly, had been removed prior to the arrival of this 
investigalor. These aaMaes and the removal of those Items, did not interfere with the 
investigation, or eff& the origin and cause darmtnatfon. 
to the Intertor was made through the main enby mandoor ImM on &e east 
etevation. Upon accss, a heavy smell of smoke lingered throughout the entire 
structure. Most damage was mnflned to the attic membly. It was obvlous that the 
ffre had traveled through the spacer; of the aWc, ventlng &rough the roof In the 
norlhmst corner, above tjlr? s. This area aim later pmved ta be the origin of 
@it? fire, 
It was dear, and shown In photographs #I1 though Jfl2,that the ffre ehnded through 
the attic assembly from the northeast quadrant whem the grwtest damage occunwl, to 
areas exited txs the south and west where lesser damage was noted. These conditions 
are shown in photographs #15 through #18. 
Access to the mf was provtdd through a structure mounted ladder locbced on the 
northwest Gorner of me north ele~atlon. An lnspevjjon undemeam the vlsqueen tar% 
shown In photographs #11 through #20, gave a distjnct fmptessfon of the origin of fire 
by vlrtue of the damage that was found above the War mf membrane. 
Careful assessment of the burn patterns and char depth in the area of orlgin w w  
performed. During %!s t.lmc3, it was evident iftat the fire originated Wow the sub-roof 
H f n  the spaces abwe the sheetnxk and In proxlrnlty to the slgnage power supply 
conducltors. Branch c l ~ u j t  wiring that muted tfrraugh that same area, but below the 
sheetrock, was inspected and found to be a victim of the ffre. These conductors were 
routed through flexible plastic condult to various areas of the restmorn. 
Phdcbgmph #67 shows a threewire electrical service (arrow) that ran through the afflc 
assembly, over tr, the east wall and down to an In-wall heater, These cimits were 
obviously victims of the fire and not energked at the time of the Incident. Phomraph 
#S9 shows other cimb that were routed to the flu(mscent llght fixture posaoned 
within the suspended acoustical celling assembly. These circuits were inspected and 
also pmv& k, be victims of the Rm. Whlle ardng was found on the condudton leading 
to the appliance, it appeared that tt.lis was from exterior heat impingement 
Concms focused upon a thee-wlre bmch drcuit that, led tK, a jundtion box that was 
mounted to the interior surface of the roof joists. Thls servfce, as shown in 
photographs #6l through #68, caused concerns due Do the extreme damage on the 
external suifaces of the junction box and tfte heavy damage to the multi-stmnd 
electrical conductors. I n  photograph #62, one cart see that the t h m  circuits, supplied 
to the junction box, temlnates within the junction box and then Is muted to the 
parapet wall through a dual- anductor  leading to a termina&n junction box where the 
circuits for the swltch to the dutslde signage, lighting was provided. Erom tfie switch, 
three drafts ran to a transformer that was then routed to various 0 circuits, 
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with any of the el&dml semice dwe the  modeling prrsjed In 1999. 
Mr. Larson also stated that the employees that were the evening of the fire, 
were very epvt-dble and su mployees who ith him for a reasonable 
length of the, wimout any 
During the course of this imraga~on, the ETO circuits leading ta the slgnage were 
collected intact, fmm the lettering ta the distribmon circuits of the transfmer, The 
subject ka , as well as the power circuits leading to the on 
and off switch, krminatlng withln the junction box on the interior interstjtial spaces of 
the facade. A junction bax clrcun; lading down to the &tlc "JN box, was also collected 
as addlUonal evidence. F f u o ~ m n t  signage rnaterlals, end caps and otBer commnentr; 
were also procured as evidence. Circuit breakers cantrcllling these circuits were 
collected from the breaker panel. 
An exemplar f l u o m t  lighting tran*mer located on the somw@ comer of the 
building, was coftcxbd as exemplar evidence. All Wms were placed in the evidence 
I&- up of this office for future inmction as needed. Phomraphs taken during this 
investjgaon and enclosed with this report, will serve as addMona1 evldence In this 
case. 
COMMENTS, CONGLUSXONS & RECOMMENDATTONS: 
With the informatim, data, details and evidence coflwted during lhls invagation, the 
origln and most probable cause of this fire was determined. Clearly, the orfgln of thls 
fire oocumd within the attic spaces of the northeast attic assembfy, above the Men's 
restroom. 
The rnost probable cause of this flre involves efectn'cal dysfunction of the drcultr; 
leading to the ason tube signage on the exterior of the building. The specific failures 
involved wlth thls fire tncldent are unknwn at this juncture, 
All potential cause from deliberate human Involvemmt, intentlonai acts or arson were 
eliminated during the Invagation. 
Whtle there were numerous electrical clrcuits routed tfwwghout the attic assembly that 
provided branch circuit supply tr, lfghtfng fixtures, heating appllanas and outtets, those 
components do not appear to be invoked with the; cause of the fire. 
In view of potential subrogatlon, the widen= was carefully mllectedI intact as much as 
possible. Phomraphfc documentatSon of the condttions during the removal p m e s ,  
were fntrlcakly made, as well as the careful IdentifiaBon matWng of spcxjRc drcuits 
prior to removal. 
Through mrnmunimtions with Dennis Mills, it was rrecommended that the mlnfng of 
an electrical engineer, to assist in tfte further assessment of the electrical m i c e  and 
evldence, should be made, Mr. Mills provided auwrizatfon for the initial 
nowdestructive assessment of those concerns, In view of any potentfa1 subrogatlon. 
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Once those aavtties are performed, a cursory, verbal and wdtten rep~sr"rc be 
provr'ded ta the client, with sp~ific details and eommen&Hons For furf:her act;iviae. 
3311s oflfie wwtl reWn the setlrim of an ewinew to a%% the elmcc^ tl Issues OF "chis 
incident 
All negligent and mrent;ional acts by the Insured and/or his employees were etlminated 
during the InvHigation. 
With this Inflormamn, and the Rling of this preliminary report, this case assignment is 
mple te  pending further requcsb of the cltent. 
Robert "Jake" &cobsen, CFI 
f?URHPA n;il=IPNANAL Y3"S ZMC 
Enclosures: Copy of signed Consent form for fire Scene Examinatfon 
Copy of sfgned Evidence Release form 
Copy of the Rexburg-Madisan County Emergency Services report #I32 
Copy of the Fire Incident Command and Inspector Nan-atlve 
Capy of the Group tnspecttan/Xnve3sEfgaUon Aaendam Log, dated 
6f 15/04 
Gopies of the InBllatlonlRemodeiing receipts (4 pages) 
104 momW and 69 loase photographs 
CC: Dennis Mills, SIU Representative 
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December 7,2004 
Robert Croft, Large Loss Adjuster 
Kevin Butler, Subrogation Speclailst 
Allied insurance Company 
8804 258* Street East 
Graham, WA 98338 
RE: Taconme 
Date of Loss: 6-9-U4 
Claim #: 36A40447 
Our File #: 24-2392 SL 
Dear Gentternen r I 
En'&& with this letter Ir; a copy of the engineer's report fmm MRA Farenslc Sciences, 
Scott KImbrough, P.E. As you wlll note, his InvesUgation has concluded that there were 
defects in the installation of the subject slgn in t e n s  of the National Electric Code and that 
the installation of the slgn was also in vlolatlon of the code and industry standard practices. 
These findings conflrm the preliminary determinations of orlgln and cause made by this 
oMce. We are prepared to move fornard with any further assessments or investigation 
that you feel is needed. However, at this time, I will place my file in a "hold" status, 
pending those instnlctlans. 
Enclosed with this ietrer is my interim bliling for the additional time and expenses incurred 
In thls matter since my last involee to you on July 8,2004. 
Piease feel free, after reviewing the report, to contact us wlth any questions or concerns 
that you may have, or any other matters that we may be of assistance wlth. It has been 
a pleasure to conduct professional fire and explwion investigation sen/ices for Allled 
Insumnce Company. 
Enciosures 
cc: Dennis Mllis, SIU WJ:bpt / A J S ~ - ~ ~ ~ . I ~ ~ R C K E  
125 West Budon Ave, . Salt Lake Clty, Utah 84115 Phone (801) 746-1142 Fax (801) 7 
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P 
-OW Expttti*e C o d B z  g o u t  P W L ~ E U ~ ~ ~  
August 21, 2006 
John Goodell, Attorney 
Racine, Olsen, Nye, et al 
201 East Center Street 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
RE: Taco TimeJBrian Larsen 
Date of LOSS: 6-9-04 
Civil Case #: CV-05-884 (Madison County Idaho) 
Our File #: 24-2392 S t  
Dear Mr. Goodell: 
Thank you for your telephone conversation this evening regarding the above captioned 
litigation matter. After our discussion, it appears that the adverse counsel, Mr. Brian D. 
Harper, is confused about the determinations of origin and cause by this office and also 
by the Engineer, Dr. Scott Kimbrough of MRA Forensic Sciences. 
May I offer this letter as a clarification regarding those issues. I n  view of that I've also 
dupiicated photographs that I took during my investigation, blown them up in a larger 
format for clarification purposes. Hopefully, with these additional documents and 
photographs, as I truly believe in the old adage that% pidure is worth a thousand words," 
will add clarification to the issue and resolve the matter. 
7 j  0 2  
p~ With that said, I will further reiterate that the origin of this fire occurred inside of the 
@ 6 parapet wall, slightly above the roof membrane, on the interior surfaces of the parapet X "  
z 5 wall. I n  proximity to that location were the electrical sign circuitry within conduit that 
$0 
+ ultimately exited from the exterior surface, to the interior surface, and then ran to the 
' u z  transf6rmer. The transformer was positioned on top of the mof. 
0 6; 
-1 The roof construction consisted of a '/z" thick rubber membrane that had a mineral 
$ coating that would offer additional surface protection, which would also inhibit or delay 
g flame penetration for a fire within the parapet wall and below the sub-roof, as noted in 
r: photographs #13 and #63. 
8 
125 West Burton Ave. + Saft Lake City, Utah 84115 Phone (801) 746-1142 . Fax (801) 746-1170 
24-2392 SL - Page 2 i-J August 21, 2006 
This is an important factor in view of the fire travel in this inadent. While the fire 
originated with~n the parapet wali, the most readiiy combustible components would have 
been the OSB plywood sub-roof and also the same materials that were used in the 
construction of the parapet wall. The rubber membrane would have been coved and ran 
up the ~nterior surface of the parapet wali. That rubber membrane enhanced the fire to 
burn inside of the open spaces of the concealed attic below the sub-roof and above the 
sheetrock as the path of least resistance and the easier combustible fuel. 
The fire destroyed these readily combustibk components and propagated to adjacent 
combustible material during the duration of the fire. These circumstances and "fall-down 
burning" led up to the complete destruction of the baseplate for the parapet wall. These 
are shown in photograph #76, with arrows identiwing those specific iocations. The fire 9 
was contained in the channel of the parapet wall by virtue of the vertical studs that were r' i 
used for support purposes, and in a normal fashion of constructing a wall of that type. 1 
Once the fire propagated to the point that the baseplate of the parapet wall was breached, 
additional combustion air was offered in the dead space below the sub-roof and above the 
sheetrock wall. That combustion air allowed the fire to propagate and extend throughout 
that level, again, burning through the easily combustible plywood sub-roof and eventually 
through the rubber membrane which then presented itself as open burning on top of the 
roof, as witnessed by various parties that saw the fire during that stage of burning. It is 
also important to understand that the fire continued to bum for an extended period of time 
prior to the witnesses noticing the flames on top of the roaf, as the fire was well advanced 
within the attic at this point. 
In  this location of erosion, was the signage conduit for the broken letter "a". It is shown 
in the photographs and identified by the red arrow in photograph #13. That shows the 
destruction at that location, which is dissimilar to any other position on that wall, roof or 
interior space. The greatest amount of destruction occurred in that specific location which 
is in proximity to the failing point of the letter "a" and the conduit that is shown in 
photographs #13, #76 and #77, revealing tile greatest degree of oxidation (which is 
generally an indicator of significant heat) found during the entire inspeaan of the signage 
material. 
The evidence is dear, the bum patterns are identified in the photographs and t h e s ? ~ ~  
are in harmony with the findings of MRA Forensic Sciences' Engineer, Dr. Scott Kimbmugh. 
His endosed report will add additional information to the conclusions offered in this 
c m t i o n  letter. 
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I . 'I-F -- st-rown here. 
If I may be of further assistance in this matter, please contact me a t  your earliest: 1 I 
convenience. 1 
~obe& "Jakeqacobdgd, C.F.I. 
BURN PA TlrERN ANAL YSIS, INC, 
I Enclosures: Enlarged views of photographs #13, #63, #76 and #77 i 
fUJ: bpt 
A:J6&2392.ftr3G 
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.Jol~n It. Goodell (ISDd: 2873) 
Brent Id. Whiting (ISB#: 6601) 
KACINE, OLSON, NY E, 
BIIDGE :i BAILEY, CIiAR'I'GREU 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1 391 
Telephone: (2081232-61 0 1 
Fax: (208)232-6 109 
Attorneysfor PlatntfSf 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTI4 JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
assmed business namc, 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHEAL PACKER 
Plaintiff, 
1 
vs. 
1 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an 1 
Idaho corporation; and ' ' J O ~ T  DOES 1 - 10,') 
1 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAI-I0 1 
: SS. 
County of 1 
i, ;YIiCI;"cAi PACKER, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as foiiows: 
1. I am an adult of legal age and otherwise competent to swear to the facts stated herein. 
2. I have personal knowledge ofthe facts and circumstances surrounding the installation 
of neon signs at the Taco Time premises in Rexburg, Idaho, by Sign Pro of Southeast Idaho, Inc., 
in the year 1999. 
3. I was employed by Sign Pro of Southeast Idaho, Inc. ("Sign Pro") beginning in late 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHEAL PACKER 
r. - 
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1 998 or early 1999. 
4. LVhcn 1 applied for employment at Sign Pro, I I I ~  application accurately showed that I 
had no prior training or experience with installi~ig electrical or neon signs. 
5.  My employment at Sign Pro initially did not involve sign installations. Although I do 
not recall the exact date, I began to install signs as a regular part of my cmploynient at some point 
within the first several months. 
6. 1 was inforfined by Sign Pro's salesman. Dave Whitehead. that Sign Pro had agreed with 
the owners of Taco Time in Rexburg to prepare and install neon signs at the Taco Time building. 
My manager, Evan Cook, assigned me the responsibility of installing multiple neon signs at the Taco 
Time building in Rexburg. 
7. I had never before installed a neon sign. and I don't recall having installed even any 
standard electrical signs prior to the Taco Time job. It certainly was one of the first, if not the very 
first electrical sign I ever installed. At no time did I ever say or do anything that would have led my 
coworkers or supervisors at Sign Pro to believe that I had any prior experience installing electrical 
or neon signs. To the best of my knowledge, it was commonly known at Sign Pro that I lacked such 
prior experience. 
8. While at the Taco Time premises, the only assistance or supervision that I received in 
performing the installations was by way of telephone calls to Evan Cook in Idaho Falls. 
9. 1 installed multiple neon signs. including two neon signs, each of which formed the 
words "Taco Time," that I mounted on opposite sides of the Taco Time building. Prior to my 
installation of the neon "Taco Time" signs, there were no wires attached to the signs. I personally 
made all of the electrical wire connections between the various components of the neon Taco Time 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHEAL PACKER 
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signs i~lcl~icfing the co~ltiecticrns between the neon glass ;rlicf the wparate external transthr111crs illat 
I bro~rght with me. 'I'he neon glass, wiring and trsti~sf<~rmcr werc not ersclosed in arty kind of casing 
that made the neon sign into a single enclosed unit. 
10. To the best of my recollection, the tralisfor~ners that I used did not have a secondary 
ground fault protection system. 
1 1. I attached the neon glass to the \la11 and used high voltage %ire routed through plastic 
conduit lo connect the neon glass to the transformer, but I did not make the final connecrion between 
the transformer and the prirnavy power source. I made no additional grounding connections on the 
sign. 
13. All of the wiring that I did on the Taco Time signs was done while I was on the roof 
of the building. 
13. I was not a licensed electrician, nor was ail electrician present who supervised or 
otherwise observed the installation of the neon signs. 
14. In June or July of 2004,I was in Rexburg and saw that there had been a fire at the Taco 
Time building where I installed the neon signs. I immediately became concerned that the neon signs 
may have been the cause of the fire and stopped to speak with the owner of Taco Time. In my 
conversation wii'ii tne owner we discussed the Ifre anu my belief as to the cause of the fire but I do 
not recall specifically what was said. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT. 
DATED this day of d, 2008. 
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SURSCRLUCU AN11 S\\JOiXN TO before me this 2 day of April. 2008. 
Residing at: 
My Commission Expires: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
v- 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that an the 5 day of April, 2008,I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follo\n~s: 
Gary L. Cooper [k] U.S.Mail 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED Postage Prepaid 
15 1 N. 3'd Ave., Ste. 210 [ ] Hand Delivery 
P. 0. Box 4229 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 [ ] Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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*-, 
John R. Goodeil (lSB#: 2872) 
Brent L. Whiting (ISB#: 6601) 
RACI\E. OISON, NYE, 
BIJDCE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello. Idaho 83204- 1391 
Telephone: (208)232-610 1 
Fax: (208 1232-6 109 
,Jltornej)s for PEainr~ff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE S E W W H  JUDICIAL DISTRZCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME. as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOIZN R GOODELL 
Plaintiff. 1 
1 (Supplying deposition excerpts and Amended 
VS. Complaint in support of Plaintiff's Motion for ) Summary Judgment) 1 
LEISWMAN ELECTRIC, mC.,  an 
Idaho corporation; and "JOHN DOES 1 - 10,') 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Bannock ) 
John R. Goodell, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
I .  I am counsel of record for Plaintiff Brian and Christie, Inc. d/b/a Taco Time in the 
above action and have personal knowledge of the facts and matters stated herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of excerpts of the 
transcripts of the Depositions of Scott Stephen Kimbrough, Ph.D., P.E. taken May 15,2008, and 
A1 Caine, taken on January 17,2008. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOI-IN R. GOODELL 
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3.  Plaintiff Brian and Christie. Inc, relies on the deposition testimony of Scott 
Stephen Kitilbrough and A1 Caine in support of its Brief in S u p p o ~  of Motion for Sunlmaq 
Judgment. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Amended Complaint 
filed by Brian and Christie. Inc. d/b!a Taco Time against SignPro of Southeast Idal~o, Inc. in 
Madison County Case No. GV05-884. 
3. Plaintiff Brian and Christie, Inc. relies on the Amended Complaint filed against 
SignPro of Southeast Idaho, Inc. in support of its Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment. I 
DATED this - ~ b e f J u n e ,  2008. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY. CHARTERED 
By: 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO b 
My Commission Expires: 
~ . o ~ ~ ~ -  (0 
(SEAL) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
i l1IRERY CERTIFY that on the & &dune, 2008.1 served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing docunlent to the following person(s) as follows: 
Gary L. Cooper [ J ]  ~ . s . ~ a i l  
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED Postage Prepaid 
1 5 1 N. 3'Qve., Ste. 21 0 [ ] Wand Delivery 
P. 0. Box 4229 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 [ J ] Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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CONDENSED TRANSCRIPT 
I N  THE SEVENTH J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  COURT 
I I STATE OF IDAHO,  I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 1 1  
I I B R I A N  AND C H R I S T I E ,  I N C . ,  a n  I d a h o  ) D e p o s i t i o n  o f :  c o r o o r a t i o n  a n d  d b a  
1 T I M E ,  a n  a s s u m e d  ) SCOTT STEPHEN KIMBROUGH, 
b u s i n e s s  n a m e ,  ) P h . D . ,  P . E .  
P l a i n t i f f ,  
v s .  ) C a s e  N o .  C V - 0 6 - 8 2 6  
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC,  
I N C . ,  a n  I d a h o  
c o r p o r a t i o n ;  a n d  JOHN ) 
DOES 1 - 1 0 ,  
) 
D e f e n d a n t s .  
May 1 5 ,  2008  * 1 : 0 1  p . m .  
L o c a t i o n :  B u r n  P a t t e r n  A n a l y s i s ,  I n c .  
1 4 2  W e s t  B u r t o n  A v e n u e  
S a l t  L a k e  C i t y ,  U t a h  
R e p o r t e r :  S u s e t t e  M .  S n i d e r ,  CSR, RPR, CRR 
N o t a r y  P u b l i c  i n  a n d  f o r  t h e  S t a t e  o f  U t a h  
CITICOURT 170 South Main Street, Suite 300 Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
T H E  RE P O R T I N G  G R O U P  PH 801.532.3441 FAX 801.532.3414 TOLL FREE 877.532.3441 
,vY* 
Scott step$& Kirnbrough, P h . D . ,  P . E .  * May 15, 2008 gg!!: \&2- 
5 5 
1 don't really consider that notable, that it takes 1 secondary ground-fault protection lack as a defect, 
2 time, because time is -- you know, things are 2 and --  and my question is what -- if there had been a 
3 deteriorating over time, The insulation is 1 3 transformer and secondary ground-fault protection and 
4 deteriorating, I t 's  being exposed to the weather, 
5 So i t 's not surprising it would take five or however 
6 many years that was, 
7 MR. COOPER: Okay. Thank you. That's all 
8 the questions I have. We'll take a look at your 
9 evidence here and go from there. 
10 THE WITNESS: All right. 
11 EXAMINATION 
12 BY MR. GOODELL: 
13 Q. I just have a couple of questions I ' d  like 
14 to clarify. 
15 Counsel's explored with you and your 
16 report reflects the two defects in the sign that 
17 you've explained in detail. And my question is Sign 
18 Pro's installer who rebuilt vilhat we understood was a 
19 broken sign, broken lettering, being the one that 
20 ultimately was identified as a cause of the fire 
21 without properly wiring i t  because the grounding was 
22 lacking --  is that a fair description of that defect? 
4 the sign was not wired correctly and shorted, what 
5 would be the effect? 
6 A, Well, one -- as the current starts to go 
7 to ground, it 's going to leak out, I mean, that's 
8 what happens with neon signs, is they're at very, 
9 very high voltages, So i f  some insulation breaks 
10 down, something like that, you've got this high, high 
11 voltage, and i t ' s  going to try to drive current 
12 somewhere, I t ' s  going to try to find something that 
13 looks like a ground, And it 's got the voltage to 
14 send it through wood, through all kinds of things you 
15 wouldn't normally think about, especially over the 
16 surface of things, 
17 So what you can do, then, is you can have 
18 that high voltage driving current through wood over 
19 to something that looks like a fairly decent ground 
20 like a window frame, or who knows, you know, what's 
21 in the proximity, And as it 's going across that 
22 trail, i t 's going across that wood, And i f  that wood 
2 3 MR. COOPER: Objection to form. i 23 ever gets wet, or whatever, or just over time i t  24 THE WITNESS: Well, the defect having to 24 starts to turn to  carbon and i t  starts to conduct 25 do with grounding was, again, he was depending upon 
54 
1 the letters to communicate the ground, and they 
2 actually couldn't do that. They weren't conductive. 
3 So he needed to have many more jumpers. Wherever his 
4 so-called ground circuit was going through a letter, 
5 he actually needed a jumper across that letter from 
6 its inputs to its output. He needed another jumper 
7 to continue the ground across, 
8 Q. (By Mr. Goodell) And so recognizing that 
9 that fact existed as to the defective ground wiring 
10 of the letters of the sign itself, what would be the 
11 circumstances if there had been in the transformer 
12 secondary ground-fault protection? 
13 A, Repeat that question, 
14 Q, I n  other words, what I ' m  trying to get at 
15 is the sign is wired incorrectly, it's not properly 
16 grounded, right? 
17 A , Y e s ,  
18 Q, And then the other defect has to do with 
19 the secondary ground-fault protection in the 
20 transformer as not the prescribed type of equipment. 
21 A, Okay, Yes, 
22 Q. Those are two separate defects, 
23 A, Yes, um-hum (affirmative), 
24 Q. So I ' m  trying to get at the relationship 
25 between the two of them, Let's eliminate the 
CitiCourt, 
.25 more completely, then you can start to have current 
56 
1 traveling across wood, and that can start a fire, 
2 That's a typical way that neon signs will start 
3 fires, They call it arc tracking, 
4 What the concept is with these grounds is 
5 to have a really close-by ground, so that i f  you do 
6 start to have a failure somewhere, then the current 
7 that's looking for a ground will find i t  real close, 
8 And then it's typically close enough that i t 's 
9 harmless, Then you don't have the current traveling 
10 across the wood or something, You have i t  failing 
11 and then going right to a nearby ground, so you 
12 prevent the arc tracking, That's the concept of 
13 trying to have a lot of ground around a neon sign, 
14 Q. What's the purpose of secondary 
15 ground-fault protection, what is the protection it 
16 provides? 
17 A, Okay, What it 's doing is it 's sending out 
18 current to the sign, And i f  -- and then it 's looking 
19 to see how much it gets back, And i t  should get back 
20 what i t  sends, I f  i t  doesn't get back what it sends, 
21 i t  says, Uh-oh, current's taking off somewhere, 
22 Current is taking off maybe through the wood or 
23 whatever else, and I 'm going to shut the sign down, 
24 So it 's looking for an imbalance between what I sent 
25 back and what I -- what I sent and what I get back, 
LLC 
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Scott stephe;; ~ i m b r o u ~ h ,  Ph.D. ,  P.E .  * May 15, 2008 
I 1 you've got in your hands already. 
1 2  iilR. COOPER: Oh, I do. Sorry. Okay. 
3 THE WITNESS: Now, whahs the court 
4 reporter hoping to have copies of the -- 
5 MR, GOODELL: 6, 7,8, 9, 10  -- 
6 THE WITNESS: I guess my question is does 
7 she want copies of the exhibits or -- 
8 MR. COOPER: Just a second. Let me do it. 
9 THE WITNESS; All right, 
10 MR. COOPER: -- 10, 11, 12 and 13. You 
11 will have copies of those, and we've returned the 
12 originals of: Exhibits 6 through 13  to the witness. 
13 (A discussion was held off the record,) 
14  MR, GOODELL: He'd like to read and sign. 
15 (EXHIBIT-3A was marked.) 
16 (The deposition concluded at 3:03 p.m.) 
17 
18  
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 REPORTER'S CERTiFICATE 
2 STATE OF UTAH ) 
3 COUNTY OF SALT LAKE { ss .  
i 4  
I .  S u s e t t e  M. S n i d e r .  R e g i s t e r e d  
5 P r o f e s s i o n a i  Repor te r  C e r t i f i e d  R e a i t i m e  R e o o r t e r  
and N o t a r y  P u b l i c  i n  and f o r  t h e  S t a t e  o f  u t i n ,  do 
6  he reby  c e r t i f y :  
Tha t  r l o r  t o  b e i n g  exav ined .  t h e  w lzness ,  
S c o t t  Stephen ~ i m k r o u g h  Pi- D P  E was by  me d u l y  1 t sworn t o  t e l l  t h e  t r u t h :  t h e  wt io le t r u t h  and noth jn.  
b u t  t h e  t r u t h .  
Tha t  s a i d  d e p o s i t i o n  was t a k e n  down by me 
10 I n  s t e n o t y p e  on May 15 2008 a t  t h e  p l a c e  t h e r e l n  
named, and was t b e r e a f i e r  t r a n s c r i b e d  and t h a t  a t r u e  
11 and c o r r e c t  t r a n s c r i p t i o n  o f  s a i d  t e s t i m o n y  i s  s e t  i f o r t h  i n  :he p r e c e d i n g  pages:  
I f u r t h e r  c e r t i f y  t h a t .  i n  accordance w i t h  
13 R u l e  3O:e;. a  r e q u e s t  h a v i n g  been made t o  r e v i e w  t h e  
t r a n s c r . p t ,  a  r e a d i n  copy was s e n t  t o  S c o t t  Stephen 
14 Kimbrough.  P ~ . D . ,  P . $ .  . t o  r e a d  and s i g n  b e f o r e  a 
n o t a r y  p u b l i c  and t h e n  r e t u r n  t o  me f o r  f i l i n g  w i t h  
15 Gary L .  Cooper. A t t o r n e y  a t  Law. 
Case B r i a n  end C v r 7 s t . e  Trc v Le ishman E l e c t r i c  
Case No CV-06 826 
P e p o r t e r  Z u s c t t e  M Sr 'ae-  
D a t e  t a k e n  Pay 15 2008 
eITNESS CERTiFICATE I 
I .  SCOTT STEPHEN KIYBROUGW PH D P E  . / HEREBY DECLARE 
T h a t  I am t h e  w i t n e s s  i n  t h e  f o r e g o i n g  
t r a r s c r 2 p t  t h a t  I have r e a d  t h e  t r a r s c r i p t  and know 
the  c o l t e r t s  t h e r e o f  t h a t  w i t *  tnese  c o r r e c t i o n s  I 
have r o t e d  t h i s  t r a n s c r i p t  t r u l y  and a c c u r a t e l y  
r e r l e c t s  my t e s t i m o n y  
P4GE-LINE ChAYC;E/CORRECTION SEASON 
' 16 I f u r t h e r  c e r t i f y  t h a t  I am n o t  k i n  o r  
o t h e r w i s e  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t i -  any o f  t h e  p a r t i e s  t o  s a i d  
17 cause o f  a c t i o n  and t h a t  I an 7 0 t  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  
outcome t h e r e o f  
18 
kITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL t h i s  
19 2 6 t h  day o f  Yay. 2008 
20 
2 1  
2  2 
23 SJSet te  M  S n i d e r .  RFR. CRR 
24 
N o t a r y  P u b l i c  
R e s i d i n g  i n  S a l t  Lake County.  
25 
CitiCourt, LLC 
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ho  c o r r e c t i o n s  were maoe I 
I ,  SCOTT STEPHEN KIMBRObCH PH D  P E HEREBY 
DECLARE UNDER TPE DENALTIES OF PERJURY 6~ TPE LAWS OF 
THE UNiTED STATES CF AMERICA AND THE LAWS OF THE 
STATE OF UTAH THAT THE FORECOINC I S  TRdE AYD CORRECT 
S c o t t  Stephen K inb rough .  "h 0  . P E 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN t o  a t  
t h i s  day o f  . I 
N o t a r y  P d a l i c  
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT O F  THE SEVENTH J U D I C I A L  
31STRZCT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, I?: AND FOR THE 
COUNTY O F  MADISON 
BRIAN AND C H R I S T I E ,  I N C . ,  an I d a h o  ) 
c o r p o r a t l o n  and dba TACO TIME,  an  ) 
assumed b u s i n e s s  n a m e ,  1 
P l a l n t z f  f ,  1 
v s  . ) C a s e  N o .  
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC,  I N C . ,  an ) CV-06-826  
I d a h o  c o r p o r a t l o n ;  and JOHN DOZS ) 
1 - 1 0 ,  
D e f e n d a n t s .  1 
DEPOSITION OF AL CAINE 
l8 I J a n u a r y  1 7 ,  2 0 0 8  
I 
2 0  ! REF'ORTED BY: i 
2  2 DIANA L .  DURLAND, CSR N o .  6 3 7  i 
2 3  N o t a r y  P u b l i c  
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CAINE, AL 
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Page 105 Pa&&$ I 
1 product would be in compliance with the NEC, I 1 nght7 
Pages 105 - 108 
2 electrical safety installation laws and rules of the 
3 state and proper electrical procedures It shouldn't 
4 have been connected should it? 
5 MR COOPER Object to the form 
6 WITNESS I can't determine that 
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2 A Correct 
3 Q Or by talk~ng to the sign installer and 
4 getting information about what IS done, right? 
5 A Correct 
6 Q And we don't have any information In fact, 
7 Q (BY MR GOODELL) Why not? 7 1 think it's admitted by Lieshman that they made no 
8 A Because of what we discussed here Several 8 further investigation at a of any of those things. 
9 different ways and different angles is that if there 1 9 didn't talk to the inspector, didn't talk to the sign 
10 was an obvious safety violation or whatever, 1 10 installer, didn't look at the sign to see if it had 1 
11 absolutely not You wouldn't hook it up / 11 this UL certificatron and didn't make any further I 
12 If it could be reasonably presumed that you 12 examination or inspection of the sign Did none of 
13 had a safe device to hook up, then it's very , 13 those thlngs 1 
14 commonplace for an electrical contractor to I 14 MR COOPER Object to the form 
15 proceed 1 15 Q (BY MR GOODELL) Under those circumstances, 
16 Q The only way you could determine it would be 1 16 if that's what the evidence establishes at trial, do 1 
17 safe would be one, it had already been inspected and ' 17 you belleve that under these circumstances Leishman 
18 approved by the state? I 18 Electric complied with its duty not to hook up a I 19 A That's correct That's one way 1 19 I~ne, which was its work, to an appliance or device 
20 Q There's no evidence that that had been done 20 which it lacked knowledge or information about its 
21 here IS there? 
22 A That's correct 
23 Q So Lieshman couldn't reasonably rely upon 
21 safety? 
22 MR COOPER Object to the form 
23 WITNESS Under all of those assumptions, 
24 that possibility in proceeding, assuming it was safe, 124 which there are several, certainly Lieshman would I 
25 could it? 
-- -- 
25 have a duty to question further before hooking it up I 
Page 108 
1 A Correct 
Page lo'! 1 
Q (BY MR GOODELL) And not to hook up the 
2 Q Another possible way would be to examine and / 2 sign In other words, its duty -- let me start 1 
3 see if there's this UL listlng and the pigtails and 1 3 over 
4 closed packaging and everything that indicates things 1 4 Under those assumptions and circumstances, 
5 had been certified and can be presumed safe That 5 if shown by the evidence. Lieshman did not have a 
6 would be another way, right? 6 basis to conclude the sign was safe and so should not 
7 A That's correct 
8 Q And we don't know if there's any information 
7 have hooked it up until such information was known, 
8 right 
I 
1 
9 or facts that support that either? ! 9 MR COOPER Object to the form 
10 A That's correct WITNESS Again I would agree if all of 
I 
12 or relied on that in proceeding, you're just 
! lo 11 Q And so you don't know if Lieshman did that 11 those assumptions were taken 
12 Q (BY MR GOODELL) With regard to those 
13 speculating? ' 13 assumptions, you don't know one way or another that I 
14 A That's correct 1 14 subject IS proof at trial as to what the evidence is 
15 Q And so if we assume that no inspect~on had 15 or isn't? 
16 been done and no UL listing, close packaging, I 16 A That's correct 
17 certificat~on, stamping, existed on the sign, then 1 17 Q But then that is qulte a different situation 
18 you have agreed, as I understand your testimony, that 1 18 than your earlier answers to Mr Cooper's questions 
, 
19 the electrician here, Lieshman, should make further 
20 investigation to determine whether it's safe to hook 
21 up the power to this sign? 
22 MR COOPER Object to the form 
23 WITNESS I would agree with you 
19 whlch confine and limlt Lieshman's duty solely to the I 
20 work it d ~ d  That is, installing the line and havlng I 
21 no responsibil~ty to determine what is at the other I 
22 end llne before it hooked up and energized it 
23 Namely the sign and the condition of the sign 
24 Q (BY MR GOODELL) By examining the 24 installed by somebody else It's quite different, 
25 condition of the sign is the only way to do it, 2 5  isn't 1t7 
I 
i 
BIT B 
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John R. Goodell (TSB#: 2872) 
Steven J. Muboncn (ISB3: 6689) 
Brent L. In i t ing (ISB#: 6601) 
RACZNE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE 81 BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocalello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorneys for Plaintz~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, an ) Case No. CV 05-884 
assumed business name, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SIGN PRO OF SOUTHEAST IDAHO, 
INC., an Idaho corporation, and dlblal 
and/or as successor-in-interest to SIGN 
PRO, INC., an Idaho corporation, and/or 
SIGN PRO, an unknown entity; and 
JOHN DOES 1-5, 
Defendants. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLALWT AND 
DEMAND FOR SURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and through its counsel of record, and for its First Amended 
Complaint against the above-named Defendant, states and alleges as follows: 
SURISDICTION AND PARTIES 
1. At all times material herein, Plaintiff, Brian and Christie, Inc., was an Idaho 
corporation, and doing business as Taco Time, an assumed business name, in Rexburg, Madison 
FIRST MIENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - Page 1 
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County, Iclaho ("Taco Time" or "Plaintiff"). 
2. At all times material herein, ifefe~~darit, S i g n  Pro of Southeast Idaho, Inc., was an 
Idaho corporation, and doing business as, and/or as successor-in interest to, Sign Pro, Inc., and Idaho 
corporation, andlor Sign Pro, an u h o s q  entity, collectively hereinafter "Sign Pro." Sign Pro has 
its principal place of business in Idaho Falls, Bomeville County, Idaho. 
Sign Pro transacted business andlor committed tortious acts in Rexburg, Madison County, 
Idaho, as more firlly set forth below. 
3, Defendants, John Does 1-5, are other fictitious individuals, corporations, or entities 
which are liable for Plaintiffs claims herein, whose true names or identities are currently unknown, 
and shall be determined in discovery herein. Plaintiff reserves the right to name any such individuals 
andlor entities properly named as Defendants hereinafter when such information becomes known. 
4. The amomt in controversy exceeds $10,000.00 
5. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS AND CLAIMS 
(Negligence; ATegIigence Per Se; and Breach of Contract) 
6. Sometime in late 1998 and early 1999 the Plaintiff remodeled its Taco Time 
restaurant building located in Rexburg, Idaho ("remodel project"). 
7. Plaintiffhired and contracted with a general contractor not named in this action to 
perform the remodel project, and which work was done. 
8. As part of the remodel project, the general contractor hired Leishman Electric as the 
electrical subcontractor to perform the electrical work of the remodel project, and which work was 
done. 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - Page 2 
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9. As part ofthc reniodel project, Plaintiffpurchased two used exterior neon signs frorn 
anotlier Taco Time restaurant. 
10. As part ofthe remodel project, Plaintiff hired and contracted directly with Sign Pro 
to inspect, repair, and install the two neon signs and related electrical components, which work was 
done. 
11, Sign Pro repaired and re-wired one neon sign prior to installation, but failed to 
properly ground it. 
12. Sign Pro installed both neon signs on the exterior of the Taco Time building. 
13. Sign Pro wired the both neon signs, including the repaired and re-wired neon sign, 
and related components, including transformers, to the building electrical system. 
14. The repaired and re-wired neon sign, all wiring between the neon sign and the 
transformer, and all wiring between the transformer and the building electrical system, were intact, 
undisturbed, and remained in the same condition following the installation work by Sign Pro, until 
the fire loss which occurred on or about June 9,2005. 
15. On or about June 9, 2004 a fire loss occurred at the Taco Time restaurant building 
causing substantial physical damages and business losses. 
16. The cause and origin investigation has detemined that fire loss was the repaired and 
re-wired neon sign, and related electrical components, including the transformer. 
17. Other potential cause(s) and origins(s) of the fire loss have been reasonably and 
conclusively eliminated based on the site and physical evidence investigation. 
18. The National Electrical Code ("NEC") has been adopted as the law of the State of 
Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Code 9 54-1 001. 
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19. The subject neon sign and related electrical components, including the transformer, 
as repaired, installed, and wired to the building electrical system, by Sign Pro, violated two 
important requirements ofthe NEC, and Idaho law, namely: 
A. The repaired and re-wired neon sign was wired with a transformer that did not. 
have secondary ground fault protection; and 
B. The repaired and re-wired neon sign was not properly grounded. 
20. The failure of Sign Pro to repair, install, andlor wire the neon sign and related 
components, including a transformer, to the building electrical system in a safe and workmanlike 
manner, and in accordance with the NEC, constitute negligence, andlor negligence per se, rendering 
one or both of them fully liable for all PlaintifPs damages resulting from the fire loss. 
21. In addition, or alternatively, Sign Pro only breached its promise, agreement, and 
contract to repair, install, and re-wire the subject neon sign to the building electrical system in a safe 
and w o r h d i k e  manner, and is liable for damages for breach thereof resulting from the fire loss. 
22. As a direct and proximate cause of the negligence, negligence per se, breach of 
, andlor other wrongful conduct by Sign Pro described above, Sign Pro is liable to Plaintiff 
1 damages for physical losses, costs of repair, and business income losses sustained, which 
the total the sum of $295,159.94 principal, or such other amount as shall be proved at the time 
23. Plaintiff has made timely demands for payment of the above principal amount on 
Sign Pro, which has been denied. 
24. Plaintiff is entitled to recover prejudgment interest on all liquidated damages in the 
total principal amouilt stated above until paid or entry of judgment at the statutory rate @ 12% per 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - Page 4 
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amuI11. 
25. Plaintiff is entitled to recover costs of suit and reasonable attorney fees pursua~t o 
1.C. @j 12-120(3) andlor 12-121, or as otherwise allowed by law. If judgment: is taken by dehult 
Plaintiff alleges that a reasonable attorney fee is $25,000.00, or such other amount as the Court 
deems just and reasonable in the premises. 
WETEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for judgtnent against the Defendant Sign Pro as follows: 
A. For amoney judgment in the amount of $295,159.94 for the fire loss, related darnages 
and losses to the building, personal property, and business income losses, or such other amount as 
may be proved at the time of trial; 
B. For an award of prejudgment interest at the statutory rate @ 12% from the date of loss 
until paid or entry of judgment; 
C. For an award of costs incurred; 
D. For an award of reasonable attorney fees, which shall be no less than $25,000.00 if 
judgment is entered by default, or such other amount as the Court deems just and reasonable in the 
premises; 
E. For such other relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable. 
DATED this 8 '' day of March, 2005. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
/-l 
By: ]k-.-- 
6 JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERFT1187E 
5"" 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3 day of March, 2006, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 1 N. 3'd Avenue - 2d Floor 
P. 0. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Attorneys for Leishnzan Electric, Inc. 
G. Lance Nalder, Esq. 
NALDER LAW OFFICE 
591 Park Avenue, Suite 201 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Attorrzey for Tallman 
[XI U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ &j" U. S. Mail 
Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
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Date 121212008 
Time 02 36 PM 
Page 1 of 2 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Madison County 
Minutes Report 
Case CV-2006-0000826 
Brran and Chrrstre, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Lershman Electr~c, Inc, eta1 
Selected Items 
User: GWEN 
--- 
Hearing type Summary Judgment 
Assigned judge: Brent J. Moss 
Court reporter: David Marlow 
Minutes clerk: Angie Wood 
Minutes date: 0612312008 
Start time: 11:29 AM 
End time: 11 :29 AM 
Audio tape number: 
Parties: Brian and Christie, Inc., an Idaho Corp; Goodell, John 
Leishman Electric, Inc; Cooper, Gary 
Tape Counter: 1129 J INTRO 
MR. GOODELL ARGUES MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MR. COOPER ARGUES AGAINIST SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION 
MR. GOODELL RESPONDS 
MINUTE EXTRY (SUMMARY JUDGMENT) 
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IN TIiE DISTRIGT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC.. an Idaho 
Corporation, and dba TACO TIME. an 
Assumed business name, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
LEISI-IMAN ELECTRIC, N C . ,  an Idaho 
Corporation; and J O m  DOES 1-1 0, 
Defendants. 
I Casc No. CV-06-826 
I 
1 
1 ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFFS' 
1 SUR4MARY JUDGMENT 
i MOTION 
i 
1 
1 
i 
Plaintiffs move the Court to grant summary judgment on their negligence action 
against Leishrnan Electric. Their motion is premature. Tmo elements of their case, 
causation and damages, have issues of material fact fit for jury determinatioii. As to 
causation, several individuals worked on tlic sign and there is an issue of fact as to the 
extciit each individual's actions had in the fire's causation. As to damages, the Court has 
ruled that the Plaintiffs are limited to nun-economic damages; there is an issue of fact as 
to the amount of those damages. Plaintiffs' summary judgment motion is denied. 
So Ordered. 
DATED this - 
- day of July, 2008. 
Brent J. Moss, I33rict Judge 5 i ~ ~ m s o r \ l  f . g -
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFFS' SUMMARY 
JIJDGMEXT MOTION 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTII2Y that a true and correct copy of tile foregoing Order was this 
day of July, 2008. served upon the foliowiilg ivldividuals via U.S. Mail. postage 
prepaid: 
John Goodell & Brent Whiting 
RAGINE. OLSON. NYE, BUDGE, & BAILEY, CHTZ). 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 139 1 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHTD. 
15 1 North Third Ave., Suite 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Counsel for Defindunt 
By: 
E p u t y  Clerk 
ORDER DENYPNG PLAINTIFFS' SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT MOTION 
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John K. Goodell (ISR#: 2871) 
Brent 1,. Whiting (ISBCI: 660 1 ) 
RACINE, OLSON. NY13. 
13IJDGE & BBAXEY, CIIARTF:",MI:n 
P.0. Rox 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204- 1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (2081232-6 109 
Email: jrg@racinelaw.net 
IN THE DISTFLICT COURT OF THE SEVEmIL JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF W I S O N  
?!5 BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, N G . ,  an Idaho ) ZE! corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
0 assumed business name, 1 
1 MOTION FOR mC0NSU)EUTION 
PlaintiE, 1 
1 
VS. 1 
) 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC.. an ) 
Idaho corporation; and "JOHN DOES 1 -10,") 
j 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and through counsel of record, and hereby moves the Court 
pursuant to IRCP 1 1 (a)(2)(B), and 56, for reconsideration of its ,Wemorandutn Decision $led 
10/15/08, relating to the '"economic loss" ruling only, partially granting Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment herein. 
This motion is made on the grounds and for the reason that I'laintiffs respectfully submit that 
the Court's "economic loss" ruling and application is erroneous as a matter of law given the 
undisputed facts established by the record in this case. 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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First: The "economic loss'" rule silnpl? . The fire datnages to the building and 
ccluiptncnt clearly cstablishcs 'kothcr propelt). itamage.'* I he Court's prior Memorandum Jlecision 
acknowledges "other property damage." By definition. \+here there is "other property damage," the 
"economic loss rule does not apply under the governing Idaho case law. 
Second: There is an or limitation to applicability of the "economic loss" rule 
recognized by Idaho case law. which holds that where there is "other property damage," then all 
damages are reco~erable, regardless of whether they are characterized as "'economic" or "non- 
economic" damages. The exception clearly applies here. Given damage to the building and 
equipment, all damages for costs of repair and replacement of all property are recoverable, as well 
as lost profits. 
Third: The "economic loss" rule applies to prevent recovery in a negligence action of "costs 
of repair and replacement of defective property which is the subject of the transaction. . . ." 
(emphasis supplied). Here, the 'Vcteeetive property" here is the neon sign (uhich was improperly 
wired so as not to be properly grounded), and the obsolete neon sign transformer (which lacked 
secondary ground fault protection) contrary to the NEC's requirements. Such "defects" were the 
origin an cause of the electrical fire which damaged the Taco Tirne Restaurant building and 
equipment. There is no & "defective property" within the meaning of the "economic loss" rule 
definition. Clearly, the entire Taco Time building itself, and equipment and inventory itself, were 
not "defective" in any sense. 
Fourth: The "economic loss'' rule applies to prevent recovery in a negligence action fo "costs 
of repair and replacement of defective propertv which is the subiect of the transaction . . . ." 
(emphasis supplied). The "transaction" involving the neon signltransformer as the "defective 
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property" is Taco Timc's contract wit11 Sign Pro to repair and install the same. It is ~~ndisputed tbat 
such "trar-tsnction"' was separate and distinct Srcm the building rernodcl contract Taco Timc had t~ it11 
a general contractor, who hired Leishman for tllc electrical subcontract portion of the building 
remodel to re-wire the building. The fact tbat the two separate transactions - one for building 
remodel, and one for neon sign/trallsfomcr repair and installation - were coincidentally being done 
at t h e e ,  does poJ render then1 one and the same "transaction" for purposes of the "economic 
loss" rule. It appears that the mere coincidence of timing that both transactions were being done at 
the same time has caused the Court to somehow lump them together and fail to distinguish them as 
separate transactions which is what they were. 
However, as discussed above, where "other property damage" clearly exists, as discussed 
above, the nature of the '?ransactions" are immaterial and irrelevant because the "economic loss" 
rule does not even apply as a matter of law. 
RECORD RELmD ON 
Plaintiff rely on the entire record herein and Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support Of Motion 
For Reconsideration filed herewith. 
DATED this of August, 2008. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: 
v JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERViCE 
1 111-RI:IIY CLI1IIII3' 111;it on tile E& of August. 2OOX. I servcd n true and corrcct copy 
of the above and foregoing dctct~ment o the following person(s) as fbllows: 
Gary L. Cooper [ Lr. S. Mail 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHRIITEKED Postage Prepaid 
151 N. 3Id Ave., Ste. 210 / 1 Hand Delivery 
P. 0. Box 4229 / ] Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 [ ] Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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John R. Coodell (ISB#: 2872) 
Brent L, ?Vhiting (ISM: 660 1) 
RACME, OLSON, NYE, 
BLTDGE & BAILEX', CHARmMD 
P,O. Box 3391 
PocatelXo, Idaho 83204-1 3 9 1 
Telephone: (208)232-610 1 
Fm: (208)232-6 109 
Ernail: jrg@racineIa~v.net 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
B W  hMT) CHRISTIEI NC., an Idaho 
corpor~tion, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
assumed bz~siness name, 1 
1 MOTION TO ALMEND COMPLAINT 
Plaintiff, 1 
VS. 1 
? 
L E I S W N  ELECTRIC, INC., an 1 
Idalio corporation; and "JOHN DOES 1-10,'J 
COMBS NOW Plainliff, by and tlwough. counsel of iword, and hereby moves the Court 
pursuant to IRCP I5(4 to allow Plaintiff to file its First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury 
Trial in the interests of justice. This motion i s  s~lppol-ted by the nlemorandurn filed herewith, the 
First Amended Complaint wit11 Exhibit filed herewith, and .the record already on file with the Court 
in this matter. 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
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 day of August, 2008. DATED this 
RAGXNE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CWARTEUD 
I__C-. 
By: 
Allomeys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Yt 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that .ton t h e 2  day of August, 2008. I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing documei~t o rl~e following person(s) as fo11ows: 
Gary L. Cooper [ 1 U. S. Mail 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERJ3D Postage Prepaid 
151 N. 3" '~ve. ,  Ste. 210 [ 1 Hand Deli~~ery 
P. 0 .  Box 4229 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Rocatello, ID 83205-4229 [&d, Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
g Y L -  
F a 4  JOHN R. GOODELL 
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John R. Goodell (XSBiCf: 28172) 
Brent L. iX%iting (ISB#: 6601) 
RACIZ\IE, OLSON. NYE. 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTEED 
P.0, Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRTAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corpordtion, and d l b h  TACO TIhJE, an 1 Case No. CV-06-826 
a s m e d  business name, 1 
1 
Plantiff, ) FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND 
1 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
VS. 1 
i 
L E I S ~ A N  ELECTRIC, NC., an j 
Idaho corporstion; and JOHN DOES 1-10, ) 
Defendants. 
1 
1 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and though its counsel of record, and for its cause of action 
against the above-named Defendants, states and alleges as follotvs: 
JURISDICTION ANL) PARTIES 
1. At all tunes material l~erein, Piailitiff, Brian and Clxistie, Inc., was an Idaho 
corporation. and doing business as Taco Time, an assumed business name, in Rexburg, Madison 
County, Idaho ("Taco Time" or "Plaintiff '). 
2. At all times material herein, Defendant Leishnm Electric, Inc. (Y,eishman Electric"), 
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was anId;iho cnrpora2ion b~ving its principal place of b~tsiness in Rexburg, bladison Count?, Idaho, 
which ksnsacted business andior cornmieed to~ious  acts in Rexburg, Madison County, Idaho, as 
more fully set forth below. 
3. Defmdmts, John Does 1- 10, are other fictitious individ~~als, corporations, or entities 
which are liable for Plail~tiff"~ claims helacin, wl~ose true names or idelltities are currently unknoxm, 
and shall be dHermi11ed in Liiseovery herein. Plaintiff reserves the light to name a i y  such individuals 
andior entities properly named as Defendants hereinafim when such infomation becomes k n o r ~ ~ ~ .  
4. The amount in controversy exceeds $10.000.00 
5. Jmisdiction and venue are proper in this Court. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS AiYD CLAIMS 
flegligence and Negligence Per Se) 
6 .  Sometin~e in late 1998 and easly 1999 the Plaintiff remodeled its Taco Tirne 
restaurant building located in Rexbuig, Idaho ("remodel project"). 
7. Plaintiff hired a d  contracted with a general contractor not named in this action to 
perform the remodel project, which work was do~xe. 
8. As part of the remodel project, the general co~~tractor hi ed Leishrnaa Electric as the 
electrical subcontractor lo perfom the elec'luical work o f  the remodel project, which work was doxe. 
9. Dtu-ing the retnodel project, P2aii1tiEpwchased~1sed exterior neon signs fromanother 
Taco Time restauraat, 
10. Plaintiff contracted directly with Sign Pro to inspect, repair, mid install two neon sign 
systems and related electrical wiring, transformers, and related components oato t l~e bcilding, which 
work was pwfor~ned. 
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11. Sign Pro failcd to properly ground the neon sign system which was installed on the 
front and east side of thc building. 
12. Sign Pro failed to use a trmsforn~er with secondmy ground fault protection as part 
of said neon sign system. 
13. Sigil Pro's failure to properly ground said neon srgli system, atidor failure to use a 
bmsfomer with secondary ground fault protection a part of the neon. sign system, violated the 
National Eleceical Code (NEC), and the reasonable and ordinary standard of care, and constitutes 
negligence andor negligence per se. 
14. Sign Pro's negligence and other wrongfbl conduct described above was one direct and 
p~oxirnate cause of axl electrical fire which occurred on or about June 9,2004, and which resulted 
in substantial damages to Plaintiff. 
15. Sign Pro did not make the final connection of the neon sign system which caused the 
fire to the building power supply because it was not a licensed electrical coritractor. 
16. Although there was no contact or communication between Sign Pro and Le i shan  
Electxic regarding the neon sign systems, Leishrnan Electric & n~ake the final com~ection of the 
neon sign system that was the cause of the fire to the b~ulding po\nTer supply. 
17. Before making the final power connection of the neon sign system to the building 
power supply, Leishman Electric, as the professional and licensed electrician expert, had a duty of 
i-easoliable care to do so in a safe and workmanlike manner. 
18. In addition, before making the final power connection of the neon sign system to the 
building power supply, Leishati  Electric had a special duty of care as the expert and licensed 
electrician to inspect and verify that the neon sign system md all components and parts were 
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plclperly gfomlded; that the iians-fctsmer had seco~ldasy gromd fault protection; that the neon sign 
system and all componen"c; fully complied wit11 t l~e  NEC; md do whatever else was reasonable and 
necessary to enswe that the neon sign systern, as connected to the building power supply, was safe 
and presented no f i e  h a ~ d .  
19. L e i s h m  Electric breacl~ed its duty of care which constitutes negligence a ~ d / o r  
negligence per se by reason of the following acts an&'os omissions: 
a. Comecting the neon slgri system in its unsafk condition as installed by Sign 
Pro to the building power s~rpplg; 
b. Failing to connect the neon sign system to the building pou7er supply in a 
manner which ensured said system was properly grounded; 
c. Failing to comect the neon. sign system to the building power supply in a 
manner which ensured said system had a proper transformer with secondary 
gxound fault protection; 
d. Failing to adequately inspect the lieon sign system before connecting it to the 
building powex supply to determine its conditions and ensure it could be 
I 
safely connected and not be in such condition as to create a fire or safety 
hazard; 
e. Failing to verify tliat ?lie neoii sign system could be safely connected to the 
building fire supply so as not to create any fke or safety hazard; 
f. Failing to make the fiilal co~xiecrion of the neon sign system to the building 
power supply in s r n m e r  which complied with the NEC's requirements; 
g. Orhexwise failing to do whatever was reasonably necessary to connect the 
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neon sign system to tlie building powr supply in n manner wllich would not 
create any fire or safety hazard. 
20. Leishnan Electric's negligence and other t%~ong%I cond~ict described above m s  o~le 
direct and proximate cause of the electrical fire which occurred on or about June 9,2004, and whiclt 
resuf2:ed in substmiid damages to Plaiatiff 
21. Sign Pro's negligence and Leishan's negligence were concurring direct and 
proximate causes of the electrical file which occurred on or about June 9,2004, and which resulted 
in substautla1 damages to PIczintiE. 
22. The neon sign system? and its final connection to the buiIdingpower supply; remained 
in the same conditioil follnving tile installation and connection work by Sign Pro and Leishrnan 
Electric until the fire which occtirred on or about Jmie 9,2004. 
23. The origin and cause investigation has detefmined that the fire an June 9,2004 was 
the result of the lack o f  proper grounding and/or lack of n transformer having secondmy ground fault 
protection, either one of which wou1d have prevented the fire. 
24. Otlier potential origins and causes of the fire were eliminated based on the fire 
investigation. 
25. The Hational Electrical Code ("NEC") has been adopted as the law of the State of 
Idaho, pursuant to Idaho Code Zj 54-1 001. 
26. As a direct and proxiinate result of the independent conc~ming negligence and 
negligenceper se and/or otl~er wrongfbl colzduct by Sign Pro and L e i s h a 1  Electric uhick combined 
and contributed to the cause of the fire, Sign Pro and Leishman Electric are liable to Plaintiff for all 
damages for physical losses, costs of repair, and busiliess income losses sustained, 
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27. Plaintiffs total damages from the fire loss equal $295,848.06 principal. 
28. PlaintiEis entitled to recover prejudgment interest horn the hlne 9,2004 date of fire 
loss at the statutory rate @ 12% on its prillcipal damages stated in the prior paragraph. 
29. Pre-judgment interest accrued from the June 9,2004 date of fire loss through August 
29,2008 is the mount oE$149,895.67 
3 0. Upon a prior misunderstanding that LLehrnan Electric had no connection with the 
neon signs, Plaintiff pursued litigaeion only against Sign Pro. On or about August 9,2006, Plaintiff 
reached a settlement with Sign Pro wherein Sign Pro paid a certain sum to Plaintiff aid Plaintiff 
provided Sign Pro with a release and indemnity agreement. A true and correct copy of the release 
and indemnity agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein as if set forth 
fully. Said release does not provide for areductioil in the arnoant recoverable fioin other tortfeasors, 
and the full amount of Plaiiitiff's Catnoages is potentla1 recoverable against Leishman Electric 
pursuant to Idaho Code 5s 6-803 and 6-805. 
31. Leishman Electric is liable to Plaintiff fir the full amount of Plaintiff's damages 
multiplied by the percentage of its fault, which percellrage shall be detemdned at trial, plus interest 
thereon from the date of the loss. 
32, Plaintiff is entitled to recover costs of suit aid reasonable attorney fees pusuant to 
I.C. $$ 12-12013) and/or 12-121; or as otherwise allowed by law. Ifjudgment is taken by default 
Plaintiff alleges that a reasonable attorney fee is %50,000.00, or such other amount a s  the Court 
deems just and reasoilable in tlze premises. 
WHEREFORE, Plaiiitiff prays for elltry of judgment against Defendant Leislrrnan Electric 
as follows: 
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A. For s money judgmen.t in an ;Inlourit ttir be determtr,ed at trial; and 
8. For an award of prejudgment interest at the statutory rate of 12% from the dare of Are 
loss through the date of judgmeilt; 
G. For an ajvard of costs i n c ~ t ~ e d ;  
D. For an a~vwd of reasonable attttomey fees, which shall be no less than $50,000.00 if 
judgment is entered by default, or such other mount as the Gouit deems just and seasonable in the 
E, For such other relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
DEMAWD FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so ki&ble. 
of August, 2008. 
M C l F i i ,  OLSON, NIX, BTJDGE 
& BrZILEY, CHARTERED 
By: 
Fo% JOHN R. GOODELL 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY thnt on the 2 day of August, 2008,1 served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the followiilg personfs) as follows: 
Gary L. Cooper [ 1 U.S.Mai1 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARERE!D Postage Prepaid 
151 N. 31d Ave., Ste, 210 [ 1 Hand Deliwry 
P. 0, Box 4229 [)(I Overnight Ahfail 
PocateUo, ID 83205-4229 [ 3 Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
- 
: d ~  JOHN l? GOODELL 
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RELEASE AND INDEMNlrY AGREEMENT 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
That the undersignad, Brlan Larsen, as agent and officer of BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, 
INC., an ldaho corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, an assumed business name, being of 
ladu l  age, for the sole cansidera"rion of ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN "THOUSAND 
FOUR HUNDRED FIVE and NO I'tOO DOLLARS ($187,405.00), to Ble und~rsigned, 
rsceipt of which is hereby ackno\#iedged, does hereby and for its executors, 
administrators, agents, partners, shareholders, dfrectors, officers, employees, successors 
and asslgns, and insurers, including but not lim~ted ta Allied Insurance Company, release, 
acquit and farever dtscharge SIGN PRO OF SOUTHEAST IDAHO, INC., an Idaho 
corporatron, and d/b/a andlor as successor-in-interest to SIGN PRO, INC., an ldaho 
corporation, andfor SIGN PRO, an unknown entity, its executors, administrators, agents, 
partners, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, representatives, successors, 
insurers end indemnitors of and from any and ail clalms, causes of actlnn, demands, rights, 
damages, costs, loss of revenue, expenses and compensation whatsoever, which the 
undersigned now has or which may hereafter accrue on account of, or in any way grow out 
of any and all known and unknown, foreseen and unforeseen damage and tha 
consequences thereof resulting or lo result from that certain incident, casualty or event 
which forms the subject matter of underslgnsd's First Amended Complaint in the District 
Court of the Seventh Judicial Dlstrict of the Stale of Idaho, in and for tine County of 
Madison, Civil No. CV-05-884. 
ft is understood and agreed that thls settlement is the compromise of ~idoubtful and 
disputed claim, and that the payment made is not to be construed as an admlsslon of 
llabllity on the part of the parties hereby released, and that said releasees deny liability 
therefor and Intend merely to avoid litigation and buy their paace. 
Although this release discharges all liability between the undersi~ned and ths partles 
hst-ein released, it is understood that the undersigned may have claims against other 1 
i parsons or entlties arising out of, or resulting as a consequence of the above-recited event 
which are not resolved by this instrument. It is acknowledged by undersigned that it is the , 
intent and agreement of undersigned to discharge releasees herein from all liability to 
undersigned, and also ali liability, if any, for contribution or indemnification to all ather I 
persons or entities, IF it is determined that releasees were acting in concerk with, or as 
agent of, any other person or ent~ties against which the undersigned may purse claims 1 
To give effect to such intention, and in the event it is determined releasees were ! 
joint tortfeasors with other persons or entities as respects the damages sustained by 
i undersigned as a result of the aforementioned event, undersigned hersby releasees that 
port[on or share of the cause af action which undersigned has against releasees and 
discharges all damages attributable to releasees. 
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Ths undersigned further  agrees to savs harn-rtess and indemnify said reieasses, 
their reprssentatives, agents, emplayees, servants, insurers and sf1 persons, associations 
and corporations acting for, by or through, ar in any way on behalf of said releasees from 
any claims, demands or adions agalnst the parties released hereby  arising, to arise or 
which may arise out af or by reason of the incident recited herein, 
In the event the undesigned injtiates or Further pursues a ciairn or complaint for the 
damages sushined by undarslgned as a result of the above-recited evsnf,  against any 
other person or entity and that person or entity institutes a claim, camplaint or legal action 
for contribution or indemney against rsleasees [*erein, the  unders~gned will faithfully, 
diligently and in a workmanlike manner assun'te and underfake the defense of releasees In 
such action and undersigned further stipulates and agrees that it vlAll, at its sole cast, 
assume and bear all legal expsnse, costs, atiorney fbes and all costs of litigation that sald 
releasees may Incur In the defense of any su~t or cfalm for contribution or indsmnlty 
THE UNDERSIGNED HAS READ THE FOREGOING RELEASE AND FULLY 
UNDERSTANDS IT, 
DATED this day of Sepbsmber, 2006. 
Brian Lar~en 
Agent and Ofimr for 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC. 
APPROVED: 
'7" 2 
' RACINE, OLSON, WE, BUDGE B BAILEY W Z y  
1 3  L I 
=t m 
r tl 
C! Itorneys for PlainW 
B 
?f I $ STATEOF1DAHO 1 
2 ) ss. 
t 
i county of f l?aJjx~ - 
i2 
t7 On this $*day of ~epternber, 2000, bsfore me the undersigned, a Notary Public 
t7 In and for said State, personally appeared Brian Larsen, known to me or Identified to me 
f to be the  person whose name is subscribed to the w~thln and foregoing instrument, and 
> 
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acknoivledgad to me that h e  executed the same as an agent and officer far BRIAN AND 
CHRISTIE, INC. 
IN WITNESS liVWEREOF 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal 
the day and year in this certificate f~rst above written 
I 
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My Commission Expires: yh7 
Date: 12/2/2008 
Time: 02:36 PM 
Page 2 of 2 
Seventh Judicial District Court - Madison County 
Minutes Report 
Case CV-2006-0000826 
Brian and Christie, Inc , an ldaho Corp vs Leishman Electric, Inc, eta1 
Selected Items 
User: GWEN 
Hearing type: Motion 
Assigned judge: Brent J. Moss 
Court reporter: David Marlow 
Minutes clerk: Angie Wood 
Minutes date: 0911 612008 
Start time: 10:44 AM 
End time: 12:OO AM 
Audio tape number: 
Parties Brian and Christie, Inc., an Idaho Corp; Goodell, John 
Leishman Electric, Inc; Cooper, Gary 
Tape Counter. 1044 J INTRO 
MR. GOODELL MAKE REMARKS TO COURT 
MR. COOPER ARGUES HIS MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
MR. GOODELL RESPONDS 
Tape Counter: 1 106 IF RULING MAINTAINS DECISIONS MR. GOODELL WILL SEEK CERTIFICATION TO 
SUBMIT TO SUPREME COURT 
MINUTE ENTRY (MOTION) 
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THE DISTRICT GOLrRT OF THE, SEVENTH JU1I)ICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE; STATE: OF IDAHO, MADISOX COUNTY 
'" s 
LEISFfiVIAiV ELECTRIC? INC.. an Idaho 1 
Corporatton. and dba TACO TIi2.I.E. an assurncd 
bus111ess name. 
I Corporation: and JOHN DOES' 1-10, i 
Case No : CV-06-826 
Defendants. 
, L ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ I I L ~ I ~ ' L ) ~ ~ . Z I  DL.'l'lkTIC)iZ1 or? 
Plaintiff, 1I;"LTTIFk S 'Zit2 7'iOA2: 1'13 XFC'O,\'LYIDElt 
CC4SE NIS1Z)II I' 
In October of 2007. thrs Court Issued a Memorandum Decis~on c~ting the 
"economlo los5 rule" as a bar to negl~gence clalms agalnst the defendant for propel-tj 
dairlage arislng irom the s~ibject of the transactlon The Court declined to dlsmlss othe~ 
clain~\ Llolitilrg that other propertj danrage. not the subject of the transaction. would not 
be subject to the ecollomlc loss rule Tlie part~es then attempted to medlate the dispute but 
that nned~atlon was unsuccessful because it was unclear, based on thls Court's prlor 
I - L I I I I I ~ .  hem to differentiate between property damage which was subject ofthe 
tl-ansact~on and that propertj that ;-as 110t Plalnt~ff has now filed a '-h4otron for 
Recons~deratlon " 
' BI-ian larsen's second affidavit of April, 2008, illustr.ates thc difficulty of attempting to parse the 
buildingirestaurant into portions that were actirally being remodeled and portions that were not. This 
affidavit reveals that the building and the remodeling are an "integrated nhole''. and that i t  was the 
bi~ilding/~.cistauraiit as an integrated whole that was the "subject of the transaction." 
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I'la~nlitl argue5 that -‘tire Couit s 'economic loss' r~i111ig and dl?pl~cation 15 
cr~oncoub d~ a ~tlil t tc~ of Ian g1\e11 the i1n~11sputc.d facts in thr \  carc '"' In \tipport ot 
that pos~tlon, Pla~ntlff'aigue~ that the ~llitallatlo~l 01 tlie lieon sigllage i 13 contract 131th 
Cign Plo wits d ieparate and dlstlnct "trctiisactlon fiom the bullcllng rcmodel contra~t 
\% it11 the general contiactcrr. who 1111eii I e~shmali f o r  the elect1 leal r~ihcontr-act portloll 
of the buildnlg remodcl to re-ulre the bu~litlng " '1 hur. Platutlff concludes. Defcnd,int 15 
llahle ln tort for otl~er portions of the lestau~ant da~naged by the fire dnd that the Court 
c~ red b j  lumping these tlallsact~olis together ' 
Defendant responds by reiterating that all damages clarmed b> Plalntlff collstlti~tc 
econolnic losses barred b> the econotnlc loss rule Ilefendant also a1 guei that ~t tilt: Court 
lecons~~lers ~ t s  prior lul~ng. ~t should d~smiss I'laintlfl's actlon 111 Its entlrety 
I he peiidlng rnotlolt Mas a~gued befo~e tlze Court, and both partrcs c;ubrnltted 
additional afiidak~ts. deposlllons, and melnoranda to support the~r  especti! e posltloils 
This Court ltas re\i~e\+ed the ent~re lilc and Idaho's cases 011 the ecoliolnlc lo?\ rule. and 
holds tliat ~ t s  prlor I ullng nai, erroncouv becaiise Plalnt~fl"~ damage cla~ills do not sun 13 e 
4 
appllcat~on of the econonilc loss rule. 
DISC'l 7SSliIOA 
l'he economlc. loss rule precludes p a 1 - t ~ ~  to co~nmerclal transactlolls from sech~ng 
r e~o te l )  ol p~irelq. economlc loss In a negligence actlon, except mhen there 1s damage "to 
propert) olher tilaiz that whzch 1s the ~zibjecl of /he ~varz.rucfzon -' Ulahd 1. Rzchnrd B 
Smztlz Ini. . 141 Idaho 296, 300. 108 P 3d 996 (20051, quoting. Salmon R1vc.r Sportsman 
Cumpr t. C'es~na A1rcrilfi Con?purzj, 97 Idaho 348, 3 5 1, 544 P 2d 306 (1 975) (emphns~s 
added) -'[I ]he wold -transaction.' for the purpose of the econornlc loss rule, does not 
Inean a bus~lress deal - - ~ t  means the subje~t  of tlie lawsu~t It is the subject of the 
trri~lsactlon tliat deterlt~lnes ullether a loss 1s property damage or economic loss. not the 
' h lo t~o~ i  for Reco~is~derat~on at p I 
\ee Mot~on for Rccons~derat~on at pp 2 3 
4 This Court, in its earlier decision, erroneously attempted to parse da~niages between tlie purtlons ofthc 
building, and its contents. that were directly subject to the remodeling and those portions that were not 
uhiected to actual work then being condiicted on the restanrant. 
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\taLu~ of t l ~  pit1 t \  l~cing SIICJ " Hicrllil. 141 Idullo &it j.tp i O O .  10 I Ifclc. thc ccoilonric I o i q  
~ ~ i l e  p x h i t l r ~ ,  ill13 icco\el-y fi011-1 the Dekildant bawd 011 ~rcgllgence 
..'ill of  I'llalrrt~tf s damage clatm., itrirc ficim iestaurant propert! Janlagcd b! t l~c  
lire. and wch Jalnngci. con4trtuter ecittlolnlc lo\s Plalnttfl acknctulcdgcs that the 
~nst~tllauct~~ of the slgns: by Sign Pro mas part of the extensi\e lelnodel plolrct iindert:tkerr 
in 1998/ 1999 Plalnt~ffliad 110 relation ~ t l t l l  I>efcndat~t during tills project as Defcncidnt 
Bas l~ired by the general contractor to re-mire the bullding ~n connection mlth the 
rcmodel 7 he \Instotis compotic~its of tlie ren~odeling. lncludillg electrical rewiring. 
instalia~on of the slgnc. and other bulld~lig irnpror.entcnts nere wholl! ilitegrated Into tlie 
building. not sepdrare or apart from 1t I llese Impro\etnents %ere of necess~tj ~ntegr'rted 
i t  1111 t l x  c u ~ ~ t ~ n g  b ~ i ~ l d ~ l i g  to bcttel f a c i l~ t a t~  he plirj3ose for wh~cli the builciii~g \!a\ rrsed. 
a restaurant 
It is the testaurailt bu~ldlng, not the servlces pro\ided >ia remodel~ng, that mas the 
\ubject of the transa~tlon. and ~t \%as the building. its contents, and the profits den\ ed 
f i ~ l n ~  the btr~lcling's i ~ s c  that uere damaged bq the fire Plaintiffs damage clainis do riot 
relate lo any propert) "other than that wh~cll 1s the sribject of the transactlolr " See e g 
Zl)j~i/7d s~{lx,tl. Rtrtl?t"r/h 1% Hart, 113 Idaho 194. 196-97, 983 P 2d 848 ( 1  999). Dzijjin 1' 
Ici~~ho C'rop In~prol'ement As~ocratron, 126 Idaho 1002. 1006-1 008, 895 P 2d 1 1 95 
( 1991). lirtch fizterj7rlves v ('ofin. 1 13 Idaho 37.49-51, 730 P.2d 1022 (1 957) 
Plaliltlff 15 barred. b) application of the ecoliolnic loss rule. from seelang an) 
1eco\e11 froin tht: clefenda~it on the basis of negligence Tills Coul+t canllot find anyth~ng 
in tlre record sLlpportlng an cxceptlon to the applicat~on ofthe rule. but also notes that 
I'lalnt~ff s remedles \ l a  contract. \varraiity. etc . are ~inaf'fected by this ruling 
COiVCL C~CsIC)iv 
Based on the foregoing, and being fully advised in the premises. Plaintiffs 
complaint against defelidant is DIS.%4LSLSED. P1aintiff3s Motion to Amend its complaillt is 
also DEA~YED as it is also based strictly 011 allegations of Defendant's negligence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
liercb> ct'rt~fy that I serked a rrue and correct cop! of tills 
o n  each attornel of record 
\ Dated this daq of October 2008 
Deputy Clerk 
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THE 13ISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDlClPlt DIS'I'RIC'I' 
OF THE STATE OF IDii1-10, IMADISON COUNTY 
BRIAN /li/'D CflRISTIE, IXC.. air Idaho , 
I 
C'orporat~ori, and ciba TACO TIkfE. an assunled I 
Case Yo CV-06-826 
l ~ l i ~ l l l ~ ~ ~  i1ai11e. 
JUDGAIEEil'T OF DI,SA14iiI'SS-f I 
Pialnt~ff.. 
VS. I 
LEILSfiilIA Alli\! ELECTRIC, INC . ail Idaho I I 
Corporat~on, and JOHN DOES 1-1 0. 
Defkndants 
?'Ills Court. liavirrg rendered its Memorandum Dec~slon on Plallitlff i hllot~on to 
Rcco~isider. ;\'OW THLKEFORE 
11' IS NLEXEBY ORDERED 
1 Plariltllf s complarnt IS  precluded bl the econoiuic loss rule and is, tllercfore. 
L)ISIIIILTSED 
7 Ilefenclant is awarded ~ t s  costs 
Dated this l't day of October 2008 
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Brent J .  Moss. 
District Judge 
I hereby certify that I served n true aild correct cop) of the foregoing document on 
cacli 01 the i l r d ~ ~  iduals iiamed belot\ III the rnanilel specified 
Jol.111 R .  Gctodcll 
IZ 0 Box 1391 
Pocatello. ID 8330.1-1 391 
Ciary I, Cooper 
P 0 Box 1229 
t'ocatello. ID 83205 4229 
4 Facsitnile Regular Mail 
I-land L)elivered 
4 Facsimile Regular Marl 
Hand Dell\ erect 
Dated this I day of October, 2008. 
Deputy Clerk of Court. 
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ciary I . Cooper - Idaho Starc Brrr XIS13  
COOPER ;";i LARSEN, CIIIZIZTI:RL;U 
1 5 1 Yorth Third Avcn~ie, Suitc 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Telephone: (208) 235-1 135 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
Counselfor Defendant Leisfirnan Electric, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRLAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an ) CASE NO. CV-06-826 
assumed business nanle, 1 
Plaintiff, AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. COOPER 
IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF COSTS 
VS. 1 INCLUDING DISCRETIONARY 
1 COSTS 
LEISWMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; and JOHN DOES 1-10, ) 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Bannock ) 
GARY L. COOPER, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1 . Your affiant is the attorney for the Defendant Leishman Electric, Inc., and makes this 
Affidavit of his own personal knowledge. 
2. Leishman Electric, Inc. was named as a defendant in a lawsuit filed by Brian and 
Christie, Inc. dba Taco Time on September 29,2006. 
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1 
3 Lctshman l lectr~c,  Inc. is the preva~lrng pxrty 111 tiii? litigation dtie to t l~c  fact t l~a t  
rhrs Court granted it suunmary judgment, dlsrr-t~ssecf Plalntrfi"~ Gon~plalnt and 
awarded Defendant Leishman Electric, Inc. its costs in an Order dated October 1, 
2008. 
4. On April 8, 2008, Plaintiff Brian and Christie, Inc. dba Taco Time filed a Motion 
for Suinmary Judgment supported with Affidavits of a forensic engineering expert 
(Michael Wiggins), a certified fire investigator (Jake Jacobsen) and another forensic 
engineering expert (Scott Kinibrough) in which said experts testified by affidavit that 
Leishman Electric violated the National Electrical Code and rules and regulations 
administered by the Idaho Division of Building Safety. It was absolutely necessary 
that Leishman Electric hire an expert to rebut the claims of these experts. The 
undersigned on behalf of Leishman Electric hired Paul Moore of MDE, Inc. who is 
a well-qualified electrical engineer to rebut these claims. These costs were 
-" - 
exceptional and reasonably incurred, at least at that stage of the proceedings which 
was in advance of the expert witness disclosures which were not due in this case 
until February of 2009. These costs were exceptional because Plaintiff brouglit and 
pursued a Motion for Summary Judgment on liability which was clearly unwarranted 
under the facts and law applicable to this case. There were clearly questions of fact 
which existed which resulted in the denial of the Motion and a determination by this 
Court that the Motion was "premature." Defendant Leishman Electric submits that 
the expenses incurred in hiring an electrical engineer to rebut the three experts hired 
by the Plaintiffs to pursue an unwarranted Motion for Summary Judgment on 
liability and damages qualify as exceptional, necessary and reasonably incurred. 
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5 Defendant Lershman Electric, Inc, participated in ~~icdiation i  this casc or1 d ~ ~ l y  30. 
2008. followirlg which an Ofkr  of Jctdgn~ent for $40,000 uas filed on behalf of 
Defendant Leirl-trnan Electric, Inc. Plaintiff failed and refused to accept said offer. 
It is submitted that the expenses incurred by or on behalf of Defendant Leishman 
Electric, Inc. for a mediator in a failed mediation were exceptional, necessary and 
reasonably incurred and should be awarded as discretionary costs. 
6. In connection with taking the deposition of one of Plaintiffs Defendant Leishman 
Electric, Inc. forensic engineering experts, Michael Wiggins, it was determined that 
it was less expensive for Defendant's counsel to travel to Denver to take the 
deposition than to pay Michael Higgins to travel to Rexburg for the deposition. 
Counsel for Defendant incuned travel expenses of $590.18 for airfare, hotel and 
rental car to attend the deposition. Because this decreased the overall expense for 
the deposition of Plaintiffs expert, the expenses are exceptional, necessary and 
reasonably incurred and should be awarded as discretionary costs. 
DATED this 7 day of October, 2008. 
' GARY L. COOPER 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 3 day of Octo r, 2008. P 
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1 hereby certifji that on the day of October, 2009,T served a true and correct copy 
o f  the Iloregoing to: 
Job11 Goodell & Brent Whiting [ .I/ U.S. mail 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Cbld [ J Express mail 
P. 0. Box 1391 [ 1 Hand delivery 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 1 Fax: 232-6109 
C 
GARY L. COOPER 
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Ga1-y 1,. Conper - Ida110 State Bar : r lS 14 
COOX'llr;l-! & LAfISI:N, ('i1,2itrT1S1ZET> 
15 1 Nortll Third Avenue, Suitc 2 10 
P.O. Box 4319 
Pocalello, ID 53205-4225 
Telephone: (208) 235-1 145 
Facsimile: (208) 235- 1182 
Counsel for Defendatlt Leislz17zan Electric, Inc. 
EN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF 1DAlt30, IN AND FOR TI-XE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, ING., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an ) CASE NO. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, 
) 
Plaintiff, 1 NOTICE OF SERVICE 
vs. 1 
) 
LEISKMAN ELECTRIC, INC,, an 1 
Idaho corporation; and JOHN DOES 1-10, ) 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendant Leishman Electric, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, 
pursuant to Rule 68 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and hereby gives notice to the Court that 
an Offer ofJudgment was served upon counsel, together with a copy of this Notice ofSeiel-vice, 
postage prepaid, on the 30Ih day of July, at the following address: 
John Goodell [ U.S. mail 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd 
4'' 
[ ] Express mail 
P. 0. Box 1391 [ ] Hand delivery 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 1391 [ 1 Fax: 232-6109 
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Gary 1,. Cooper - Lti:lhn S i n k  I3ar :;I91 1, 
C001'ER & LARSEN, GEIARTERED 
1 5 1 North Third Avenue, Suite 2 10 
P,O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Telephone: (208) 235-1 145 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
Counselfor Defendant Leishl.~~an Electrrc, Inc 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTI-I JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TFIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, DJC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an ) CASE NO. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, 1 
) 
Plaintiff, 1 
OFFER OF JUDGMENT 
VS. 1 
) 
LEISWMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 - 10, ) 
1 
Defendants. 
> 
COMES NOW Defendant Leishman Electric, Inc., and pursuant to Rule 68 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, offers to allow Plaintiff to take judgment against it in the sum of FORTY 
THOUSAND AND NO/lOO DOLLARS ($40,000). 
This total offer ofjudgment for FORTY THOUSAND AND NO1100 DOLLARS ($40,000) 
must be totally accepted and is not divisible. and includes all claims recoverable against Defendant 
Leishman Electric, Inc., by Plaintiff, including any attorney's fees and costs, any and all subrogation 
claims, and/or claims by any other person or entity claiming a right to subrogation in Plaintiffs 
recovery. 
This offer must be accepted within fourteen (14) days after service, as required by Rule 68, 
and thereafter is deemed withdrawn if not accepted. The undersigned represents that he has 
OFFER OF JUDGylENT -PACE AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L COOPER IN SUPPORT OF AWARD Or 
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DATED this 30"' day of'J~tlg, 2008 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certif?j that on the 30'" day of July, 2008, T served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to: 
John Goodell [ A . S .  mail 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Ghtd [ J Express mail 
P. 0. Box 1391 [ 1 Hand delivery 
Pocatello, ID 83204- 139 1 [ 1 Fax: 232-6109 
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tYZadison County Clerk 
6170 Filing Fees 
Cash in Bank 
%lDEUIXE RUSINESS FORMS 1+800 328 0304 wmrdeluxelomr corn 
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G ~ r y  L. C s ~ p e r ,  Esq. ~ u g u s t  9, 2007 
!292PZR & LARSE>J, CHARTERED 
- c -, Ncrth  Third Avenue, Suite 210 ~ n v o i c e #  6 0 2 7 A  
B a l a n c e  : S l l C i .  52 
Re: 9 r i . a ~  & Ghrisrie Inc v. Leishman Electric 
L e i s h r n a ~ ~ ,  Arc r i /Sco~t  
on C8/07/07 by Dick Teiford 
Invoi cinq 
Gnarge Description 
C e s t l  fled Copy: Scott ~ e l s h m a n  
Exnlbits - Qone 
G e r t i f ~ e d  copy: Bron i e f s h ~ ~ z n  
Exk:o:zs - none 
E-Transcr~pt - - -  Conplimentary w ~ t n  order 
6.0000% Sales Tax: 6.37 
2.00% per monrr on unpeid b a l a n c e  
P l e a s e  R e m i t  - - -  > T o t a l  Due  : $119.52 
Visa - I9asterCard - Discover - Anerican Express 
67N 72-1526406 - Write Invoice # on Remittance 
Retuin copy of statement w ~ t h  payment to insure propel cred~t  
9 f i t ' f i ,  nc.r month charged on accounts not pald withln 40 days 
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Alan Came 
GO50 Fees-Other Costs 
1211 712007 
06-1 11 Taco 711ne :iLcic,hman Elec I Wlrness Tee 
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'w 
Amyen Blando Couvt Reportinj 6 Video, Inc. 
- - - 
-  - 
2 16 - 16th Street, Suite 650 Denver ,  Colorado 80202 303-296-00 17 Fax: 303-296-0203 1-800-739-4846 
w w w . a g r e r i . c o m  
Invoice No. 013008-030 Terms: Net 30 Invoice Date: 01/30/2008 Tax ID: 84-1334569 
I BILLING I DELIVERY I 
Attent~on: ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
Client: GARY L COOPER ESQ Client: GARY L COOPER ESQ 
F~rm Name: LAW OFFICES OF COOPER & LARSEN F i n  Name: LAW OFFICES OF COWER & LARSEN 
Addressl: 151 N 3RD AVE Addressl: 151 N 3RD A M  
Address2: STE 210 Address2: STE 210 
City: POCATEUO State: ID Zip: 832054229 City. POCATELLO State: ID Zip. 83205-4229 
Deponent: MICHAEL C HlGGlNS Volume: I Date Taken: 01/22/2008 
Case: BRIAN AND CHRISTIE VS. LEISHMAN ELECTRIC 
TOTAL $865.76 
(Paid) 
BALANCE $885.76 
Please remember to include your remittance copy with payment. Interest is applied to open balances beyond 30 days at 
the rate of 1.5% per 30 days. 
Thank you for allowing us to service your litigation needs. 
Special Notes: 
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Method of Payment: 
q Check Enclosed Signature (as it appears  o n  your ca rd )  
q Charge my credit card: UVISA qMastercard q AMEX 
Printed n a m e  (as It appears  on  your ca rd )  
IIIOOO 0000 0000 0000 00 00 
Credit card # Exp Date Dayt ime p h o n e  
C n i  irt R a n n r t i n n  V i r i a n n r n n h v  ninitnl R e n n d i n n  T r n n c r r i n t i n n  * Cnnvinn S r n n n i n n  
ucr" 
Higgins iL; Associates, inc, 
1 64 712 Willow Uioocj C07~rt 
i!fornson, CO 80445 
Phone 303-972-4,300 F a x  36)=3-972-1134 
Tau: I. D. No.: 84 - 7.53524 1 
- - -- - -- 
A - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - A- -- - - - -- 
-- .-- "--a --u-----..*..,..&-m" -------- Me A*---* ---""------ -- 
January 30, 2008 Invsi~e Number 249% 
Gary L. Cooper, Esq. 
Cooper & Larsen, Chartered 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello ID 83205-4229 
Re: Taco Time Restaurant - Deposition 
274 South 2nd West 
Rexburg, Idaho 83440 
Date of loss: June 9,2004 
Brian & Christie, inc., DBA Taco Time 
v Leishman Electric, Inc. 
Case No.: CV-06-826 
Our Job 2464.06 
Professional Services 
Rate Houts Amount 
--
I12212008 MH Deposition 
For professional services rendered 
Additional Charges : 
Total Mileage 
Parking 
Price Qty 
-
0.60 42 25.20 
16.00 1 16.00 
Total for additional charges $41.20 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF THIS INVOICE $1,601.20 
Payment is due within 30 days of invoice. A late feelinterest of 1.5% per month will be charged on accounts past due. After 
90 days, the client shall also be responsible for costs for collection, and a lien against the subject property may be filed. 
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Court Repordix~g 
Service, Inc. 
Fed Id Fie. 82-11298125 
%sP.rrr I . i r i l \ .  Idaho 
208 -7.34- t "fro 
f'ocateflri, lilktho 
208 232-558 I 
Ontarro, Ot-egotr 
$41 8Xt-170U 
Billed to : Gary L. Cooper 
Cooper & Larsen 
151 North Third Avenue, Suite 210 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello I D  83205-4229 
JOB INFORMATION (1662364) Invoice # 21945B5 
Case: Brian and Christie, Inc. v. Leishman Electric 
Taken: 1/17/2008 
Witness : AI Caine (Orig. & l copy) 
Location : Division of Building Safety 
1090 E. Watertower 
Meridian, I D  
Amount Due: $778.86 
(Return bottom portion with check) 
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ocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Claim# 910.31451 
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Tax ID #$I-0431453, for corporate name: Motion Research Associates 
dba MRA Forensic Sciences 
Terms: Net 30 days, 1 112% per month thereafter 
125 West Burton Ave. 0 Salt Lake City, Utah 841 15 0 (801) 746-1 145 0 Fax (801) 746-1 170 
ann--i.n7-~~7n 
170 Sou th  Main Street. Suite 300. Salt Lake C i t y~  UT 84101 
TOLL F f t t t  877 532 3441 Pn 801 532 3441 FAX 801 532 3414 
Gary L. Cooper 
Cooper & Larsen 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 210 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
-- I Invoice No. / Invoice ~ a <  Job Na. I 
r-- ---- -7- - 
I 2 5 5 0 I 18557 I 
I Case Name I 
1 Brian and Christie vs. Leishman Electric 
ORIGINAL AND 1 CERTIFIED COPY OF TRANSCRIPT OF: 
Scott Kimbrough 
Full Day Appearance Fee 
500.95 
150.00 
TOTAL DUE r >> $650.95 
COMPLIMENTARY CONDENSED TRANSCRIPT 
I I 
Tax ID: 87-0661285 Phone: 208-235.1145 Fax:208-235.1182 
Please detach bottom portion and return with gaynzent. 
Gary L. Cooper 
cooper & Larsen 
1 5 l ' ~ o r t h  3rd Avenue, Suite 21 
Pocatello, I D  83205 
Remit To: CitiCourt, LLC 
170 South Main, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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J O ~  NO. : 18557 BU ID : I - C I ~  
Case No. : CV-06-826 
Case Name 
Invoice No. 
Total Due 
: Brian and Christie vs. Leishman Electric 
: 25545 Invoice Date : 5/28/2008 
: $ 650.95 
Cardholder's Name: 
Billina Address: 
170 50~1th Mai r i  Street. Suite 300, Salt Lake City. UT 04101 
T o i l  FRCE 877 532 3441 PU 801 532 3441 FAX 801 532 3414 
Gary L. Cooper 
Cooper & Larsen 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 210 
Pocatello, ID 83205 
Invoice No. Invoice Date 1 3ab No. 1 
, --- - ------- 1 --  -- - 
15753 B11?/L008 1 18988 
- --- 1 - i -  - - I  - - -  
3083 ~ a t e  i case NO. I i 
I 
Brian and Christie vs. Leishman Electric 
Payment Terms 
Net 30, 1.S0/0 per mo. plus fees 
- 
ORIGINAL AND 1 CERTIFIED COPY OF TRANSCRIPT OF: 
Robert "Jake" Jacobsen 
Half Day Appearance Fee 
TOTALDUE >>> $693.05 
COMPLlMENTARY CONDENSED TWNSCRIPT 
Thank you for using CitiCourt. 
Tax ID: 87-0661285 Phone: 208-235.1145 Fax:208-235.1182 
Please detach boifonz portion and retul-n with paynzent 
Job NO. : 18988 BU ID : 1-CITI 
Gary L. Cooper Case No. : CJ-06-826 
Cooper & Larsen Case Name : Brian and Christie vs. Leishman Electric 
151 North 3rd Avenue, Suite 210 
Pocatello, I D  83205 
Invoice No. : 25753 Invoice Date : 6/11/2008 
Total Due : $ 693.05 
Remit To: CitiCourt, LLC 
170 South Main, Suite 300 
Salt Lake Citv. UT 84101 
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Cardholder's Name: 
Card Number: 
Exo. Date: Phone#: 
Billing Address: 
Zio: Amount to Charge: 
Cardholder's Signature: 
,ad e 
BURN PA nERN ANAL YSISF dNC6f 
P.6 .  BOX 571307 
Salt Lake City, U"T 8457-1307 
(80 I) 746- 1142. 
I N V O I C E  
TERMS NET CASH 10 DAYS FED I.D. # 87-0552116 
July 10, 2008 Invoice # 28-2-2392 
Gary Cooper, Attorney 
Cooper and Larsen Chadered 
151 North 3rd Ave, Suite 210 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Re: Taco Time 
Date of Loss: 06-09-04 
District Court Case #: CV-06-826 
Our File #: 24-2392 SL 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
Fire litigation case, scene photography duplication, deposition and follow-up, billing. 
1.0 hours at $150.00 / hr. 
hours travel time at $65.00 / hr. 
M Day Deposition ('/2 day rate) 
Expenses 
Miieage - - miles at $.70 / mile 
Photographs 104 mounted at $2.00 each 
69 loose at $0.00 each 
digital at $ 0.50 each 
Fire/Police Reports 
Billing & Clerical 
Total Expenses $ 321.00 
Total Due $ 1,171.00 
THANK YOU! 
PAST DUE ACCOUNTS SUBJECT TO A 1-112 '10 PER MONTH FINANCE CHARGE 
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July 10, 2008 
Gary Cooper, Attorney 
Cooper and Larsen Chartered 
151 North 3rd Ave, Suite 210 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Re: Taco Time 
Date of Loss: 06-09-04 
District Court Case #: CV-06-826 
Our File #: 24-2392 SL 
Dear Mr. Cooper, 
Pursuant to the taking of my deposition, and the requests made at that time, I 
am preparing the photographs, mounted with the narration as you requested. 
I'm also providing you with 69 loose photographs that were not mounted in my 
report which contained 104 photographs. 
7 2 
+- u 
Additionally you've requested that I forward the invoice to you, for payment. 
"mz ;sg Typically, I pre-bill my deposition fees, but due to time constrains, that was not 
5 2 < possible. Therefore, they are enclosed with my invoice. 
ct E 
2 $ 
3 ,  2 2 Please feel free to contact me or Mr. Goodell with questions or concerns that you 
"" 
u -: may have in this matter. 
4 - 5  2 0 
w 7J Robert "Jake" Jacobsen, IAAI-C.F.I. 
-3 
g BURN PATTERN A M L  YSIS, INe, 
2 g Enclosures: Invoice # 28-2-2392 
'1 Rates Sheet 
g 
GC John Goodell Attorney 
125 West Burton Ave. Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 Phone (801) 746-1 142 . Fax (801) 746-1170 
FEESlRATES SCHEDULE FOR ROBERT "'JAKE" 'JACOBSEN, CFI * 
Fire/Explosion Scene Investigation $ 125.00/hour 
Case Consulting Time $: 150.001hour 
Travel Time $ 65.00 hour 
Coumeposition TimeJMinimum I-Ialf-Day $ 700.00/half day 
(includes prooikeading and signing depositions) 
Court / Deposition Time / Full Day $ 1,200.00/full day 
Mileage $ .70/mile 
Travel Expenses Actual Cost 
(I.e., Lodging, Car Rental, Air Fare, Meals and Other Expenses) 
PHOTOGRAPHY RATE SCHEDULE * 
4 x 6 Photographs: 
Mounted withiwithout Report 
Loose with Report 
Loose Duplicates 
$ 2.00/each 
No Charge 
$ l.OO/each 
Digital Images $ .50 each m e  
rs r~ n 5 - 3 ~  Video Taping and Duplication $ 25.00/tape 
" W >  
E ? <  
0 = 
g g  EVIDENCE STORAGE RATE SCHEDULE $ 100.00/6 months small container 
2 9  $200.00/6 months large pallet 
9 s  Special fee to be determined for larger items 
2 4  
w r 
" n go Evidence storage'fies are billed in advance every six months. 
5 g  
o m At the time of rebilling, or when requested, the client is provided 2: $; 
> .. an '!Authorization to Destroy Evidenceff orm for signature, permitting 
2: 
G $ evidence disposal and eliminution ofpayment.for the advance billing. 58 
* THIRD PARTY OR ADVERSE PARTY BILLING POLICY g 
5 When performing services, including, but nol limited to research, 
$ depositions, document production, duplication (copies or photographs), i; 
c evidence review or production, consultation, shipping and handling, we 
4 reserve the right to request prepayment of projected expenses 
and/or a retainer prior to services or materials being rendered. 
All rates subject to change without prior notice. 12/07 
- 
125 West Burton Ave. Salt Lake Citv. Utah 8411 5 Phone (8011 746-11 42 Fax (801 1 746-1370 
Private Law Offjcc of Rctircd ,Judge 
Practice Limited to Alternative Dispute Resolutian Services 
1055 Riverton Rd. 
Blackfoot, ID 83221 
Telephone (208) 785-0720 
Cell (208) 680-3837 
E-mail - ] l i e rndor l@~aa .  n E  
August 12, 2008 
IkEDIATION STATEMENT 
Re:  B r i a n  and C h r i s t i e ,  I n c . ,  d / b / a  Taco Time, P l a i n t i f f s ,  
VS Leishman E l e c t r i c ,  I n c . ,  Defendant 
Madison County Case No. GV-06-826 
Time /Desc r ip t ion  Hr/Rate T o t a l  
9:00 AM - 1:30 PM Mediation 
Written report to Court 
Mileage 
TOTAL 
John R. Goodell 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
Gary L. Cooper 
Attorney for Defendant 
TOTAL 
4.5 hrs @ $175/hr $ 787.50 
N/C 
N/C 
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gjg33 
0.w . ' 
~,-$,.: a ?  rr) REMIT TQ: 
, $ "* 
-*./ 
Cooper & Larsen 
PO Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Contract: 017141-00 
Brian & Christie v Leishman 
Scope of Work: Attn: Gary Cooper 
DOL: 611 012004 
Invoice number 
Date 
Customer ID: COO004 
For Professional Services rendered through May 31, 2008 
Labor 
Employee t-fours Rate Amount 
Douglas J. Barovsky 
Consultafion with P. Moore; discussed 0.50 205.00 7 02.50 
declaraiion, NEC and UL standard specific 
to case 
Paul J. Moore 
Initial consultation; open casefile 0.25 205.00 51.25 
Review file materials, including depositions 1.00 205.00 205.00 
Review materials; research applicable codes 2.25 205.00 461.25 
and standards; consult w/Gary Cooper 
Review discovery/deposifions 6.50 205.00 1,332.50 
Labor subtotal 10.50 2,152.50 
Reimbursable 
Activity Date Amount 
StandardslManuals/Documents 5/31/2008 
PJM expense report 
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Page 1 of 2 
Terms: Net 20 days: 1.5% per monfh *Handling charge on all invoiced-at-cost items. 
TO INSURE PROPER CREDlT, PLEASE REFERENCE ABOVE lNVOlCE NO. O N  REMlirTANCE 
Employer Identification Number: 91 -1 185695 PHONE 206/622-2007 FAX 206/622-2248 
REMIT TO: 
700 Sniiih lndusrr.iul Way 
Seattle, WA 98 108-523 1
Cooper & Larsen 
PO Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Invoice number 
Date 
Contract: 01 7541 -00 Customer ID: COO004 
Brian & Christ~e v Leishman 
Invoice total 2,380.78 
ArFIDAVIT OF GARY L COOPER IN SUPPORT OF AWARL) OF 
COSTS INCLUDING DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
PAGE 33 1 
Page 2 of 2 
Terms: Net 20 days: 1.5% per monfh *Handling charge on all invoiced-at-cosf items. 
TO INSURE PROPER CREDIT, PLEASE REFERENCE ABOVE INVOICE NO. ON REMl7TANCE 
Employer Identification Number: 91-1 185695 PHONE 206/622-2007 FAX 206/622-2248 
Gary I,. Cooper - Iddlio State Bar q l S  14 
COOPElt ck LAIISF>N, CHAR1 ElCkD 
15 1 North Third A\ cnuc, Suite 2 10 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Telephone: (208) 235- 1 145 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
Cntlizselfir Defendunt Lciihmun Electric, h c  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, EN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an ) CASE NO. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, 1 
) MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
VS. ) 
1 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, mC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; and JOHN DOES 1 - 10, ) 
1 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW DEFENDANT LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, PNC. pursuant to Rule 54(d)(l) 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and submits its memorandum of costs as follo~vs: 
COSTS AS A MATTER O F  RIGHT [IRCP 54 (d) (1) (C)]: 
(1) Filing fees - Madison County Clerk (Answer) $ 58.00 
(2) Service fees S 0 
(3) Non-partylnon-expert witness fee 
(A) A1 Caine 
(4) Travel expenses $ 0  
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
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(51 Certified copies S 0 
(6) Exhibit preparatio~l S 0 
(7) Bond premium $ 0 
(8) Expert fees (up to $2,000) 
(A) Michael Wiggins (discovery deposition) $ 1,60 1.20 
(B) Robert Jacobsen (discovery deposition) $ 1,17 1.70 
(C) Scott Kimbrough (discovery deposition) $ 500.00 
(9) Deposition reporting and transcribing 
(A) Scott and Bron Leishman $ 119.52 
(B) Michael Wiggins $ 885.76 
(C) A1 Caine $ 778.86 
(D) Scott Kimbrough $ 650.95 
(E) Robert Jacobsen $ 693.05 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT $8,179.04 
DISCRETIONARY COSTS [IRCP 54 (d) (1) (D)] 
(1  ) % Mediation Fee (Ret. Judge James Herridon) $ 393.75 
(2) Paul Moore, electrical engineer (MDE, Inc.) $ 3,380.78 
(3) airfare, car and hotel in Denver for Wiggins depo $ 590.18 
TOTAL DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
DATED this 2 day of October, 2008. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
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VERIFICATION 
The ui~dersigned, Gary L. Cooper, certiGes that the costs claimed are correct in anloutlt nnd 
are being claiined in compliaiice with I.R.C.P. 54. 
COOPER & LARSEN 
GARY L. COOPER 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: 
I hereby certify that on the 2 day of October, 2008, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing to: 
John Goodell & Brent Whiting 
Raciile Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd 
P. 0. Box 1391 
Pocatcllo, ID 83204- 1391 
[ /r/ U.S. mail 
[ ] Express mail 
[ ] Hand delivery 
[ ] Fax: 232-6109 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS 
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13tcnt I . Whiting (IS13ii-: 6601) 
KA('lN1;. OI,SON, ".JYl., 
I3IJI)Cif~ & BAII,I':Y, CIIAR'I 1:RtD 
1Y.O Box 1391 
I'ocatello, Idaho 83204-1 391 
?'elephone: (2081232-6 101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
lEmail: jrgf3racinelaw.net 
IN T I B  DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEWCNTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRIS TIE. INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation. and d/b/a TACO TIME, as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, 1 
) PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND 
Plaintiff. ) MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS 
1 
vs. ) 
) 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an ) 
Idaho corporation; and "JOHN DOES 1 - 1 O,'] 
) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, by and through counsel ofrecord, and hereby submits the following 
Objections and h4otion To Disallow Costs claimed by Defendant, Leishman Electric. Inc., pursuant 
to IRCP 54(d)(6), as follows: 
Objection To All Costs: 
1. The Court has granted summary judgment to Defendant solely on the narrow legal 
ground that the "economic loss" rule allegedly bars Plaintiffs claim as a matter of law. The legal 
ground and basis for the Court's ruling renders all factual issues immaterial and irrelevant. This 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND MOTION 'TO 
DISALLOW COSTS 
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silpports the concl~t~~io13 that all disco\aconductecl, includillg the taking of 
any clepositiol~s, and the hiring of a defcnse expert \.tilncss, \+ere totally unncccssary and not 
reasonably incurred: or \\ere i ~ ~ c t ~ n e d  tbr the purpose of harassment; or were incurred in bad faith: 
or were incurrcd for the purpctse of tinnecessarily illcreasing costs. 'Therefore all costs should be 
denied on one ctr more of such ground(s), pursuant to IRG13 54(d)(l)( C). 
Additional Obieetioa to Expert Pees Claimed As Costs: 
-- 
2. I3cfendant seeks $1,601 '20 for "expert fees" of h4ichael Higgins. Review of the 
I-liggins & Associates, Inc.'s 1130108 invoice #2497 relied on, attached to the Affidavit of Gary L. 
Cooper (Counsel's Affidavit), evidences $1,560.00 charged by such witness for expert fees. 
Plaintiff objects. 
The remainder is mileage and parking expenses of $41.20. The latter travel expenses are not 
"expert fees" contemplated by IRCP 54(d)(l)( C)(8), but rather travel expenses of counsel incidental 
to taking such deposition for which thcre is no right to recover and should be disallowed. No claim 
for s ~ ~ c h  item as a "discretionary cost" is made by Defendant pursuant to IRPC 54(d)(l)( D) which 
are therefore waived. 
3. Defendant seeks $1,171.70 for "expert fees" of Robert Jacobsen. Review of Burn 
Pattern Analysis, Inc.'s 711 0108 invoice #28-2-2392 relied on. attached to the Counsel's Affidavit, 
evidences $850 for professional services. Plaintiff objects. 
The remainder is charges for duplicate original mounted and loose photographs, and billing 
and clerical expense, totaling $32 1.00. The latter travel expenses are not "expert fees'' contempIated 
by IRCP 54(d)(l)( C)(8), but rather "costs for preparation o f .  . .photographs," pursuant to IRCP 
54(d)( 1 )( C)(8). 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND MOTION TO 
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I lov.cvcr, 1)efencIant fails to assert or cstC~hJish t at the same were "admitted in evidence as 
exhibits in d llcaling or tlial of the actiort'' :is rcquircrl. Defendant rr~akes 110 such showing in his 
Memorandum of Costs or supporting Counsel's l\l'fidat it of such admission. 
Defei-rdant docs not even claim such costs of photographs as "exhibits" under subsection ( 6 )  
of the rule, ~vhich they are, but rather clairns thein as "expert fees" under subsection (8) of the rule 
which they are clearly not. Failure to make such costs claim under the proper category for "exhibits" 
waives such costs. 
Additional Objection to Deposition Expenses Claimed As Costs: 
4. Defendant seeks costs for "deposition reporting and transcribing'9or the taking of 
Scott Kimbrough's deposition in the amount of $650.95. Plaintiff objects. 
Review of CitiCourl's 5/28/08 invoice #25545 evidences that $500.95 was the actual charge 
for the "original and 1 certified copy of transcript of Scott Kimbrough" deposition, pursuant to IRCP 
54(d)( 1 I( w 9 ,  10). 
An additional "full day appearance fee" of $1 50.00 was charged by the court reporter, which 
is not contemplated by the subsection of said rule. 
Moreover, the 511 6/08 invoice #8961 D-7 from M M  Forensic Sciences, which is the $500 
billing for Kimbrough's expert fees indicates the deposition was only "2 hours," although 
CitiCourt's invoice purports to charge a "full day appearance fee." Where the deposition was only 
2 hours, a "full day appearance fee" is excessive and unreasonable. 
5. Defendant seeks costs for "deposition and transcribing" for the taking of Robert 
"Jake" Jacobsen's deposition in the amount of $693.05. Plaintiff objects. 
Review of CitiCourt's 611 1/08 invoice #25753 evidences that $61 8.05 was the actual charge 
-1 * -.rnxnn..- ---- ------- - - \LLOW COSTS -Page 3 
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li,r thc '"ltriginnl and 1 ccr-iificd copy oftranscript ctf'Sccttt Kimbrough" deposition, pursrra~lt o IRCP 
54((1)(1 )( C7)(9) 
An additional "half day appearance fee" of $75.00 was charged by the court reporter. ~t.hich 
is not contemplated by the subsection of' said rule. 
Additional Obieetion to "Discretiona~Costs" Claimed: 
6. Defendant seeks $393.75 as one-half the mediation kes  as "exceptional. necessary, 
and reasonably incurred and should be awarded as djscreriollary costs" per Counsel's Affidavit. 
Plaintiff objects. 
Defendant's claim for costs for a mediator's fee is a novel proposition. Plaintiff is aware of 
no legal authority to support such an award. Defendant submits none. 
IRCP 54(d)(l)(D) nowhere refers to a mediator's fees as an item of costs contemplated or 
recoverable under such rule. 
A mediator's fees are not "exceptional" or "necessary" costs incurred under IRCP 
54(d)(I)(D). Rather, the parties simply voluntarily to participate in mediation as a means of 
pursuing possible settlement. A failed mediation does not warrant imposing costs, which amounts 
to a .'penalty"to a non-settling party, regardless of'the subsequent proceedings or ultimate outcome 
of the case. Such a rule is against the public policy of encouraging informal settlement and 
promoting voluntary mediation as a means to such end. 
The "interests of justice" requirement of the rule is also not served by awarding such costs 
to Defendant and against Plaintiff given the disposition based solely on the "economic 1oss"rule.' 
'While unclear, to the extent Defendant refers to IRCP 68 in support of such costs award. 
no costs were incurred after Defendant's Offer of Judgment made mediation occurred to 
support an award of any costs under IRCP 68. Further. Defendant does not appear to assert a 
DI A i N T T % X ? Y E  nRTFf TTnNr ANn MnTlCIN TCI nlSGLLOW COSTS - Page 4 
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7. I)eti.ndant i;cck\ an atsard of diqcrctinnar); costs for hiring its ot;tn expert witness. 
l"~] Moore. e]eclrical engineer. Suc1-t costs arc also t~o t  "'exceptional," but are routine g i ~ c n  the 
nature of the case. i.e., electrical fire. 
Such costs also were not "necessay" given the Court's disposition of the case on the narrow 
and sole legal ground of the "economic loss" rule as a matter of law as stated above. 
I'he "interests of justice" requirement of the rule is also not served by awarding such costs 
to Dcfendant and against Plaintiff given the disposition based solely on the "economic 1oss"rule. 
Further. since I'vlr. Moore did not testify by deposition, his fees are not recoverable as a matter 
of right, as Defendant evidently concedes in claiming them only as an alleged "discretionary" cost. 
8. Defendant seeks an award of discretionary costs for "airfare. car and hotel in Denver 
for Higgins depo." Such costs are not -'exceptional," but are simply routine travel expenses of 
counsel and non-recoverable. 
The "interests of justice" requirement of the rule is also not served by awarding such costs 
to Defendant and against Plaintiff given the disposition based solely on the "economic 1oss"rule. 
9. Finally, at the final summary judgment hearing preceding this Court's entry of 
judgment dismissing the case. the Court acknowledged that it struggled with the "economic loss'' 
rule's application and effect on the Plaintiff's claims in this case. The colloquy between the Court 
and counsel discussed the possible certification of an appeal to obtain clarification of the application 
and effect of the "economic loss" rule in this case. 
Evidently, in order to avoid the certification procedure (including the Supreme Court's 
claim for costs under IRCP 68; does not allege or establish any costs were incurred after the 
Offer of Judgment: and therefor has waived any cost claim on such basis. 
PI AINTIRB'S nRJECTIONS AND MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS - Page 5 
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~x"!cnti,rl sciiiwl to grant cel~iii~;itioil). t l l i ~  C'01ii.l elected to dismiss the entire case to enable such 
appeal ds d matter of. right. I'lris illtimate res~ilt inay be one \vhicl~ prornotcs judicial economy and 
avoids the necessity for an appeal follotving trial and possible reversal and remand for retrial given 
this Court's earlier ruling on the "economic loss" rule. 
This Court's stated difficulty and uncertainty in determining the proper application of the 
.'economic loss" rule and its effect, if my. in this case, underscores the fact that the interests of 
justice clearly do support an award of costs to Defendant in this case. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully submits that Defendant's h4emorandum of 
Costs should be denied in its entirety for the reasons stated above. 
Alternatively. Plaintiff submits that Defendant's Menlorandum of Costs should be denied in 
part based on the objections with respect to specific items of costs claimed for the reasons stated 
above 
DATED this / Y& of October, 2008. 
KACIIVE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: 
Attorneys for Plaintiff / 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERWCE 
-- 
i I ILRlillY CEII TH:Y that on the flc&*Octobci. 2008, I servcd a tmc and corrcci copy 
of the above and foregoitlg docuineilt to the followiilg personjs) as follows: 
Gary I,. Cooper v" ] U. S. Mail 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHARTERED Postage Prepaid 
15 1 N. 3" Ave., Ste. 210 [ J Hand Delivery 
P. 0. Rox 4220 [ 1 Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 I ] Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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Jolin It. C;oodcll (IS136 2872) 
Brent I,. Wlriting (JSIJ-ii 0601) 
I<ACINL,, CIJ.SON. N Y  I:, 
I31?1>CiC & E3AJI~liL'. C'I1/21ZI'I?REI> 
P 0. Box 1391 
I'ocatello. ldaho 83204- 1391 
1 elephone: (208)232-63 01 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Email: jrg@lracinelaw.net 
Artor nciy.5 fur I'/utnf~fj/lj)i7ellcinf Br~~ri? und Clirr~trc. Inc dhu lbco Trn~e 
-4-d Ill THE DISTRICT COURT OF T m  SEVIENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T m  
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as 
assuined business name, 
LEISHMAN l7,LIZC I'RIC', INC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
and 
"JOHN DOES 1 - 10." 
Defendants. 
) 
Case No. CV-06-826 
1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
,J 
1 
1 
1 
) 
) 
1 Fee Category/Amount: (T)($I 01 ) 
1 
) 
) 
) 
1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, LEISHMAN EI,ECTRIC, INC., AND THE 
PARTY'S A7 TORNEYS, GARY L. COOPER, COOPER & LARSEN, P. 0 .  BOX 4229, 
POCATELLO, I11 83205-4229; AND TI IE CLERK OF THE ABOVE EhTTI11,ED COlJRT. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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N O  I'ICh IS ITT:KE13Y CilVFN THA 1 . 
1 I he abme narnecl Apj-tcllant, l3iinrr and Christie, Itlc.. appe:ils against thc above 
nailled Itespondci~t o the ldalto Supreme C'C~LII t from the final Judgment of Dismissal filed 1 Oili08; 
Memorandurn Decision On Plaintiff-s Motion To Reconsider [and Plaintiffs blotion to Amend 
Complaint] tiled IO/1/08; prior Memi>randum Decision [Granting Partial Sumrnarj Judgment Re: 
"Econo~nic 1,oss" Rule] filed 10/15/07: and Order awarding costs to be entered after entry of final 
judgment herein as a result of the hearing on costs heard 1 1 !3/08. which rulings were entered in the 
above entitled action on the dates stated above by the Honorable Brent J. Moss, District Judge. 
presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. and the judgements 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(l) 
and/or 11(a)(7), I.A.R. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal: provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, include the following: 
A. Does the "economic loss" rule bar recovery as a matter of law by a building/ 
restaurant owner, against a licensed electrical contractor, whose negligent work causes an electrical 
fire, and resulting substantial property damage to a building and contents? 
B. Is a plaintiff entitled to recovery 100% of damages sustained in an electrical 
fire without reduction for settlement proceeds recovered from another tortfeasor: under I.C. 3 6-805 
and the Sanb-Top case? 
C. Is a plaintiff entitled to recover prejudgment interest in a negligence action 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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fix cost or repairs to a hrriltling a t~d  replacement of contents' 
4. I Ias an ordcr bccrl critcred : ~;iling all or any portlor1 ct f  tile rccctrd? NO. 
5. (a) Is a reportcr'c transcript rcquested? 
YES. 
(b) lhc appellant reqrtcsts the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter'? transcript: 
SEPTEMBER 16,2008 HEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 
6. I'he appcllant requests the following docui~lents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.K.: 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SURIMARY JUDGMENT, FILED 6/5/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. COOPER, FILED 6/5/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN LARSEN, FILED 7/2/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRENT L. WHITING, FILED 9/4/2007; 
MEMORANDUM DECISION [GRANTING PARTIAL SUMMAFtY 
JUDGMENT RE: "ECONOMIC LOSS"], FILED 10/15/2007; 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, FILED 4/10/2008; 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN LARSEN, FILED 4110108; 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL C. HIGGINS, P.E., FILED 4110108; 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT KIMBROUGH, PLD., P.E., FILED 4110108; 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT "JAKEn JACOBSEN, C.F.I., FILED 4110108; 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL PACKER, FILED 4/11/08; 
NfiTTPIi Ol7 A DDV A l D-ll- 2 
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AFFIDAVlT OF JOHN R. GOODELI,, FILED 6/16/2008; 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDEMTION [RE: L"cOi*4iOia'lrc LOSS~YJ, 
FILED 8/12/2008; 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, FILED 8/29/2008; 
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL [PROPOSED], 
FILED 812912008; 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER, FILED 10/1/2008; 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL, FILED 10/1/2008; 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, FILED 1018/2008; 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. COOPER IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF COSTS, 
INCLUDING DISCRETIONARY COSTS, FILED 10/8/2008; 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS, 
FILED 10/15/2008; 
ALSO: 
COURT'S RULING ON COSTS TO BE ISSUED AFTER THIS NOTICE OF 
APPEAL WAS PREPARED. 
7. I certifj.: 
(a). That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out 
below: 
David Marlow, Court Reporter 
C/O District Court Clerk 
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1" 0. L30x 3s") 
Kcxburg. 11) 81330. 
@)(I). )j I hat the clerk ofthe district cour~ has hccn paid the crtimared ice for 
lxeparalion of thc reporter's transcript. 
( c)(I). That thc esti~nated fee for preparl-ition of the clerk's record had been 
pdid. 
(d)(l j. -x That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e). That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this day of November, 2008. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BlJDGE 
&r BAILEY, CI-IARTEKED 
By: 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CER7'1FY that on the 
copy of the above and foregoing 
Gary 1,. Cooper (L/1 U. S. Mail 
COOl'ER & LARSEN, CHARTERED Postage Prepaid 
15 1 N. 3rd Ave., Ste. 21 0 [ 1 Hand Delivery 
P. 0. Box 4229 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 [ 1 Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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I 
; ' * ' [  ' ""'N 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVEKTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC"CO@*&~-- 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC.. an Idaho 
Corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an 
Assumed business name. 
Plaintiffs, 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., a11 Idaho 
Corporation; and J O m  DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
1 
1 
1 Case No. CV-06-826 
) 
1 
1 ORDER RE: COSTS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
The Court reviewed Plaintiffs' objections to costs. In this case, even though the 
Court decided the case based on a legal issue, Defendants were justified in hiring experts, 
taking depositions, and preparing exhibits in preparation for trial. The Court finds that 
Defendants' "Costs as a Matter of Right" are reasonable.' 
Plaintiffs object to Defendants' "Discretionary Costs." Defendants hired their 
own expert witness to rebut Plaintiffsfs' expert wi tnes2  This is a necessary and 
exceptional cost reasonably i n c ~ r r e d . ~  Similarly, the trip to Denver to depose Plaintiffs' 
expert, Mr. Higgins, was a necessary and exceptional cost reasonably incurred. 
However, it is not reasonable that Plaintiffs should bear the k l l  cost of mediation. The 
$393.75 as one-half of the mediation fee will be born by Defendants. All other costs are 
awarded as outlined in Defendants' Memorandum of Costs. 
So Ordered. 
' I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(C). 
* Aff. of Gary L. Cooper, f j 4 (Oct. 8,2008). 
1 R C P 541rlVl M31. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Order was this 
i l  day of November, 2008. served upon the following individuals via U.S. Mail, 
postage prepaid: 
John Goodell & Brent Whiting 
R4CINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE. & RAII,EY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Counsel for PIuintffs 
Gary L. Cooper 
COOPER & LARSEN, CHTD. 
15 1 North Third Ave., Suite 21 0 
P.O. Box 4229 
Poeatello, ID 83205-4229 
Counsel for Dqfindunt 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
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Gary L. Cooper - Idaho State Bar P 18 14 
COOJ'ER & LARSLN, C M A U E R E D  
1 5 1 North Tl-rird Ave~iue, Su~tc  210 
P.0 .  Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Telephone: (208) 235-1 145 
Facsimile: (208) 235-1 182 
r~ THE DISTRICT COURT OF - rm SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE. INC., an Idaho 
corporation, and dba TACO TIME, an ) CASE NO. CV-06-826 
assumed business name, ? 
? 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 JUDGMENT 
VS. 1 
1 
LEISEIMAN ELECTRIC, INC.. an 1 
Idaho corporation; and J O m  DOES 1 - 10. ) 
1 
Defendants. 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Defendant, Leishman Electric, Inc., is awarded a Judgment 
against the Plaintiff, Brian and Christie, Inc. dba Taco Time, for costs in the amount of S 12,150.00. 
DATED this @ day of November, 2008. 
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I hereby certifv that on file ~ f d i l ?  of Yo1 anhcs. 2008, I icrvcd a true and concct copy of 
the foregoing to: 
John Goodell & Brent Whiting fi U.S. mail 
Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chtd [ ] Express inail 
P. O. Box 1 39 1 [ 1 Hand delivery 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 [ 1 Fax: 232-6109 
Gary L. Cooper 
Cooper & Larsen 
P. 0. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
y( U.S. mail 
[ ] Express mail 
[ J Wand delivery 
[ ] Fax: 235-1 182 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: 
Deputy Clerk 
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XN ?'FIE J>IS rRICT COURT 01.' THE SEVEN'IIf J[IIIICIAL DISTRIG'T O F  THE 
S I KT I- <)I: I l l i t f  IO, IK izND rOl< 1 I IE COUN'I Y Of: bf~\IJISOX 
BRIAN AND CIIRIS'I II<.INC , art ldaho 
corporation, and d/b/a TACO TIME, as 
assumed business name 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, MC., an Xdalio 
corporation 
Defendant-Respondent 
and 
"JOHN DOES 1 - 10" 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 SUPREME COURT NO. 
1 CASE NO. CV-06-826 
1 
1 CLERK'S CER'TIFICATE OF 
1 APPEAL 
1 
1 
1 
) 
1 
1 
APPEAL FROM: ?" Judicial District Madison County 
ZIONOR4BLE Bretzt J. ,MOSS PRESIDING 
CASE NO. FROM COURT: CV-2006-826 
ORDER OF JUDGMENT APPEALED FROM: Jrtdgmerrl of Dismissalfiled October 1, 2008, ilfemorandum 
Decision on Plaitztiffs iklotion lo Reconsider [and PIainlff s ,Mo/iort to Anreisd Complaint/filed October 1, 2008, 
Prior kfemoranrlutn Decision [Gmnting Partial Summary Judgntenf RE: "Economic Loss" Rule[fiIed October IS,  
2007, and Order Awarding Cot[, fifed ~Vovember 24, 2008 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT: John R Goodell and Brent L Wliiring, RACINE, OLSON, 8YE,  BUDGE 62 
BAILEY, CH4RTERED, PO Box 1391, Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
ATTORNEY FOR THE RESPONDENT: G a q ~  L Cooper, COOPER & MRSEN,  CHARTERED, PO Box 4229, 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
APPEALED BY: BRIAN.4iVD CNRISTIE, I K . ,  cm Idaho Corpora/ion, and dba TACO TIME, an assumed 
business name 
APPEALED AGAINST: LEISW,ilfAN ELECTRIC, ZNC, an Idalto Corporation; cmd JOHNDOES 1-10 
NOTICE 0 F APPEAL FII,ED: ,4rovember 5,2008 (Judgment on An  orng 's fees Pled November 24,2008) 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL F1LED:Nl.k 
YOTIGE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: N/A 
AMENDED NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: IV/A 
APPELLATE FEE PAID: Ye* 
RESPONDENT OR CROSS RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD: N/A 
TRANSCRIPT FILED: No 
WAS DISTRICT COURT REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT REQUESTED ?:Yes 
IF SO, NAME OF REPORTER: David Murlowe 
ESTIMATED NUMBER O F  PAGES: Less than I00 
NAME AND ADDRESS: David Marlowe, PO Box 389, Rexburg, ID 83440 
Dated t h i a d a y  of & ,2008 
E\/larilvn R. Rasmussen 
BY 
DEPUTYCLERK 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
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Iohn R. C3ctoiicll (ICIZQ 23372) 
Urcrlt I,.  Wllitirlg (ISf3fi: 6001) 
ttAC'lKl,. 01,SCIN. hJrE. 
BIJIIGF Kr I3AII,EY, ('I ItZR'I'I~IZEII 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83203- 139 1 
Telephone: (208)232-6 1 01 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
En~ail: jrgi~racinclaw.net 
Aftorney.vjiir P/~zinii~f<lij~pi~//ai~f Brian and Christie, Inc dhiz h c o  Time 
IN THE DISTRICT COUFtT OF T33E SEVENTH JUDICIAL, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
E5 
-
BRIAN ANSI CHRISTIE, INC., an Idaho ) 
0 corporation, and d/b/a 'I ACO TIME, as ) Case No. CV-06-826 
assumed business name. 1 
1 AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 1 
1 
VS. 1 
1 
L,EISI-IMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an 1 
Idaho corporation, 1 
IIefendantlRe5pondent. ) Fee Category/Amount: ('I')($101) 
) 
and 1 
1 
"JOHN DOES 1 - 10," 1 
1 
Defendants. 1 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., AND THE 
PARTY'S A'TTORNEYS, GARY L. COOPER, COOPER & I,ARSEN, P. 0 .  BOX 4229, 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-4229; AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTI'I'LED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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1 .  'r11c i t bov~  i~a~~tcc l  Appellant. I3ri:rn allti Christie, Jnc., appeals again?$ the above 
t~,trned Kespondcnt t o  tlic Icla110 Srtprcinc ('o~lrt f2om t11c final Jtidgll-icnt cil Ilismissal lilctf 1 Oi1/08; 
Mernorandurn Decision On Plaintiff's Motion To Reconsider [and Plaintifrs fvlotiorl to Amend 
Complaint] filed 1011 'OX; prior Meinorandurn Decision /Granting Partial Summary Judgment Re: 
").,conomic 1.0s~'. Rule] filed 1011 5/07; and supplen~enkl Judgment awarding costs tiled 1 1/24/08, 
the Honorable Brent J. Moss, District Judge, presiding. 
2. 'That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgements 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 1 1 (a)(l 'l 
and/or 1 1 (a)(7), I.A.K. 
3 .  A prelirninary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, include the following: 
A. Does the "economic loss" rule bar recovery as a matter of law by a building1 
restaurant owner, against a licensed electrical contractor, whose negligent work causes an electrical 
lire, and resulting substantial property damage to a building and contents? 
R. Is a plaintiff entitled to recovery 100% of darnages sustained in an electrical 
fire without reduction for settlement procceds recovered from another tortfeasor, under LC. 6-805 
and the Suni-Top case? 
C. Is a plaintiff entitled to recover prejudgment interest in a negligence action 
for cost or repairs to a building and replacement of contents? 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record'? NO. 
A Ivranmwn ~nrrt-ri, nli APPEAL - Page 2 
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5. (a) 15 ;I reporter's tr:l~tl;cript rerlucstecl ' 
YES. 
(b) I'l-te appellant requests the preparatioti of tllc follotvil~g portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
SEPTEMBER 16,2008 3XEARING ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RElCONSIDER PARTIAL S U M U Y  JUDGMENT. 
6. The appellant requests the following docuinents to be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those auton~atically included under Rule 28, I.R.R.: 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR S U M Y  JUDGMENT, FILED 6/5/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. COOPER, FILED 6/5/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN LARSEN, FILED 7/2/2007; 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRENT L. WHITING, FILED 9/4/2007; 
MEMORANDIM DECISION [GRANTING PARTIAL S-Y 
JUDGMENT RE: "ECONOMIC LOSS"], FILED 10/15/2007; 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR S I J M Y  JUDGMENT, FILED 4/10/2008; 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN LARSEN, FILED 4/10/08; 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL C. HIGGINS, P.E., FILED 4/10/08; 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT KIMBROIJGH, Ph.D., P.E., FILED 4/10/08; 
AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT "JAKE" JACOBSEN, C.F.I., FILED 4/10/08; 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL PACKER, FILED 4/11/08; 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN R GOODELL, FILED 6/16/2008; 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION [RE: "ECONOMIC LOSS"], 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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FILED $311 212008; 
MOTION TO AMENI) COMPLAINT, PILED 8/29/2008; 
M E m E D  COWLMNT AND DEMAND FORJURY TRIAL [PROPOSED], 
FILED 8/29/2008; 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER, FILED 10/1/2008; 
JUDGMENT OF DISMISSAL, FILED 10/1/2008; 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, FILED 10/8/2008; 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY L. COOPER IN SUPPORT OF AWARD OF COSTS, 
INCLUDING DISCRETIONARY COSTS, FILED 10/8/2008; 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTIONS AND MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS, 
FILED 10/15/2008; 
JUDGMENT [SUPPLEMENTAL AWARDING COSTS], FILED 11/24/08. 
7. I certify: 
(a). That a copy of this amended notice of appeal has been served on each 
reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the 
address set out below: 
David Marlow, Court Reporter 
C/O District Court Clerk 
P. 0 .  Box 389 
Rexburg, ID 83440. 
(b)(l). That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
( c)(l). X 'That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record had been 
paid. 
(d)(l). X That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
AMENDED NOWCE OF APPEAL - P a ~ e  4 
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ic) .  1-hat service has becn rtlacte ~rpon all pnrtios rcqtl~red to hc s e r ~ c d  pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
I>A'IEI> this 2 6  > 01- Deccmbcr, 2008. 
RAGINE, OLSON, NYE, BUIIGI" 
& BAI LkY. CI IAIZTERED 
By: 
Attorneys for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
n 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the f December, 2008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following persnn(s) as follows: 
Gary L. Cooper [ d] Lj. S. Mail 
COOPER & LARSEN, Cl lARTERED Postage Prepaid 
15 1 N. 3rd Ave., Ste. 2 10 1 Hand Delivery 
P. 0 .  Box 4229 [ 1 Overnight Mail 
Pocatello. ID 83205-4229 [ 1 Facsimile 
Fax: 235-1 182 
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IN TIIL 1IIS TKTCT GOUR'C 01: THE SEVEN'FI 1 JUDICIAI, DISTRICT 01. 
THE STATE C)F IDAEJO. IN AND FOR MADISON COUNTY 
BRIAN AND CI INSTIR, INC:., AN 
IU~"\O CORPORATION, AND D/B/A 
'MCO TIME, AN ASSUMED BlJSlNESS 
KAME 
PLAINTIFF- 
API'E1,I ANT 
VS 
1.GISI IMAN ELECTRIC, INC.. AN 
IDAHO COKI'OKATION; AND JOEIS 
IIOES 1-1 0 
DEFENDANT- 
IESPONDENT 
1 
) 
1 
1 
1 SUPREME COIJRT NO 35929-2008 
1 CASE NO. CV-2006-826 
1 CEK'I'IFICA'fE OF EXHIRI'TS 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I, Gwen Cureton, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho. in and for Madison County, do hereby certify that the following is a list of the 
exhibits. offered or admitted and which have been lodged with the Supreme Court or rctaincd as 
indicated: 
NO. 1)ESCKIP'I ION SENTIRETAINED 
NONE 
hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this 
v MARnYN R. RASMUSSEN 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COUR1' 
I 
6 
i 
I * 
';I 
' 111 
I l l  I' 
1 t i !  / I  
I Ill 
i j 
I t j l  I In the Supreme Court of the State sf Idaho 
I 
lS f  
l t  I!' 
I 1  1 1  
$1, 
I BRIAN AND CHRISTIE. INC., an Idaho 
I I 
1 
1;' 
corporat~on. and dba TACO TIME, an 
I /: assumed busmess name, 1 
1 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
) ORDER Gk4NTIKC MOTION TO 
V. ) AUGMENT THE RECORD 
1 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., an Idaho ) Supreme Court Docket No. 35929-2008 
corporation, ) Madis011 County No. 2006-826 
1 
Defendant-Respondent. 
) 
lit and 
c 1 
l 8  
:/ JOHN DOES 1 - 10, 
I j i  
I 
I Defendants. 
I / !  
I 
A MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD AND STATEMENT IN SUPPORT lii 
;i THEREOF was filed by counsel for Respondent on August 18, 2009. Therefore, good cause 
t 
:I 
I I 
12 J 
11l  
I appearing, 1 
, / I  I/ 
/ I  
I I 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondent's MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD t 
be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed iil i 1 
! 
below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion, as EXHIBITS: 
f 1. Affidavit of Paul Moore, file-stamped June 9, 2008; and 
I s /  t 2. Second Affidavit of Gary L. Cooper, file-stamped June 9, 2008. 
I i 
l l  4. 
1 :  DATED this 2 0 -of August 2009. 
I f '  For the Supreme Court Ill 
8 y h  pyp-- 
Stephen W. Kenyon, CKrk 
I j cc: Counsel of Record I '  
I 
in I!/ i 4 
I < I  iii 
-- 
i f 4 - - pF 
:/I ili 
IN THE DISTRICT COUR'L' OF TFIB SbVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATI- OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COGWTY 01: MADISON 
BRIAN AN13 CIIRISTIE, INC.. AN 1 
IDAHO COI<P(JRr'lTION, AND D/B/A/ ) 
TACO TIME, AN ASSUMED BUSINESS ) 
NAME 1 
PLAINTIFF ) CLEW'S  CERTIFICATE 
APPE1,LAN'T 1 
VS 1 SUPREiME COURT N0.35929-3008 
) CASE NO. CV-200ti-836 
LFISHMAN ELEC'IKIC, INC., AN 1 
IDAIIO C O U O M T I O N ;  AND 1 
JOHN DOES 1-10 ) 
DEFENDANT- ) 
RESPONDENT ) 
I. Marilyn R. Rasmussen, Clerk of the District Court of the 7"' Judicial 
District of thc State of Idaho, in and for the County of Madison, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing Clerk's Record in the above entitled cause was coinpiled and bound under my 
direction and contains true and correct copies of all pleadings, documents and papers 
designated to be incl~~ded under Rule 28, IAR, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of Cross 
Appeal, and any additional documelits requested to be included. 
I further certify that all doc~linents, x-rays, charts and pictures oflered or admitted 
as evhiblts in the above entitled cause, if an!, will be duly lodged uith the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court with any Reporter's Transcript and the Clerk's Record (except for 
exhibits, which are retained in the possession of the undersigned), as required by Rule 3 1 
of the An~ellate Rules. 
F, I have hereunto set iny hand and affixed the seal of 
, 2 o q .  
MARILYN R. RASMUSSEN 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE 
STATE OF IDAEIO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MADISON 
1 
BRIAN AND CHRISTIE, INC., AN ) 
IDA1 IO CORI"OMTIOJ\I, AND D/B/A ) 
TACO TIME, AN ASSUMED 
BUSINESS NAME 
PLAINTIFF- ) 
BP13ELLAl.J'I CERTIFICATE OI: SFRVICE 
VS ) CASE NO. CV-2006-826 
) SUPREME COURT NO. 35929-2008 
LEISHMAN ELECTRIC, INC., AN ) 
IDAHO CORPOMTION; AND 1 
JOIIN DOES 1 - 10 1 
DEFENDAPj'r- ) 
RESPONDENT 
1, Gtwn Cureton, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Madison, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the 
Clerk's Record and any Reporter's Transcript to each of the parties or their Attorney of 
Record as follows: 
John R Goodell Gary L Cooper 
Brent L Whiting Cooper & Larsen, Chartered 
Racine, Olson, Nye. Budge & P.O. Box 4229 
Bailey, Chartered Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1 391 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have her my hand and affixed the 
seal of the said Court this& day of , 2 0 7  
MARILYN R ~ S M U S S E N  
CLERK OF TIIE DISTRICT COURT 
